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City of
Ontario
Announces
Trade Mission
to China
Recognbng China's Immense
Economic and Population
Growth, the Mission is Designed
to Increase Export Opponmities
for U.S. Manufacturers and
Professional Sen•ices
As the fourth largest country in
the world in terms of Geographic
collfinued on pat::e 2
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AT DEADLINE
CSUSB Leads in Awarding
Degrees to Hispanics
California State University,
San Bernardino ranks among the
nation's top colleges and universities that confer the most bachelor's
degrees upon Hispanics, according
to the May 2004 edition of The
Hispanic Outlook in Higher
Education.

continued on page 23

Affordable Housing:
Meeting the Need for
Rancho Cucamonga
Seniors
With the need of affordable
housing growing each year.
Rancho Cucamonga has taken a

continued on page 5

The Preserve at Chino
Will Offer a Total
Living Experience
A Vision of Community Life Unfo lds in the
City of Chino
If you add up the most desirable
aspects of living in a great place,
the sum encompasses such things
as exceptional new state-of-the-art
schools, abundant parks and recreation, and neighborhoods that echo
a rich heritage and a prevailing
sense of neighborliness. These
things and more make up the innovative new master-planned community. The Preserve at Chino by
Lewis Planned Communities, a

member of the Lewis Group of
Companies.
"Our vision is both forward
looking in seeking innovative ways
to enrich people's lives and clear in
its broad understanding of what
makes a community feel like home,
today and for fu ture generations,"
stated Randall Lewis, a principal
and executive vice president of
Lewis Planned Communities. "Our
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Tasting a
Tidbit of
Christmas
in July
by Tera Zelinger
Delighting in the yuletide sea-

son comes sooner than others for
some. as was the case for partygoers at the Ontario Convention
Center. Created by the convention
center's own cuisine service.
Centerplate Catering spearheaded
"Christmas in July" for the variety

continued on page 5

IURI·HIRI IOLUTIONI AT YOUR PING
(800) 564-5644 • wwwappleone.com
· Temporary Staffing · Full-Time Placement · Temporary-To-Hire

conlinued on paMe 31
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City of Ontario Announces Trade Mission to China
cominued from page J
size and the largest in tenns of population, China represents a valuable
intemational trade partner. This is
especially true for companies located in greater Ontario. As one of
Southern California's fastest growing cities. Ontario boasts a Foreign
Trade Zone and LA-Ontario
International Airport (ONT). the
fourth largest cargo airport in

California, including United Parcel
Service's western regional hub.
providing direct flights to China.
For these reasons. the City of
Ontario's Economic Development
Agency is leading a trade mission
to China from Nov. 3 through 12.
and is seeking businesses to join the
mission to explore trade opportunities in China.
Along with the city. the Global

Trade Center of the Inland Empire,
in cooperation with Guangzhou
Import Commodities Center. Hong
Kong Trade Development Council.
North American Representative
Office of Shenzhen and the
Shanghai
Foreign
Investment
Development Board. will also participate. Southern California businesses interested in joining the mission are encouraged to contact the

If you're an SCE industrial or business
customer with a time-of-use (TOU) meter,
you can save energy and money this summer.
The SCE 20/20 R ebate Program offers you
an automatic 20% rebate when you achieve
a 20% reduction on your average on-peak
usage per day -

compared to the same

billing period last summer. You can visit
EnergyManager'" at www.sce.com
for information about your peak-time
usage account history.
The program only applies to your July,
August and September 2004 electricity bills.
So start putting your business in energy-saving mode
immediately with these simple tips:
Thrn off lighting and eq uipme n t in unoccupied areas.
R aise thermostats a couple of degrees and c u t lig btin g by SO%
during peak hours, from noon to 6 p.m.
Set computer s to sleep mode when not in use.
For more energy-saving tips and information
about the SCE 20/20 R e b a t e Program , please
call our toll-free number at 1-800-736-4777.

www.sce.com
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economic development manager
for the City of Ontario, Brian
McGowan, at (909) 395-2010. A
limited number of positions are
available. Delegation size will be
limited.
Interested companies
should contact the city to make a
reservation.
The trip will be a businessintensive mission to four leading
business centers in China, including Hong Kong, Shenzhen,
Guangzhou and Shanghai. The goal
will be to identify export and partnership opportunities for U.S. manufacturers and professional services. Activities will include matchmaking and pre-arranged business
appointments, networking, consultation with U.S. and Chinese government officials and trade experts.
Participants will also visit the
Guangzhou Import Commodities
Fair, an international free trade
zone,
and
the
Shanghai
International Industry Fair, the single largest state-level industry fair
in China.
The November 2004 trade mission is the second visit to China led
by the city. The City of Ontario ·s
Economic Development Agency
will also hold a series of seminars
prior to the trip for trade mission
participants that will cover issues
related to establishing successful
trade relat1onships. "The tnp will
build upon relationships and business strategies learned from the
2003 mission. Many of the companies that participated last year are
continuing to nurture and grow
business contacts,'' noted economic
development director for the City
of Ontario, Mary Jane Olhasso,
"The 2004 trip will build on those
contacts at a time when there is
even greater opportunity to identify, pursue and strengthen trade relationships between our two countries.
"This is a true match-making
opportunity. A business that is serious about exporting goods and
services to China should be pa11 of
this trip. We've made the arrangements and our seminars are
designed to help each participant
achieve success. This is a unique
opportunity to ~evelop new business in a growing marketplace."
continued on page 6
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Bowerman
Named
Dean of
CSUSB's
College of
Business

Downtown Arts &
Cultural District Walking
Guide Available
- Brochure is the first comprehensive
guide to the arts and cultural offerings of downtown Riverside Karen Dill Bowerman

bv Joe Gutierre-:_

New Dean of the College of Business
and Public Administration

As Karen Dill Bowennan assumes her duties as the new dean of the
College of Business and Public Administration at California State
University. San Bernardino. she will lead a growing and dynamic college.
Bowerman. who was the interim dean at the Craig School of Business
at Fresno State University before coming to Cal State San Bernardino, will
oversee a college that received renewed accreditation by the Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business International (AACSB). Last year
the college's masters in public administration program received its third
reaccreditation by the Nat1onal AssociatiOn of Schools of Public Affairs
and Administration (NASPAA).
CSUSB has been selected as one of the Top 100 Universities and
Colleges for Entrepreneurs in the U.S. by Entrepreneur magazine for both
its undergraduate and graduate MBA programs. The rankings. just released
and featured in the May ~004 issue. were the result of surveying and eva!continued <Ill poge 26

Now hitting the streets IS the
ultimate guide to the arts and cultural offerings of downtown
Riverside.
The
Dm'~-·ntOH..'tl
Riverside Arts & Cultural District
Walking Guide includes maps and
listings of arts organizations. cultural events. public art locations.
historical sites. and local colleges
and universities.
Check out what is going on in
your area this summer. Pick up a
copy at the Visitor Center on the
comer of University Ave. and Main
St.. the Arts Council office at 3485
Mission Inn Ave. in the Municipal
Auditorium. or the R1verside
Downtown Partnership at 3606
Un1vers1ty Ave .. Suite I 00.

'"This is a truly remarkable
guide that highlights Riverside's
coming-of-age as the arts and culture capital of the Inland Empire."
said
Riverside
Mayor
Ron
Lovendge.
This valuable brochure is the
first comprehensive guide to the
arts and cultural offerings of downtown Riverside. Easy to use. it is
helpful for visitors as well as residents who would like to learn more
about what there is to do downtown. Amidst the historic. eclectic
architecture of downtown, there is
an abundance of modem art and
hktory museums. art galleries. theatres. concert venues. tine restauconrinued on page 7

Creating Value With Values:A New Prescription for
Transforming the Corporation
by Richard L. Crava/1\. Ph.D.
The sight of Kenneth Lay,
founder and former CEO of Enron,
being led into Federal Court in
handcuffs early this July may well
have satisfied critics and put some
long-awaited closure on the threeyear investigation into egregious
fraud, a particularly unsavory story
that serves to typify some of the
real and perceived corporate
excesses of recent times.
But the salient message in this
incident is the oft-repeated, and
seemingly true, accusation that
American corporations are rife with
self-interest. unethical business
practices, arrogance, greed, and an
apparent indifference to the economic suffering of shareholders
and ordinary citizens. Their chief
executives are believed to be corrupt, entitled, and compensated
way beyond reasonable stan-

dards-exponentially above what
all employees in their same companies receive themselves.
Those opinions are bad news
for corporations, especially as they
struggle already in the wake of the
explosion of the dot-com bubble,
sluggish worldwide economic
growth, increasing negative sentiment against globalization, and
skittishness over terrorism and
international economic stability.
Companies are not against the
ropes yet, but they increasingly
have had to defend themselves
against accusations by stakeholders, politicians, international partners, activists, and the public for
their actions-both for how they
actually behave in doing business
and how they fall short. as is frequently the case. as corporate citizens.
Corporate social responsibility
(CSR)-how
well
businesses

behave 111 the marketplace as citizens and what they contribute.
beyond how they actually run their
businesses-has been on the corporate agenda for several decades.
and served as a proactive way for
corporations to demonstrate core
·values' beyond the profit incentive. Some companies. such as
banking institutions. came to table
reluctantly. and only after being
coerced by the 1977 Community
Reinvestment Act. which mandated
that banks increase lending broadly
in inner-city (and often impoverished) communities where they did
business. Other international companies. such as Anita Ruddick's
worldwide chain. The Body Shop.
took it upon themselves to aggressively do business in a principled.
values-defined way.
Not all corporations were so
inspired, of course. to do good; and
most busmesses viewed CSR as

bemg limited to charitable donations and philanthropy. not to a systemic and strategic choice for
embracing social values to create
core value for stakeholders. In the
late 1990s. when Americans saw
their financial wealth increase by
$3 trillion a year forthe years 19982000. at a time when the Dow had
rocketed to the 11,000 level. stakeholders were less concerned with
how well the corporation was doing
for society.
But those days are over. at least
for the foreseeable future, and businesses now must react to public
demands for better governance,
transparency, and accountability.
They have to do this on their own.
building trust from stakeholders.
enlarging their reach to fuel economic growth. tapping their "distinctive competencies· to harness
continued on
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The Preserve at Chino Will Offer a Total Living Experience
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Many Older Workers are opting to swy in the job market instead of
retiring to the rocker on the front porch. Some seniors need 10 continue working for economic reasons; eve, so. man_v of them would
prohahly cominue »·orking mn•wa_v 1/they were happy with their jobs
and wanted to way active and "in the loop." ........ ...... -............ 42

Daily Planet Communication\, Inc

WOOF ... Tile Dog Days of summer are here. We H'illtry to keep
_vou occupied with this issue ,featuring stories like ''Testiug a Tidbit
of Christmas in july." Cool stuff We are offerillg some ••ery iuter-

esting stories on the environment, a caring doctor in Rialto, and a
couple who have opened a stylish (and affordable) furniture outlet
in Corona. So mauy people and issues to write about- so lillie time
Lemonade goes well with the Journal, honest.
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a JOIIlt use library and a JOII1t use
park with sports courts. Located at
the north and south ends of The
Preserve at Chino's community
core. these valuable ctvic assets
will knit together the community
while enhancing the quality of life
for residents of Chino.
In addition to the schools,
Lewis Planned Communities plans
to create a major community center. more than 33+1- acres of new
parks and a fire station. All of these
proposed public amenities are in
addition to the rich array of private
amenities planned for use by residents of The Preserve at Chino.
In the first phase of the community's development. private amentties will include the first of two
spectacular recreation centers. each
encompassing 15,000+/- square
feet. Residents of The Preserve at
Chino will have private access to
such features as a business center.
community room with full catering
kitchen. professional quality gym,
theater with projection television.
Jr Olympic resort-style pool and
tennis courts.
Weaving the neighborhoods to
the community core and private
recreation center are a system of
walking trails. providing connectivity to the heart of the community. In addition. they serve to
encourage people to leave their cars

The Preserve
at Chino Private Community Recreation Center
at home and enjoy the benefits of
walking as they head out to school.
park, pool. library or gym.
Neighborhoods within The
Preserve at Chino will also bring to
mind the warmth of small town
America. Their diverse architectural styles are drawn from an imaginative and well-defined set of
guidelines, inspired by classic local
and regional neighborhoods that
have passed the test of time with
dignity and graciousness. Avoiding
sameness and reflecting heritage
Planned
authenticity,
Lewis
Communities will also apply these
guidelines in public and community facilities and in landscaping.
''One of the most endearing elements of a community is its treelined boulevards that generate a
strong pride of place,'' Lewis continued. "The Preserve at Chino will
convey that sense. not only in its
larger streets, but deep mto the
neighborhoods where signature
parks will serve residents in the
immediate area. These. along With
pocket parks. will give residents
abundant motivation to pursue

active interests outdoors with
ne1ghbors and friends."
Ideally located for convenient
access to major Orange County,
San Gabriel Valley. San Bernardino
and Riverside County employment
centers. The Preserve at Chino will
offer a remarkable quality of life.
enhanced by premier recreation.
mnovative new schools. and a farsighted approach to the present and
future needs of area residents.
Lewi.fi Planned Communities is a
member of the Lewis Group of
Companies. The Lewis name has
long been associated 1vith community developmem across Sowhern
California. For more information
about the Lell'is Group of
Companies, \-'isit its Web .\ite at
www.lewisop.com. An Interest
Registn· is noh· forming for The
Presen·e at Chino rhat ·will enable
Jzomebuyers to recei~·e information
and importallf derails regarding the
commumty and irs neighborhood.\
as it becomes m·ailable. To he
added to the 1ntere.H Registn• for
The Presen·e at Chino, please call

888-60/-9977.

Affordable Housing: Meeting the Need for Rancho Cucamonga Seniors
BOARD <l-tAIRMA'<
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EDITOR'S NOTE:

role is to create a total livmg expe
rience in which res1dents can
address every aspect of life whether
they are just starting out, growing
and moving up. or seeking a nonage restricted backdrop for active
adulthood."
Anticipating a February 2005
debut, The Preserve at Chino aims
at making the community great for
both today's homebuyers and for
residents of the surrounding city.
Located in the city of Chino. community residents will enjoy a superior quality environment- while an
array of public and private facilities
and amenities invite the residents
of Chino to think of this new community as an extension of their own
"home town" environment.
The Preserve at Chino is
designed around a prominent community core planned to feature
commercial. civic. cultural, educational and residential uses. Lewis
Planned Communities is developing significant elements within the
community core as part of The
Preserve at Chino's master plan.
These include two new kmdergarten to eighth grade public
schools that are planned within the
community. The Preserve at Chino
plans to include a variety of other
public amenities. such as a professional quality joint use gymnasium,
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proactive step to supply senior citizens with top-quality affordable
living. Most recently. the Olen
Jones Senior Commun1ty has provided homes for more than I00
senior citizens who had been
unable to secure an affordable residence in the Rancho Cucamonga
area. Just opened, Olen Jones is the
newest of six senior housing projects in Rancho Cucamonga and is
already filled to 100% capacity.
The
Rancho
Cucamonga
Redevelopment Agency disclosed
that other senior housing developments are currently in the works,
including a property with 216
apartment homes named Fountain
Glen at Terra Vista. It is slated to

open in fall 2005. Other projects
include a recreational senior community center on the corner of
Baseline and Milliken. scheduled to
open by January 2005.
As an initiative to create more
affordable housing for seniors in
the Rancho Cucamonga area. nonprofit
Northtown
Housing
Development Corporation and the
Rancho Cucamonga Redevelopment Agency contrived the 3.2acre Olen Jones Senior Community
more than three yean> ago.
Collaborative funding between
federal. state, and local agencies
and Washington Mutual Bank
helped to fund the $12 million dollar project.

The project is slated to remain
"affordable" for a 55-year period.
"Years ago, when we started
Northtown. a team of us had a
dream to help build affordable
housing for families and senior citizens who could not afford their
own homes," said Nacho Gracia.
executive director for Northtown.
"Since then, we have built an 88unit complex and a 14-unit complex for families. Now that we're
finally seeing another step in that
dream come true with the completion of the Olen Jones Senior
Community. we're focusing on
other construction opportunities to
help the community."
The community pro,·ides 95

apartments for seniors. 55 years of
age and older, who qualify under
the agency's affordable housing criteria.
Specifically. those individuals
who earn 35 percent. 45 percent. or
50 percent of the county's median
income are eligible. Based on 2003
income limits. this means that
occupants pay between $303 and
$539 per month to rent an apartment.
Olen
Jones
Senior
Community is located at 7125
Amethyst
Avenue,
Rancho
Cucamonga. For more information
about the Olen Jones Semor
Community or its residents. please
contact property manager, Barbara
Wadsley. at 909-373-8555.
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Yousuf Sadiq, M.D. Has a Natural Affinity for Small
Business Ownership in Rialto
by Jose WiTrago
-photos bv Jose \tltrago
Yousuf Sadiq. M.D .. a practitioner of internal medicine for more than
28 years in the United States, chose to locate hJS family practice office in
downtown Rialto in 1995 because of its many advantages. His practice was
fi"t located in the city of Colton. and is now located on the comer of Rtalto
Avenue in the heart of downtown Rialto. "After a lot of searchtng, I found
Rialto to be a good place to practtce medic111e," said Sadiq. "I chose a safe
and secure location to serve people dov..·ntown.

The fully extended medical office conststs of five staff members,
111cluding Sadiq. two assistant nurses, a btller, and a transcriptionist. The
chnic is open to patients Monday through Fnday, from 9 a.m.-5 p.m .. and
closed on weekends and national holidays. The practice serves 30 patients
a day, 150 pattents a week. "It's a constantly generating system of see111g
pauents. I have a good team, the doctor srud.
"We work as a team always, and therefore we have a good team to help
the people wtthin the community," srud Margartta W. Gonzalez, medical
office manager and an
3SSJStant

nurse

who

has
been
work111g for
Sadiq s111ce
2002.
"We
have always
maintained
(the bus111ess)
this way," she
added.

His motivation towards a successful business has been honesty, work.

ing hard. persistence. commitment, and a passionate mterest in medicine. "I
enjoy what 1 do to the greatest fulfillment -to help people." he added. As
part of hts consulting business, Sadiq JS in great demand as an M.D., particularly to mner-city elderly patients. When he helps hts patients, he
emphasizes the importance of his understanding that. ''I have found the
major key to
success
for
my consulting
business - to
treat people
with honesty,
respect, and
dignity - regardless of
color, gender
or language. 1
run the business for the
Yousuf Sadiq M.d., left, and Margarita W Gon:.alez,
purpose
of
olfic~ mamzger and assistant nurse.
humanity and
help people." Sadiq has succeeded as a human being and a doctor
through hJS intense desire to improve the lives of the underserved. His
life is one of service and grace.
Sadiq is currently affihated with several organizations within the
I.E.- the board of directors of the Physician Health Network (PHN). and
since 1990, the Inland Health Organization (IHO) where he works on a
contract basis to see patients with HMOs. He also helps treat patients at
the Al-shtfa clime of Rialto. and as a volunteer physician at the
Commumty Hospttal of San Bernardino once a month.
Dr. Sadtq, a native of Afghanistan, has earned many awards, one
from the University of Vienna in Austria for the Guest Phystcian Award
in 1981, and from The National Republican Congressional Committee
(NRCC) for the Physician of the Year Award, as well as humanitarian and
charity awards.

City of Ontario Announces Trade Mission to China

Find Casual Elegance and Affordable High Style
at Bungalow
New Home Furnishings Alternative Delivers
Popular Retail Style at Wholesale Prices
by Erika Schulte

Bungalow as a reflection of thetr

As the housmg market contin-

own tastes and standards of quality,

ues to soar, espectally in the Inland

balanced with a practtcal apprecta-

Empire, record numbers of families

uon for true value. "We belteve that

and indtviduals are taking advan-

a home should be a warm, welcome
reflection of a family's mdividual

tage of low interest rates to purchase their first home or move up to

a larger property, creating tremendous demand for quality furnishings and stylish design.
Bungalow, located in Corona,

style and personaltty. The reality
for most of us is that the cost of furJeff and Wendy Blackband, owners of Bungalow

nishings and accents to create such
an environment can be prohibitive,

for customtzation that are beyond

nishings and we saw an opportuni-

the typtcal parameters of most retatl
locallons. Bungalow is commttted
to provtding the wtdest possible
selection of home fumish111gs and

ty 111 the Inland Empire to make a
new ltfe for ourselves with this
bus111ess. (The couple previously

accents that meet its exacting stan-

dards for quality and styltsh design

Orange.)
"To do

aesthetics.

extremely interested in and have a

"Offering affordably-priced,
qualtty furniture with111 the Inland

love for is obviously an ideal Situation." And. mdeed an ideal situation
for the residents of the Inland
Empire. as well.
Bungalow is located in Corona at
1560 Commerce St., Suite #H, near
the intersection of Maple and North
Smith Streets. The store is open
Wednesday through Saturdmfrom
/0 a.m. to 2 p.m .. and at other times
b)' appoifllmellf. For more iriformation about Bungalow, please call
(909) 735-4060.

is a new home furnishings resource
for these homeowners, who have an

especially given the high cost of
homes these days! "Bungalow
grew out of our desire to help

eye for style and a respect for value.
Bungalow offers extensive lines of
furniture that are comparable to the

homeowners make the most of their
mvestment and create warm, distinct and elegant surroundings

selections at popular stores such as

within a realistic budget," said
owner Greg Blackband.
Bungalow operates from a
small warehouse faciltty 111 Corona,
order to minimize overhead and

Empire is an advantage for our cus-

offer the greatest possible value to
customers. Clean and orderly, the

tomers," noted Blackband, a native
of Warwick, England. "They don't
have to go out of the Inland Empire
to find a product ltke ours. Com111g
to thJS area has paid off. People get
it and they like it'"
Which makes the B lackbands
very happy, indeed. "We both love
design- interior design- and obviously, furniture. We have that kind
of personal love of style and fur-

Pottery Barn, ZGallerie and Crate
& Barrel, but at prices typically 30
to 50 percent below retail.
In fact, Bungalow works with
similar manufacturers from North
and South America, Europe, Asia
and India, and is able to offer a
wider selection of fabrics, colors,
stains and finishes due to its alternative busmess model. 1t tS an
exciting place to shop for furnishings that reflect the customer's personal style.
The owners. Greg and Wendy
Blackband of Irvine, created

tn

warehouse environment allows cus-

tomers to see floor samples of
selected products to ascertain qualuy and style, and peruse countless
catalogs, fabric swatches and samples, to create their signature look.
Not only is this approach more
cost efficient for consumers, it also

pem1its much greater opportunities

owned an adverttsmg agency in

something

you're

Downtown Arts & Cultural District Walking Guide Available
Brochure is the first comprehensive guide to the arts and cultural offerings of downtown Riverside

contmued from page 2

Olhasso added.
"International trade is critical for California to maintain its economtc
prom111ence," said mayor of Ontario, Gary C. Ovin. "To support tts growth,
China is in need of U.S. goods and services. Thts represents a key opportunity to continue our Asta-Pacific trade relatwnshtps. as well as provide for
greater JOb growth and business opportunities here at home."
Chma is the fourth largest country in the world 111 terms of geographic
size and the largest in terms of population. China is the seventh largest
economy and has the youngest population in all of Asia. The total value of
goods and services has been growing at a double digit rate for the past 20
years. Although growth figures are now in the single digits (approximately
7.3 percent). this is a large market that cannot be ignored. The World Bank
estimates by the year 2025, Chma's economy will account for 25 percent of
the total World Economy. Driven by domesuc demand and supported by
World Trade Organization accession. China's economy should continue to
grow in a robust manner over the next two years. Opportunities abound 111

PROFILE

environmental technology, automotive, aviation, engineering, computers
and networking, medical products and technology, in addition to others.
There are also opportunities for American ftrms related to preparations for
the 2008 Olymptcs.
Onrario is increasingly identified for the competitive advantages it provides
to businesses that wam to succeed in the global marketplace and for its
growing importance to the state, national and international economies. As
a major transportation hub, Omario is home to LA-Ontario /memational
Airport (ONT). the center of a rapidly developing freight movement system
that includes the airport. two railroads. four major freeways and an
expanding network offreight forwarders. ONT is one of the fastest growing and ambitious cargo airports outside the booming Asia-Pacific market
and home to United Parcel Service's Westem Regional Hub providing
direct flights to China. For more information, visit www.ontariocalijornia.us.

continued from page 3

arts organizations. and a separate

venues, and dance, music and the-

rants and specialty shops. From the
Mission Inn to the Riverside
Dickens
Festival,
downtown
Riverside is the place to be.
Features of the Walking Guide
include a map of the downtown
area, including historical sites and

public art walking map. The historical sites section features a photo,
location and brief description of
some of the beautiful historic land-

atre organizations. Also highlighted

marks in downtown. There is com-

plete contact i~formation for an
galleries, museums, performing

EXECUTIVE
Chris Masino ofCDM Group. Inc. has been accepted as a Candidate in the
Society of Industrial and Office REALTORS®, an international association of
professional commercial real estate brokers. Masino entered into the Society 's
Candidate Program as his first step towards achieving the society prestigious
SJOR designation (Special, Industrial and Office Real Estate.) The Candidate
Program (est. 1993} pmvides beginning commercial real estate agents with a
mentor to assist them in qualifying for the S IOR designation. Masino graduated from the University of WISconsin-Madison in 2002 with a BA International

s

are annual events, local Institutions

of htgher education. and organizations that perform downtown.
The Walking Guide is made
possible by a collaboration between
the Riverside Arts Council, the City

N

0

T

of Riverside and the Riverside
Downtown Partnershtp. Addittonal
funding has been provided by the
National Endowment for the Arts.
For more information about the
Walking Guide or to get a copy,
calf the Riverside Arts Council at
(909) 680-1345.

E

s

Relations and certification in Western European Politics. . Wana S ims has joined
Empire Commercial R eal Estate as leasing manager. where she will handle the
company retail/easing. S ims brings 15 years of commercial real estate expertise to Empire Commercial. Sims will handle retail/easing. tenant improvements and related responsibilities. Sims will also serve as a liaison from prospective and current retail tenants to constrnction teams, architects and project directors at Empire CommerciJJL

s
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Is It Time to Update Your Will?
Preparing a will is the best way to be certain your property is distrib
uted according to your wishes, but keeping that will up-to-date is essential.
You should review your will periodically, especially when there are changes
to personal circumstances, your financial situation, or the tax laws. Here are
some situations that should trigger an immediate review of your will:

Marriage, divorce, or remarriage. These life events can have a
major impact on financial planning documents. For example, if a widow or
widower remarries, it is important that the will is updated to show how the
children from the previous marriage and the new spouse should be provid
ed for.
•
A new heir. Updating a will is especially important when you have a
child, because yom will allows you to name a guardian to care for your child
in the event that something happens to both you and your spouse. If you
don't name a guardian for your child, the courts will appoint one.
•
Death of someone named in the will. The death of a named executor,
guardian, beneficiary, or trustee signals a need to make changes to those
provisions in your will.
•
Substantial increase or decrease in net worth. If you get a large per
sonal injury settlement, or receive a large inheritance or other unexpected
windfall, additional tax planning might be necessary to minimize the tax bill
on your estate. On the other hand, a significant decline in your financial
assets might dictate altering your specific bequests or making other modifi
cations.

MANNERINO
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E
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"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830

-

>

"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'd is innocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668
9 3 3 3 BASELINE ROAD, SUITE 1 1 0 RANCHO CUCAMONCA CA 91730
( 9 0 9 ) 9 8 0 1 1 0 0 • FAX ( 9 0 9 ) 9 4 1 - 8 6 1 0

Relocation to another state. If you relocate, you should have an attorney
in the state of your new residence review your will. This is especially impor
tant if you move to or from a community property state. Although all states
recognize a will that was properly created in another state, there may be
nuances that need to be addressed.
•
Tax law changes. Updating your will allows you to take advantage of
recent developments and new techniques in estate planning. With the estate
tax exemption scheduled to change a number of times between now and
2001, and the prospect of future changes, its more important than ever to
review your will on a regular basis.
•
Changes to your intentions. Whether you want to add a new benefi
ciary or charitable donation, or you've had second thoughts about your
executor or the guardian of your children, be sure to implement these
changes on a timely basis. If your revised intentions do not make it into
print, they will have no legal effect.
How to change your will
You can't just make changes on your will. While every change does
n't necessitate redrafting, marking your will up invalidates it completely. In
the past, changes were made by creating an amendendment called a "codi
cil," which, to be valid, has to be signed and witnessed like a will. A codi
cil supplements your will and can modify, further explain, or add to, delete,
or amend provisions in the existing document. However, in the age of word
processing, it is much better to redraft, sign, and witness a new will.
Keep it safe and current
Once you have signed your will, keep it in a safe place, such as a safe
deposit box, and be sure that your family members know where to find it.
You should keep a duplicate unsigned copy handy and review it periodical
ly to see if any changes are needed.
Reviewing your will is an important part of the estate planning
process, and a process that will ensure that it is in alignment with your
financial and estate planning objectives.
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m
Company

THE LOSERS
Top five, by percentage

THE GAINERS
Top five, by percentage

Current
Close
7.89
Modtech Holdings Inc
21.12
Foothill Independent Bancorp
10.64
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc
36.65
PFF Bancorp Inc
s Keystone Automotive Industries Inc 27.22
Ticker

Beg. of Polnt% Change
Month Change Close
0.17
2.2%
7.72
20.98
0.14
0.7%
-0.01 -0.1%
10.65
-0.59 -1.6%
37.24
-0.67 -2.4%
27.89
7/21/«4
Chisc Price

6/30/04
Open Price

Current Beg. of Point% Change
Close
Month Change Close
16.10
20.49 -4.39 -21.4%
13.13
14.55 -1.42 -9.8%
4.00
4.30 -0.30 -7.0%
20.78
21.75 -0.97 -4.5%
25.75
26.90 -1.15 -4.3%

Company
HOT Topic Inc
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
Channell Commercial Corp
CVB Financial Corp
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
% Chg.
Month.

52 Week
Low

52 Week
High

Currant
P/E Ratio

Exchange

American States Water Co

AWR

22.620

23.240

-2.7

27.12

20.82

33.3

NYSE

Channell Commercial Corp

CHNL

4.000

4.300

-7.0

6.00

2.10

17.4

NASDAQ

CVB Financial Corp

CVBF

20.780

21.750

-4.5

21.99

16.15

18.2

NASDAQ

Fleetwood Enterprises Inc

FLE

13.130

14.550

-9.8

16.14

. 8.47

NM

NYSE

Foothill Independent Bancorp

FOOT

21.120

20.980

0.7

23.44

17.41

17.0

NASDAQ

HOT Topic Inc (L)

HOTT

16.100

20.490

-21.4

32.30

14.48

16.3

NASDAQ

Keystone Automotive Industries Inc

KEYS

27.220

27.890

-2.4

29.95

17.65

23.3

NASDAQ

Modtech Holdings Inc

MODT

7.890

7.720

2.2

9.58

6.45

NM

NASDAQ

National RV Holdings Inc

NVH

14.160

14.750

-4.0

18.85

6.50

NM

NYSE

Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc

PPBI

10.640

10.650

-O.I

15.25

6.71

14.4

NASDAQ

PFF Bancorp Inc

PFB

36.650

37.240

-1.6

40.95

27.57

15.0

NYSE

Provident Financial Hldgs

PROV

23.000

23.650

-2.7

26.00

19.79

10.8

NASDAQ

25.750

26.900

-4.3

50.12

24.91

13.2

NYSE

Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc (L) WPI

&

Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM- Not Meaningful ^

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation's leading investment banking
and financial advisory organizations. All stock
data on this page is provided by Duff & Phelps,
LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recom
mendation is intended or implied. (310) 284-8008.

Five Most Active Stocks
Stock
HOT Topic Inc
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
CVB Financial Corp
Modtech Holdings Inc

. H

Month Volume
34,631,837
21,376,400
6,330,600
724,209
630,428

D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month

66,158,827

Monthly Summarv

7/21/04
1 Advances
1 Declines
1 Unchanged
1 New Highs
1 New Lows
i

2
11
0
0
2

CVB Financial Corp. Announces 59^^ Consecutive
Cash Dividend
CVB Financial Corp. (NAS
DAQ: CYBF) announced a 12-cent
($0.12) per share dividend for the
second quarter of 2004. The divi
dend was approved at the regularly
scheduled board of directors meet
ing on June 16, 2004. It was
payable on July 15, 2004 to share
holders of record as of June 30,
2004.
"This represents our 59^^ con

secutive quarterly cash dividend,"
commented D. Linn Wiley, presi
dent and chief executive officer. "It
reflects the continued strong per
formance of our company and the
positive outlook for the future."
CVB Financial Corp., with
$4.0 billion in assets, operates
Citizens Business Bank. Citizens
Business Bank is the largest bank
headquartered in the Inland

Empire. It is the dominant commu
nity bank in the Inland Empire, Los
Angeles County, Orange County
and Central Valley areas of
Califomia.
The Citizens Business Bank Wealth
Management group has more than
$1.1 billion in assets under admin
istration. The company also oper
ates Golden West Financial
Services. Golden West Financial

Services provides auto leasing,
equipment leasing and real estate
loan brokerage services. Shares of
CVB Financial Corp. common
stock are listed on the, NASDAQ
under the ticker symbol ofCVBF.
For more information, please visit
www.cbbank.com.
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On Blowing up Boxes
by Paul]. Meyer
When Governor Schwarzenegger said in his "State of the State
Address" that he didn't want to
reorganize government simply by
moving boxes around, but by
"blowing them up." he identified
the
real
challenge
facing
California ·s state officials as they
grapple with California's structural
financial deficit. It is not just a
question of a budget cut here or
some extra revenue there. The real
challenge is for the state to fundamentally change its basic ways of
delivering public services to
Californians. In short. how can the
state get the most bang for its buck?
The administration is floating
an idea that is catching the eye of
even the most jaded observers of
our state government: greater use
of the private sector. with appropriate safeguards. for more efficient
provision of certain types of public
services. Schwarzenegger's team
supports a constitutional amendment to allow greater use of private
companie to help the state meet its
needs while saving tax dollars.
There is a tried and true practical guideline for every agency,
developed by former Indianapolis
Mayor Stephen Goldsmith.
He
said. "If you can find it in the
·Yellow Pages.' there is no need for
an agency to try and reinvent the
wheel and do it itself" There is a
terrific model of success for these
partnerships
right
here
in
Californta:
Over the past 19 years. 16
counties have created small. local
transportation agencies funded by
locally approved half-cent sales
taxes. These agem:ies ha\'e been a
huge succe". The locals have
delivered some s~o billion in transportation projects. Meeting budgetary and project delivery deadlines
has been the norm. not the exception.
These local agencies have
achieved their record with very
small staffs. often JUSt a few people.
They have proven that the efficient
delivery of transportation projects
does not require a massive. permanent and costly bureaucracy.

The local agenctes plan. gather
resources and regularly procure
from the private marketplace the
materials and services they need.
when they need them and in the
amount they need. The agencies
obtain environmental studies. project design, construction, quality
control services. etc. When a particular need ends, so does the contract and so does the cost to the
agency
and
the
taxpayers.
Accountability is simple and
strong. If a finn does not deliver as
promised. the firm does not get
paid.
Here are some specific examples: The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority completed the
new Route 85 in seven years.
instead of Caltrans' estimate of 17
years. The Orange County Transportation Authority completed the
1-5/405 interchange in four years
instead of seven and for $105 mi Ilion (55 per cent less than the original estimate). The I 0 I interchange
improvements 111 Santa Barbara
were upgraded years ahead of the
state's schedule. And the San
Diego Association of Governments
designed and butlt new Route 52
five years ahead of Cal trans' schedule.
The state has shown that it can
also use this nexible model once it
sets its mind Lo it' Just look at the
dramatic rebuilding of the l-1 0 by
Caltrans utilizing private sector
resources following the orthridge
earthquake.
Unfortunately. over the past
five years Caltrans has moved in
a different direct1on: from about
6.500 111-house employees asSigned
to designing and managmg projects
to about IO.()(XJ today.
In the engineering world. that
is a very large number. The average
engineering company 111 California
has just ~0 employees. And added
together. California's private sector
engineering. surveying and construction management finns. which
deliver the vast majority of fixed
works in the California economy
(including housing. commercial.
industrial. school, water and a vanconcinuecl on par.:e 28

COMMENTARY

Inland's Molotov Cocktail:
Millions of Dead Pines
by Dr. Reese Halter
The seven-year drought continues throughout much of the West,
and in Southern California concerns are mounting that last year's
firestonns will return, perhaps even
with more ferocity than in 2003. To
compound matters, the U.S. Bureau
of Land Management's computer
models are predicting no relief
from the weather. Has our climate
changed so quickly or have longstanding forestland management
policies simply exacerbated the
current climate cycle of wanner
and drier temperatures?
The national fire suppression
policy of the last 100 years has
undeniably changed the composition of our wild forests. In particular, the ponderosa pine ecosystem,
which comprises the largest forested ecosystem in America. as well
as California, has been particularly
affected. All forest types in the

nation have evolved and adapted to
the occurrence of wildfire. In reality, some pines in California, like
Jeffery and Coulter, even requirefire to open their cones, release
seeds and facilitate recolonization
of burnt -over lands.
Others. such as ponderosa
pines. have evolved to tolerate surface fires - those that occur from
the top of the forest noor to about
15 feet above the ground. These
trees have foot-thick bark, which is
a good insulator against fast surface fires, and they hold their
branches 20 feet or more above the
ground so that their foliage doesn't
bum in what is called a crown fire.
Crown fires are lethal for most
North American trees.
The natural fire frequency in
ponderosa pine forests, as evidenced from tree ring analysis, IS
about every 15 years.
Prior to our national fire suppression policy at the tum of the
cmuitwecl on page 20

Why Most Favor Free
Trade, but Protest
Against It
by S. Eric Anderson, Ph.D., MBA
Most economists favor a free
exchange of goods and services
that benefit both sides. Trade theory even goes on to suggest that if a
government protects one industr}
from foreign competition. then the}
must also compensate the industries not protected. The reason for
this is that the protected tndustry
will often raise its prices - resulting in consumers having less to
spend on the goods produced by the
non-protected industries. If free
trade offers economic growth and
prosperity to the involved parties.
then why do so many people
protest against it?
Economists argue the losers.
concentrated and identifiable, are
more likely to take to the streets.
while the winners. which are

spread out and hidden. may not
even be aware of the benefit
received. The economists can't
always identify the winners. but are
certain of their existence. In fact.
most economists believe that even
a high-cost producing country can
still benefit. since it will produce
some goods at a lower rclat1ve cost
than its trading partners. llowe\Cr,
many who have seen their jobs outsourced to another country are
beginning to question the benefits
and rethink the long-held belief that
free trade benefits all nations. A
report by Forrester Research predicts that nearly 500,000 information technology jobs will be moved
overseas in the next 13 years.
There are also concerns about
the United States exporting capital.
investing billions and shipping
cominued 011 page 20
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SUPPLEMENT

GEM Completes the Acquisition of a T.S.D.F. Firm
General Environmental Man
agemenl, Inc .. (GEM) www.gogem.com. a leading envtronmenta\
and remediation solutions' company, has announced that it has closed
the acquisition of a fully-permitted
part B Treatment Storage Disposal
Facility (TSDF)
in
Rancho
Cordova. from Pollution Control
Industries. Inc. of East Chicago.
Indiana.
Tim Koziol. CEO of GEM
commented. "GEM's strategic plan
has been to meet the key needs of
waste generators in our industry
sector offering speciftcally targeted
integrated solutions to three market
segments: Fortune I 000 companies. small- and mid-sized businesses, and other industry service
providers. Field services are coor-

dinated and managed by GE\Il's
proprietary compliance software.
with the anchor piece of our business model being GEM's own part
B TSDF.
Don Lees, president of GEM
said. "GEM's mission is to offer the
marketplace a new approach to
environmental and hazardous waste
management. reuse and recyclmg.
and the acquisition of a fully-permitted part B hazardous waste
facility in Rancho Cordova enables
GEM to execute its vision regional ly Lo the fullest e'tent."
John Beale. YP of sales for
GEM remarked, "By operattng
GEM Rancho Cordova. we will
broaden the recycling options
offered to customers plus have the
ability through customize data

management and compliance soft
ware to allow the waste generator
to track thetr waste to the final
treatment facility."
Kevin O'Connell of General
Pacific Partners, LLC staled.
"Having the facility asset on
GEM's balance sheet will gtve the
company a solid platfonn for conlmumg to build shareholder value."

dclll.\ , numaginx remedimion prof
ecrs, and prm·iding application
software designed for em·ironmen
tal compliance sen·ice.\ and
emplovee health and safety trainmg. Office: 3191 Temple Me. Ste.
250 Pomona, Ca 91768.

General Em'ironmemal Manaf!.emenr, Inc. is a fully integrated em·iromnental compan.v H'ith a General
Engineering - H a :::a rdou s
Substance Removal License, pro\'iding se\·eral important and critical needs within the em·ironmemal
industrv: identifying, nzaJWf.:illR
and transporting waste , prm•idinf!.
emer}.:ency response and other inci-

You Are
What You Know!
Get the news
you need
stBSCRIBE \0\\
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Environmental Companies Serving the Inland Empire
/Htt'd 4./f'IW/Iet11 a//\

Compan) Name

Hillin~.,

( millions) Regional Breakdoun Yr. Founded

Address
Cit) tate

2004

\erial Information SJstems..lnc.
112 First St
Redlands. CA 9237.1

S2.2

Alton Geoscience
25-A Technology Dr
Irvine. CA 92618

SR

q or$ (millions)

I....AJO.CJU.:.

Specialties

C O/lllllfl<'d 011

Clientele

Headquarters

Title

~o.

Phone/Fax
[.\1ail Address

Emplo)ee<i

30

Geographic Information.
(}.na Base Cre-.uinn.
Automation.

25%
60%
15%

1981
ln·ine
85

bnvironmemal Consulting
Remediation Contrncting
Environmental Con~tructton

25%
60%
15'1'

195-l
Anaheim

1975
Redland~

Gm-cmmrnt. CitH:s. ltilit}.
ComJXUlll!'>. Pri\ate.
Comultmg Finns

A~AAnaly,;o;

Applied Planning, Inc.

11.2

0%
0%
100'{

1997
Ontano
7

En vi ron mental Documentation.
Enutlement, Cultural & Biological
Resoorce Management

Public Agencies.
Dewloper.,

$4

50%

1984
Arcadia
60

Air, Soil. Water

All CaiCf!.Ories

2151 E. Conventton C'tr. Waj.ll22

AVES/ATC
50 E. F001hill Bt,d.
Arcadia. CA 91006

Brickley Environmental, Inc.
957 W Reece St

25%
25'1

1980
San Bernardino

$5.5

San Bernardino. CA 92411
Bl) an A. Stirrat & Associates

$15.3

WND

SIO

10'1
10%
80%

1360 Valley Vista Dr.

Diamond Bar. CA 9176~

Camp Dresser & McKee, Inc.
2920 Inland Emp>re Bl,d., Ste LOB
Ontario, CA 91764

T05hie Harnden
Pre:-.ident
(9<l'li '93-9493!7984110
William T. Hunt

PresidentJCEO
(949) 753-0101n53-0111

Due Diligence. Asbestos & Lead
Retail Chains. Commen.:ial &
Enrique Riutort
Surveys, Environmental Construction. Industrial De\ eloper,.,, Fiber OptiC & Em· Manager
Soil & Groundwater Assessments
Cell Phone Prmtder...
(909) 605-6500'605·6502
swhlled~ agraus.com
City & Count) Agencies

$8.3

Ontario. CA 917(>1

/2

a.~sgts.com

Major Oil C'ompame\
Aerospace. Municipalities
Local Govt. Agencies

AMEC Earth & Emironmcntal
4201 Santa AnaSt
Ontario. CA 91761

100

fJCI~£'

Top Local Exec.

Ross Geller
Principal
(9091 937-033Jm7.o34t
rgeller(a applicdplanning.com
B. Rohanizadch
Branch Manager
(6261447·5211>447-7593
mhan42ra'atc-enviro.com

Hazardous Waste.
School District:.. Colleges.
Tom Brickle)
Asbestos, Mold & Lead Abatement Hospitals, Municipalities. Contractors. President

411

Specialists

Private Parties

1984
Diamond Bar
81

Solid Waste Planning &
Engineenng. Hazardous Waste site
Investigation & Remediction

Public Agencies
Industrial Finns
Developer,.,

1947
Cambridge. Mass.
3.000

Water. WaslC Water, Solid Waste
Environmental Management

Local Go' emment
lndustl)
St.1te1 Federal Go\l

(909) 888·2010/381·3433

brickleyenv!« eee.org
Bryan A. Stirrat

President
!909) 860-7777!860-1!017
pmitcheiJ(O: bas.com
Donald Schroeder
Prestdent
(909) 945-JOOOI9.!5 1333

00 = n(lt available. The informo.tion m tl" abt,~·e fi.H was obtai11M from t/u> cnrrt{X.lJUts liswd. To tl" bt-.t~ oj o~r knmdedx~ the info~tlon. J"f'plkd is aarualt' us of
PP_
.
the accurun and tNiroll!/hlless of the list, omi:t.1ion.,· and 1\pm:raplllt·a/ errors JOifU'/unes occur. Plra.te nmd w"t' tumJ or addtllotlJ on tompam ktttrht-ad ftl ~ Inland
pms ti~.
lrtatie/979
ro tmurr
.
CA 91729- /079· Re(e
Emp"
8 While Jn'rry rffort
I P.Ou BM
Ran,·ho C11camom:a
· (trched bv ·Ymdra 0h·era· Cop~right!EBJ. This lm updared AuRUSI 2l.XJ.I from compcuurs that ~sponded to qutstlonom•.

NIA =Not A licabfe WND ntmltl not Di.~dmt

1 ltl' Bonk nf L ists :nail a hk n n Di s k . ( all9119 - 9K9 - .PJJ nr llm\nlnad "'"' lrum '""' · lnpl i s t. cnm
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lEUA Receives Highest Rating, PlatinumFrom U.S. Green Building Council
First Public Agency in the Nation to Receive This Honor
The Inland Empire Utilities Agency (lEUA) will formally receive
a plaque recognizing its platinum rating from the U.S. Green Building
Council's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED). lEUA
is the nation's first public agency to receive this rating for using environ
mentally friendly and energy efficient design and construction techniques.
lEUA's headquarter buildings, 66,000 square feet of office space, is
the largest "green building" of its kind in the United States. Made with
recycled and recyclable products, the facility is extremely energy efficient.
Its solar roof panels (photovoltaics) produce 60,000 watts of energy—
enough energy to power 33,000 square feet of office space.
lEUA expects to be 100 percent energy "self-sufficient" by 2006,
through a combination of energy conservation, the power generated by the
solar panels on the facilities roof and methane gas generated by the anaer
obic digestion process at the wastewater treatment plant located adjacent to
the headquarters. Its use of recycled water and high-efficiency plumbing
also reduces water consumption by 73 percent.
To celebrate the Platinum LEED rating, lEUA's board of directors

Inland Empire Utilities Agency
recently hosted a reception at the Inland Empire Utilities Agency
Headquarters, 6075 Kimball Ave., Building A in Chino.

Environmental Companies Serving the Inland Empire
continued from page I I

Billings ($millions) Regional Breakdown Yr. Founded
2004
% or $ (millions)
Headquarters
L.A70.C./I.E.
No. Employees

Company Name
Address
City/State
Chambers Group, Inc.

na
•

.302 Brookside Ave., Ste. D
Redlands.CA 92373

C.H.J., Incorporated
1355 E. Cooley Dr.
Colton,CA 92324

$5.0
. '

Converse Consultants
10391 Cc)r[X)rate Di.
Redlands.CA 92374

$25
' ''''

Earth Systems Southwest

$5

79811 Country Club Drive
Indio,, CA 92203

Earth Tech, Inc.

$1

1461 C(X)ley Dr., Ste. 100
Cotton, CA 92324
. i'-Sspiiii

EIP Associates

EAR Eng.
Construction & Support Services

$6.5

12201 Magnolia Ave., #100
Riverside, CA 92.503

ENSR Consulting and Engineering

'1978
Irvine
113

15%
5%
80%

1964
Colton
55

.StW
20',20%
10% (San Diego)

1926
Pasadena
324

1%
1%
98%
na

$150

.50%
30%
20%
iliiiil'O.
$.12
$4.38
na
$3
na

Specialties

Clientele

Environmental Impact Assessments,
Private Easinesses,
Industries,
Natural & Cultural Resorurces Management,
Planning, Regulatory Compliance, GIS Services. Government Agencies
Environmental Phase 1 & 11 Assessments,
Geotechnical Engineering, Geology,
Construction Inspection and Testing

Lending Institutions,
Private Developers,
Government Agencies

Environmental Geotechnical Engineering,
Commercial/Industrial/
Site Investigation, Remediation, Asbestos, Residential Financial Institutions
Air Quality, Geological & HydrogeologicalUx;al State and Federal Agencies
Studies, Soils & Materials Testing

1997
ESAs, Phase 11, PEAs, Hydrogeology,
Bermuda DunesGeotechnical Engineering, Materials Testing,
Construction Monitoring
51

Top Local Exec.
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Dun Mitchell
Vice President/OperationsMgr. 5
(909) 335-7068/335-6318
dmitchell@chambersgrouinc.com

Robert Johnson
President
(909) 824-7210/824-7209
www.chjinc.com

Hashmi Quazi
Pri ncipal-in-Charge
(909) 796-0544/7%-7675
• '
hquazi@conversecxmsultanis.oom'

Engineers, Developers,
Schools,
- Indian Tribes

Craig S. Hill

Sandra Cuttino

1970
Long Beach
8.(X)0

Environmental Studies/Remediation
Hazardous Waste Management, Ordnance
Services, Water/Wastewater Transportation,
Construction Management

Department of Defense
Utilities
Commercial Industries
Municipalities

1%8
San Francisco
103

Environmental Documentation,
Planning,
Resources Management

Local Governments,
Law Firms,
Private Industry

1993
Riverside
40

Environmental & General Construction,
Remediation, Lead/Mold Abatements,
Demolition & Gas Stations Const.

Departments of Defense
(Army & Navy,
Local Governments & Private

1964
Acton, MA
1,150

Environmental Mgmnt., Haz. Waste Mgmnt.
Remediation Sys. Dsgn. & Installation
Auditing Permitting

Law Firms
Financial Institutions
Manufacturing, Aerospace

ijjlMiiliiiililiHHiiii
$12,6

12301 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025

2850 S. Redhill Ave., Ste. 110
Santa Ana, CA 9705

continued on page 1 3

Listed Alpluiheticallx

President
(760) 345-1588/345-7315
hyost@earthsys.com
President, Global Env. Svcs.
(909) 554-5000

Terri Vitar
Regional Manager
(310)268-8132/268-8175
tvitar@eipassociates.com

Ravi Pendurthi
President
(909) 735-5575x110/735-8775
rpendurthi @earmanagement.com

Jerome R. Zimmerle, P.E.
Dept. Manager
(949) 756-2667/756-8460

N/A = Not Applicahle WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the^ best of our knowledge the irformation supplied is accurate as of
press time. While every effort is made to emwe the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on cotjtpatty letterhead to: The Inland
Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched by Sondra Olvera. Copyright lEBJ. This list updated Augwit 2004from companies that responded to questionaire.
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The Gas Company Offers
Energy-Savings Rebates
Southern California Gas Co.
(The Gas Company) is offering
qualified customers rebates of $20
to $200 or more, if they purchase
new energy-efficient appliances or
home-improvement products.
The Gas Company offers
rebates for selected appliances and
upgrades that can help customers
lower monthly energy bills to save
money now and keep saving later.

application online at www.socalgas .com.
The Gas Company is the
nation's largest natural gas distri
bution utility, providing safe and
reliable energy to 19.2 million con
sumers through 5.4 million meters.
The company's service terri
tory encompasses 23,000 square
miles in most of Central and
Southern California. The Gas

2004 Rebates for home energy-efRciency measures:
Product
Rebate
Wall or attic insulation
15 cents/sq. ft.
Energy Star-qualified natural gas furnace
$200/unit
Natural gas storage water heater
,$40/unit
Energy Star-qualified programmable thermostat
$20/unit
The rebates are available on a
first-come, first-served basis
through the end of the year, or until
funds are depleted. Before buying
qualifying products, customers are
encouraged to verify rebate avail
ability by calling The Gas
Company toll-free at (888) 4312226. In addition, customers can
find information and a rebate

Company strives to provide excep
tional customer service to enhance
the quality of life in the communi
ty. The Gas Company is a regulat
ed subsidiary of Sempra Energy
(NYSE:SRE). Sempra Energy,
based in San Diego, is a Fortune
500 energy services holding com
pany. To learn more, go to
www.socalgas.com.

E

TT E TT Fl jev T

TetraTech, Inc.

<r n . I rsi <= _

Environmental Services

Environmental & Engineering
Consultants
Tetra Tech provides services to protect
and improve the quality of life through
responsible resource management and
sustainable infrastructure. The company
continuously adapts its services to provide
for society's changing needs and to meet
customer expectations. Specializing in
water and water related Environmental
and Engineering Services.
Tetra Tech is a leader in specialized man
agement consulting and technical services.
Tetra Tech provides integrated solutions
to complex technical problems in the busi
ness areas: resource management and
inffastructure. Tetra Tech services in
clude research and development, applied
science and technology, engineering de
sign, construction management, and op
erations and maintenance.
Tetra Tech is an environmental and engi
neering firm established in 1966 with
professionals representing more than 45
scientific and engineering disciplines For
over 19 years, Tetra Tech has maintained
an environmental services staff in the
Inland Empire with proven experience
providing top-quality services to federal,
state, and local agencies and celebrates
their 20*'' year in San Bernardino in
2005. Tetra Tech has the expertise,
knowledge and resources in place to un
dertake projects of any size with the flexi
bility to react to changing project condi
tions.
Contact us for more information to meet
your business needs.

Site Investigation
Groundwater Monitoring, Sampling, Flow
& Transport Modeling, and Groundwater Treatment
Remediation / Site Closure
Environmental Risk Assessment
Environmental Compliance Audits
Health & Safety Compliance
Environmental Impact Studies
Hazardous Waste Management
Well Construction and Maintenance
Automated Report Generation including GIS and CADD
Document Preparation

Demolition - Construction

Site Management and Rehabilitation
Environmental Remediation
Construction Management
Heavy Construction
Emergency Response
Field Crews OSHA Safety Trained

Cultural Resources

Archaeological Field Investigations; Phase I Survey &
Phase II Testing
Construction Monitoring
Environmental Compliance Monitoring
Architectural Analysis
Literature Reviews
Native American Consultation
Testing & Evaluation for National Register Eligibility
Environmental Impact Assessments (CEQA & NEPA)
Development of Mitigation Measures
Consultation & Coordinate with SHPO & Federal
Agency

Architecture & Engineering
Program Management
Planning/Design/Engineering
Civil/Structural Engineering
Solid Waste/Landfill Engineering

Watershed Management
Analysis & Modeling
Surface Water Monitoring
Nonpoint Source & Flood Control

TetraTech, Inc.

348 West Hospitality Lane, Suite 100
San Bernardino, CA 92408-3214
(909) 381-1674 phone ^
(909) 889-1391fax
www.tetratech.com

Environmental Companies Serving the Inland Empire

continued from page 12
Company Name
Address
City/State

,

Edward S. Bahcock & Sons, Inc.

$6.7

Foster Wheeler Environmental Corp.

$36

1940 E. Deere Ave., Ste. 200
Santa Ana, CA 92705

Geo-Cal,Inc.

0
5'«95%
75%
15%
10%

$9.8

4370 Hallmark Dr.. Ste. 101
San Bernardino, CA 92407

Gradient Engineering, Inc

$4

17781 Cowan, Ste. 140
Irvine, CA 92614

Inland Foundation Engineering, Inc.

50%
25%

WND

1310 S. Santa Fe Ave.
San Jacinto, CA 92583

Top Local Exec.
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

Specialties

Clientele

Drinking Water Analysis
Waste Water,
Soils & Hazardous Materials

Municipalities,
State, Dederal, Local
Drinking Water Companies

VP./ General Manager
(909) 653-3351/653-1662

1891
New Jersey
1,800

Site Investigation, Remedial Design
Remedial Construction
Risk Assessment

Industrial/Commercial, Legal,
U.S. Navy, DOD, JPL, Aerospace,
Petro-Chemical, Utilities

S. Cal. Operations Mgr.
(949) 756-7500/756-7560

1992
San Bernardino
6

nnvironmental Engineering &
Consultant Contractor

Public Agencies &
Private

Ileana Vlscal

1996
Irvine
22

Environmental Engineering &
Construction Services,
Remediation Technologies

Private Developers
Public
Oil-Mfg. Industries

Kris R. Lutton, RG

1978
San Jacinto
18

Geotechnical Engineering, Environmental
Assessment, Soils & Materials
Testing

Private Sector,
Local, Municipal &
County Agencies

Lawrence Strahm

Billings ($miiiions) Regionai BreakdownYr. Founded
2004
% or $ (miilions)
Headquarters
L.A,/O.C./I.E.
No. Empioyees

6100 Quail Valley Court
Riverside, CA 92507

continued on page 14

1906
Riverside
62

Allison Mackenzie

Victor Velasquez

President
(909) 880-1146/880-1557

President
(949) 477-0555/757-7230
kIutton@gradientengineers.com
President
(909) 654-1555/654-0551
larry@pe.net

••

Industry,
Daren Jorgensen
1988
Regulatory Compliance, New Facilities,
Power Plants,
President
Rancho Cucamonga
Risk Assessment, Site Assessment,
(909) 483-3300/483-3306
Law Firms
35+
Permitting, Power Plants,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Indoor Air Oualitv
15% /other)
iV/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not avculable. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of
press time. IWii/e every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland
Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched by Sondra Oivera. Copyright lEBJ. This list updated August 2004 from companies that responded to questionaire.

Jorgensen Environmental
10374 Trademark St.

$9

10%
35%

The Book of Lists available on Disk, Call 909-989-4733 or Download Now from www.TopList.com
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Flawed Policy Overlooked in Invalidation of Air Quality Rules
Commentary followmg the U.S Supreme Court's 8- I ruling
agamst the South Coast Air Quality Management DIStnct understandably
focused on the court's interpretation of the federal Clean Air Act as preempting the District's so-called "neet rules."
But the more fundamental question concern~ the wisdom (or lack
thereof) of the District 's rule. which prohibits neet operators public as well
as. certain private businesses from considering ne\\ clean diesel engines to
meet lower emissions objectives.
The District effectively ordered neet operators to purchase only compressed or liquefied natural gas vehicles when replacing an existing vehicle. and in preventing competitive choice. the D1strict got it wrong.
Diesel power is in the midst of an amazing transformation, driven by
technology advances and economic necessity. Just as the laptop computers
and handheld communications devices of today render distant our memories of the painfully slow and balky computers of the I 980s. so too are
today' s clean diesel engines. fuels and emissions control systems com bin-

ing to erase outdated perceptions of diesel
Today\ clean diesel engines are eight times lower in emissions than
ones buill JUSt a dozen years ago. ext generation diesels (starting m 2007)
will be 90 percent cleaner than today's engines. By 2007. diesel technology wi ll produce 98 percent less particulate matter and smog-fonning NOx
than the typical diesel vehicle produced 111 1988.
By 2007. clean diesel and natural gas will be certified to the same emissions standards. In fact, the California Air Resources Board released a study
showing that a clean diesel bus equipped with the latest technology outperformed a natural gas bus in eight of II emissions tests
But to the South Coast Air Quality Management District and perhaps
more importantly. to a cadre of environmental activists who preach the
Gospel of Natural Gas. these facts are of little use . They c hose not to
believe that diesel could be made cleaner, even competitive with natural
gas. and imposed rules that forced neel operators to purchase more expensive natural gas vehicles and. in many cases. spend even more for spec ial

I ,

Compan) Name
Addr<SS
Cir~-!State

Ktilh Companies. The
22690 C<k..1Us Ave.. Ste. 300

S425

Clientele

Civil Engineering, Env1ronmental
SUJ'\'e)'ing. Mapping. Waler Resou~

Private.
Public

15%

1983
Costa Mesa
500

ll'l
4%
12%

1961
San Diego
1.650

Geolechnical & Environmental Engineering,

Public Agencies.
Developers.
Schools

0
20'\
80%

1993
Corona
13

CEQAINEPA 4ll4'401d603
Permilting Section 7 & 10.
ConsL MiiJgaUon. Reveg.•
MoniLoring. Arctleo, Paleo. BicHogy

Public
Private

Qe()(echnical & Geo-EnvJronmental,
Phase 1. Characterization & RemediaiJon

Developers
Redevelopment Agencies
Schools

Kleinrelder, Inc.
1220 Research Dnve, S1e. 8
Redlands. CA 92374

$17.4

L &: L Ea"iroamental IlK.
1269 Pomona Rd.. II02

Sl

Corona. CA 91720
Leighton Consulting, Inc.
10532 Acacia St.
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730

WND

Lilian~

$1.5

1905 BINnes> Center Dr.
San Bemanlmo, CA 92408
$3

...

Inland Empire Regional Offoce
1200 E. Inland Empore Blvd.. Ste. 130
Onlario. CA 91764-5513
Marror Remediatioft, In<.
160!7 Carminita Rd.

Micbael Brandman Associa""
621 E. Carnegie Dr.. Ste 100
San Bernardino. CA 9"..A08

0%
0%
100%
50'{

20%

$55

lO'l

10%
8%
$45.5

San1a Ana. CA 92705
Medeol.lnt.
550 ~- P.dll Center. Ste. 102
Santi Ana. CA 92705

WND

m

Cemtos.CAI,1())0.1
\lcLaren/llart Jones
21!50 S. Red H1ll A><., Ste. 110

15~

50'{

Moreno Valley. CA 92553

Lockman & -

Spet:ialties

$41

$7.412003)

1961
Irvine

Leslie Irish
PrincipolinC~

On~x Em ironmental Sen ices
5202 Oa:anu' Dr_

(909) 279-96081279-9609

Humingloo Beach. ('A 9264Q

Thomas C. Benson, Jr.
President
(909) 484 12051484-2170
!ben9::ll@ 1eightaxoosulting.can

Mme ReclamatJon Ptruuung. land Use

12

Permming. landfill Assessments &
Pemu~. EJRs

Public Agency, Private
landowner. Utihties.
Waste Managtment ComJm!ies

Stel'e Lilburn
President
(909) 890- IH18/890-1809
hlsb!llgte .net

1964
Monterey Park
18

Solid Waste Management
Planning and De~ign
Services

State/l..ocal Govcmmenl
Pnvate Industry
lnslllutions

C.W. Lockman, P.E.
PresJdeOI
(909)944-69881948-8508

Asbestas. Mold & Lead Abatement.
Facility Deconlaminauon.
Environmental Renlc.'thauon

Commercialllndustrial Properties
Aert.l\pa..-c, Utilities

RemediallnvestigatJoniFea:.ibilit)Study
Engineenng Remcdialioo
Risk AssessmenUBrown Fields

50%
20%
.10%

1982
Santa Ana
10

Toxicology1Risk A'>SCs\ment.lndu-.triaJ
Hygiene & Safety. Env. F11gin .• Em. Health
Ser., Training. Asbe\IC6. Gt!\)(a;hnica/,
Lead-Based Pamt Mgmnt.

City or San Bemanlioo
IVDA. R1vcr;idc \\.iJste
Management. ARCO, Aeur

CEQA NEPA Documentalioo.
Endangered Species lnvt\Ugations

Pubhc Juri-.dil.."tion~.
Pri\-;Ue Develope~

1982

Irvine
60+

Matthew Westrup
Vice J>re.o.idcnt
(-'62! 921-2733>'121-2383

Pn\'ate lndlblry. Dep:utmcnt of Energy. Hassan Amini
Dep:utmcnt of Defense. Stale &
V. P. 'Regional Manager
Local Government
(949) 752-320!if756-8460
harrunira jaJsg.com
John H. Dal)
President
<714) 4>10-01111-l&l-0222
e(:ulog '' J,_netcom.com
Thomas J, McGill

PriociJXlliRcgional

~anager

(909) R84-2l55,884-2113

tmcgtll<n brandman.com
NIA = l•iot Appllcubi~ P/ND · _KOuid tllJI Duciose t/JJ = nor avallabl~. 17re iJifrmnario~ m rfuo a_bm t lisr was oht(J~d from the comfMnil'.S listed. To rhe best of our ktwwftd!w tht infomwtmn _mpplird is cu-curat~ as oj
p~ss liN Whih n-try qfort ts mad~ w t>ftSUft tM ac_curac) tmd thorou~:lmtss of tk list, oml'iSwns ~ rypoRraphJrol tm1r.v mmtflrru·-~ ~cur. Please soul corn•ctum.1 vr additions on cmnp<ln\" fettt'fhemJ to: Thl! Inland
Emplrt Bun~ss Joumo/, P.O. Bm /971.J, Ranclw Cucamonga. CA Yf7ZI.J./971J. Relt:an:ht'd hv Sondra Olvtra. Cop>·nxhr JEBJ. Thn fw updnted A.URU\1 2004 jmm compcmit.f that respontfrtf 10 qut·!>tionaire
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tape and restrictions. Here arc a few
bas1c qualifiers:
• The problems must be covered
by the express warranty issued with
the vehicle.
• There must be four unsuccessful attempts to repair the problem
• The vehicle was out of service
for at least 30 days for repair of any
number of problems.
• The vehicle is not primarily
used for commercial purposes.
• The vehicle is not over 10.000
pounds gross weight.
• The vehicle is not a motorcycle or off-road vehicle.
• The problem or problems
must affect the value. use or safety
of the vehicle.

cominued on page Jf>
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Billings ($mi llion-;) Regional Breakdown Yr. Founded
2004
~ or$ {millions)
lleudquarter<;
L.A./O.CJI.E.
No. Emplo,ees

MicroCool a Oi\L~ion of ~(l('leth lnclust.lnc.$.1
1229 S. Gene Autl) !rail
Palm Spnng.... C.A. 92264
Nolte Associales, Inc.
710 Rim{Xtu Ave .. Ste. 20R
Co100a. CA 91719

1989

1980
Baltimore. MD
500

Compan) Name
Address
Cit)/Stale

Joseph Aldern
Inland Empire Regional Mgr.
(909) 793-2691n9Z-1704
rolaJdc(r! kleinfelder.com

San Bernardino

1977
Charlotte. NC
120

W'iD

Richard T. Robotta
Presidenl
(909) 653-02341653-5308

oflllllll<'d /rom pa~e I.J

$1

Specialties

20' S.Cal
.'0% l.S.

Palm Spring'

)(Yl.O\erc;ea"

20

4-''*
IO'I
45'I

19·N
Sal"ramentn
12

Sohd W<L'>IC Management.
Stmitary Scv.cr & ~ater Resources

65'<

197.!
Oakhrn. Jk.ll
4.-100

(ollt"CtJnn
rmn:-.pnrtauon

19XI

lndu~trial

C01.1IJOg ~ulll Hunmhfic<Jtl.;m.
Odor & Ou~t Comrol.
A "C Prc·Cnoling

Engu11..'er:-.

Clientele

Top Local E~ec.
TitJe
Phone/Fax
f:-\1ail .\ddr5.'>

\1Jjor s .•tinrul

CurporaU(ln~

\1i'-e l.emche
('EO
t76f)) )22 1111 3224)41
mto <I micnxrol.com

Pnvme \\-aste
Management finns.
Municipal tics

)<J(l9) .172-2760/719-7510

o\crrJ:oopat.-c
Publit:t.'tilitiL'!.
Pri\ale Bll'>lllC\<;

\1arc Hunter
-\rea Operatiotb \1!-'f.
714! .n9-f.(lll,J"9-tiltn

&. Jntcmation·.tl

\1a.nufactunng

Paul Hacunda
AwlCiate
jX!.uLhacuTKJaw nolte.,,:nm

PIIS&J

40%
I()'I;

50'<

Top I.AX'al t:xcc.
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

after week to try to get the vehicle
fixed. tried to live with the problem
or sold the vehicle at a substantial
loss. Some even attempted the legal
(and expensive) opt1on to take the
manufacturer to court.
When faced with a "lemon"
problem today. consumers can
resort to a free state enacted vehtcle
resolution program thnt within as
little as 45 days can provide them
another new vehicle or a complete
refund' Is there a catch'' You bet.
Several of them as a matter of fact,
but thanks to the ADP (alternative
dispute resolution) program man·
aged by the Department of
Consumer Affairs m Sacramento,
the benefits far outwetgh the red

If you meet the above criteria.
you have a very '\trong case to turn
your "lemon" into lemonade! And
to make it even sweeter. you won't
need a lawyer. What you will need
however. is to prove your case with
n:ceipts from the repair facility that
couldn't repair it.
The best way to start the
process is to dig out your vehicle
warranty and owner's manual and
leaf through the back pages unttl
you find a customer service toll free phone number to call. They
will send you all the necessary
fonns and information you will
need to launch your claim. The
entire process. from filing a claim
to the award decision, by slate law,
is only 45 days. and may

Environmental Companies Serving the Inland Empire

1
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Billings ($millions) Regional Breakdown Yr. Founded
2004
'T or$ (millions)
Headquarters
L.AJO.CJI.E.
No. Emplo~ees

Changes to the California
"Lemon Law" g1ve consumers
more muscle when dealing with
defective vehit.:le~. Faced with the
ongoing frustration of owning or
leasing a new vehicle that seemingly can't be repaired. consumers 111
California are now granted a full
at no
refund or another vehicle .
charge! And better yet, without
going to court
Prior to the ratification of the
California version of the "Lemon
Law" (AB 2057). consumers had
few choices dealing with vehicles
they often called "lemons," that
were parked in their driveway; they
either fought with the dealer week

colllim1ed 011 page 36

Environmental Companies Serving the Inland Empire
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Law Puts the Squeeze on Lemons

L

SUPPLEMENT

hv Allen Schaeffer

AUGUST 2004

S66.2

2rr•

15%

.110

18022 Co..,an.III(XIA
11'\-'ine. CA 92614

1%
2%
2'l

PCR Senices Corp.
233 ~11shm:: Blvr.L Sic 103
San1a Monica. CA 90401

WND

WND

PSI

SIRO

60%

3960 Gilman Strecl
Long Beach, CA 90815
Ralph Stone & Co.• lnf. WBE
10954 Santa Monica Blvd.
t..c. Angeles. CA 90025
RES EmironmentnJ, Inc.
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CORNER ON THE MARKET

Wilkin Guge Marketing Expands to Handle Growth
Wilkin Guge Marketing. a
full-service strategic marketing.
advertising, and public relations
agency, announced the agency's
expansion of recent new hires
and promotions. To accommodate the recent growth in the
number of clients and projects,
Wilkin Guge has beefed up its
account service teams and added
two experienced strategic directors.
"We are excited with the
changes to our agency," said
Andrew Wilkin, managing partner and creative director. "We
believe that new leadership in
these areas will strengthen our
clients' abilities to grow their
business."
Theresa Moretti, hired as the
new director of client services
for Wilkin Guge Marketing.
brings a successful 10-year track
record in advertising management and client service for top

brands. such as Mattei Barbie
Collectibles and Hot Wheels.
Avery
Dennison
Labels
Division. Procter & Gamble
Sunny Delight, Murad Spa 365.
La Costa Resort & Spa and the
Los Angeles Zoo. Theresa will
partner with clients to develop
effective marketing strategies
and direct the agency team in
creating effective campaigns to
meet clients· goals and maximize budgets.
Kimberli Munkres. hired as
the new director of public relations. has 22 years of experience
in integrated marketing communications as well as 12 years of
strategic and tactical public relations experience. Her background includes public and
media relations. research, strategic and creative development,
Internet marketing and branding
for a variety of industries,
including software, emerging
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with strategic research and planning, event coordination and
promotion.
communication
planning, copywriting and editing.

technologies. public affairs/nonprofits, professional services
and publishing. In her role at
Wilkin
Guge
Marketing.
Kimberli will spearhead the
expanding
public relations
department, including all strategic planning, media relations,
corporate communications and
agency marketing efforts.
Jennifer Gilbert, hired as
account coordinator and traffic
manager. will provide administration and assistance to account
executives and the director of
client service on day-to-day
activities for clients. In addition,
Jennifer wiU also be responsible
for the internal scheduling of
work throughout the agency,
ensuring that all projects are
completed on time and within
budget.
In addition to new hires,
Wilkin Guge Marketing has promoted Tera Zelinger from public
relations coordinator to public
relations account executive. Tera
will handle the day-to-day public relations activities for clients
and spearhead media relations
initiatives. Tera will also help

Wilkin Guge Marketing is a fullservice advertising and public
relations agency based in
Claremont with cliems in the
Inland Empire and throughout
Southem California. Wilkin
Guge goes Beyond BrandingSM
through its proprietary 10-step
Brandus OperandiTM process.
Agency specialties include
research, strategic planning,
brand identity, advertising campaigns,
public
relations,
investor relations, media planning and buying, direct marketing and Web developmem.
Current clients include Best Best
& Krieger; Califomia State
University, San Bernardino;
City of Rancho Cucamonga;
Glencrest lnvestmellt Advisors;
Keystone Automotive Industries;
Lindora;
Marketplace
Properties; Mt. San Antonio
College; National Housing
De•·elopmellf
Corporation;
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Write Less to Say More
hv Linda Vanderwold
Today, one best seller focuses on commas rather than on a former president or interpreting the works of Da Vinc1 A New York Times best seller
since April, "Eats. Shoots and Leaves" chronicles the misuse and abuse of
commas. Reader.s and writers take note when such a topic gets so much
attention. But good. clear writing deserve~ this kind of attention. particu+
larly m the business world. In the 1990s. e-mail revolutionized business
writing. making communication faster and easier than ever before. a bonus.
However, e-mail also turned every employee into a writer, a potential disaster. Today. people who never had to write have become frequent writers;
sadly. the result isn't always pretty.
In fact. The Wall Street Journal found that 80 percent of American compames cite poor writing skills as one of their organization's greatest weaknesses. In addition. a 2003 American Management Association survey identified communication skills as the top skills needed for effective leaders.
To most. clear communication doesn't come naturally, Writing rules
learned in school don't apply to the business world. Forget flowery prose
or long. wmding sentences in passive voice. Today's business environment
demands that we communicate information quickly and clearly. How many
times have you read a pa..,sage. re· read it and re-read it again to try to understand its meaning? In our fast-paced world. readers set confusing documents aside and choose others that are easier to understand.
Weak writing encompasses more than just wasting time. Bad writing
has caused some organizations to lose new business opportunities. and
worse. exbting client .... Furthermore. companies can lose millions in litigation over confusing or unclear e-mails and document.... Or, in the case of
81ll Clinton. bad writing could dimmish book sales. ConSider this assessment of hiS 957-page "My Life": "sloppy. self-indulgent and often eye
crossingly dull." Imagine the sales if Clinton had taken the fat out of his
book''

What's the solution'! Take the fat out of your writing.
Here's an example nf flabby wntmg that appeared in a client's cover letter· "In my current position. I am responsible for developing. promoting
and distributing our product. ·• She said the information was true. but she
feared the presentation was boring. For sure! Her main clause is "I am
responsible." In the workplace. responsibility is a given. and in this millenium. what does responsible mean'?
Further clouding her accomplishments, the author hides key ideas in
prepositional phrases that speed-readers skip or skim. A speed-reader
glosses right over "In my current position." and "for developing. promoting. and distributing our product.''
Finally. the author sabotages herself by excessive use of "ing" words
developing, promoting and distributing. In short. "ing" words bore readers
because "ing" never expresses action, and the repetition lulls the reader.
How to lh this: Change "In my current position." to "Currently," an
important concept because it suggests she IS employed Then burn off "am
responsible for" and just say what she does: develop. promote, and distribute.
The slimmed-down version reads: "Currently, I develop. promote and
distribute our product." If that overstates the case. define am responsible
for: "Currently. I manage staff who develop. promote. and diStribute our
product." We reduced the word count, and we greatly increased the communicatjon because the revised sentence paints a clear picture for the reader:-.: every word commands the readers' attention. :'\'0\\, the sentence packs
a wallop.
The bottom line: Communicate clearly and you'll reap the rewards.
You'll get your readers· attention. respect. and ullimatel)' their business.
Linda Vwulerwold iJ founder of Van Write, a Sacramento training companv,
and creator of "Semt'nce Aerobics." a software program that imprOt·es
husiness

-.,~:riring.

\!lsirwww.rcmwrire.com.

Creating Value With Values:A New Prescription for
Transforming the Corporation
cominued from paf!,e 3
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innovation for public good, and do
so while adding real value (in the
form of profits) while they create
values. grow stock price, improve
employee satisfaction, and enhance
their global brands as a fundamental part of doing business.
A new approach for helping
corporations to achieve that ambitious task is "Profits With
Principles: Seven Strategies for
Delivering Value With Values," by
Ira A. Jackson and Jane Nelson,
both fellows at Harvard's Kennedy
School of Government. This is a
book that uses case studies of companies that have created incremental value for their firms while bringing values into the way they do
business.
They also suggest that companies have to react to a crisis in con-

fidence facing business. that while
"two-thirds of Americans think that
corporations make good products
and compete well in the global
economy
only one-third feel
large corporations have ethical
business practices." Those attitudes
inevitably affect share price and
sustainable competitive advantage,
issues that reflect directly on company worth, shareholder return, and
brand equity. In fact, Jackson and
Nelson suggest that intangible
assets-the very kind CSR activities help create-contribute significantly to corporate value. with
some 50 to 90 percent of value
being based on those assets,
depending on industries. "They are
often spoken about in terms of different types of capital." they say of
these intangible assets, "intellectual
cupital or human capital; social

capital or relationship capital; and
environmental capital."
To leverage these assets, businesses have to start thinking in a
new way about creating long-term
profitability and sustained competitive advantage. In fact, corporations
have to begin thinking more like
entrepreneurs, who exploit opportunities to create a new way of doing
business, and who use what is
termed "incongruous situations'' to
drive growth strategies in innovative. revolutionary ways. For businesses, this will mean fostering an
intrapreneurial effort from within
the organization. using the techniques and vision of entrepreneurs
and driving change from inside
existing corporate models.
One important prescription
being suggested is external innovations corporations can use to create

value while effecting poslt\\e social
change and benefits. Jackson and
Nelson's suggestion. for instance.
to "spread economic opportunity:·
shows how companies can have a
profound and direct effect on economic and social systems, not only
in the immediate communities in
which they do business. but also
beyond with a national and global
reach. Why is this good business?
According to Jackson and
Nelson. spreading economic opportunity creates and protects longterm shareholder value by helping
to "open up possibilities for new
products and markets. improve the
productivity and reliability of suppliers, build the skills of future
employees. and open companies to
the new ideas and diverse per;pectives thai fuel innovation:· A salient
cmllitwed on paf:e 19
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Business Leaders Choking on Visual Aids

Amber Wiens Joins TMG Communications Inc.
Amber Wiens has JOined TMG
Communications Jnc. as account
executiYe. where she will conduct
account work on behalf of the
finn's growing client base and

assist with ne\\ business development.

Wiens will also assist the fim1's
senior staff with projects as duected. interface \vith clients and market the company. Wiens bnngs
public relations. public affairs and

Prior to that she was a

these things to be true," said Wiens.
Wiens has a bachelor of science

and

public affa1rs consultant for Public

degree in communications with a

hv Neil F/ell, Chairman, Rogen
J;aenwrional CRogen International 2004. Reprinted ll'ith

enthus1asm make her a valuable
part of our team." said Aaron Knox.
preSident and founder of TMG
Communications.
Before joining TMG Comm-

Strategies, creating marketing
material, planning and organizing

public relations emphasis from

permission.

California

campaigns and developing media

University in Pomona. She resides

relations.

in Carlsbad.
TMG Communications, Inc. is
the Inland Empire's fastest growing
public affairs agency. Started by
Aaron Kno' 15 years ago, TMG

Computer-generated visuals.
such as Powerpoint slides. arc a
boon for day-to-day busmess

management experience to TMG

performed general

Communications Jnc.
''Amber's
experience

functions.

unications, Inc.. Wiens managed

the hotel branch of the Pal a Resort.
Casino and Spa, where she supervised numerous departments and

management

"TMG·s reputation as a company with a lot of integrity and
highly skilled staff IS what atlracted
me to this finn initially. I am
thrilled to join the team and find

State

Polytechnic

continued Oil page 30

Larry Sharp Champions
Agency Client Services
Credit Unions .... Especially Director Promoted
Christine Hunter. formerly
Arrowhead
director of client services at
by Georgine Loveland
Larry R. Sharp is the presidentCEO of Arrowhead Credit
Union in San Bernardino. \\·hich

was chartered 111 1949. Arrowhead
Credit Union is the largest m the
Inland Emptre with 21 branches
scattered throughout the two counties currently. and two more will
come online by the end of the year.
"We are really growing with the
Inland Empire and the vitality of
the economy." Sharp noted. "The
opportunities are so great: there JS
no better place to be." Credit
unions. which are member-owned
cooperatives. "keep your interest at

heart." he added. "This is an advantage over banking (operations)
which have to please their stockholders. We have the opportunity to
work for those who do business for
us."

Sharp should know, he has been

Larry Sharp
with Arrowhead since 1982 and is a
veteran of 39 years in his chosen
industry. He has witnessed many
changes and brought about quite a
few by himself. w1th the welfare of
his customers always in the forefront of his decisions.
The organization has spearheaded many innovative ways of serving the community. such as carefully choosing and partnering with car
dealersh1ps. RV and boat dealers
and retail direct programs which

continued Oil page 30

Kiner/Goodsell Advertising. has
been promoted to vice president
of client services. announced
the agency's chief executive
officer and managing partner.
Scott Kiner.
Hunter will continue to be
responsible for handlmg new
business, training and developing junior client services staff
and establishing agency procedures, guidelines and templates.
She will also continue to manage a large number of her own
clients. "Chris is a valued team
leader who brings a multitude of
diverse talents to the group and
to our clientele," said Kiner,
adding that "her promotion to
vice president of client services
was a natural step."
With 20 years of marketing
and adve rtising experience,
Hu nter joined Kiner/Goodsell in

Christine Hunter

2000 from Vancouver. British
Columbia. Canada where she
provided marketing management servtces to clients such as
Tourism Brillsh Columbia, Grey
Advertising and Starbucks
Coffee Company.
Prior to founding her consulting business. Hunter served
as director of communications
for Eaglequest Golf Centers.
marketing
manager
for
Richmond Savings and was
continued Oil page 53

A Study in Courage - Damue Bagwell
br Georgine Ltn-eland
Alive! With Damue Bagwell '" is a company founded a little more than one year ago. "I desire to help people who have debilitating conditions like diabetes. high
blood pressure and heart disease." explains Darnue
Bagwel l. kidoey transplant survivor and post-surgery
personal trai ner. "I want them to know that they can
have a norrnallife. This can be achieved by eating right.
exercising, and having a positive attitude."
In his twenties, Darnue was on his way to becoming
a pro baseball player, but was told he needed to gain 25

pounds. So, he bought a non-steroidal protein drink,
Weight Gain, wh1ch he considered a safe way to
increase his weight. The product is still sold locally.
He became so weak that he cou ldn't work out anymore and suffered from dizziness and fatigue and collapsed on the floor while exercising. Thi s was fo llowed
by a series of mini strokes that destroyed his kidneys.
Instead of hearing the roar of the crowd in a baseball
stadium, Darnue experienced the gurgling sound of his
blood being purified at a dialysis center. He didn 't

continued on page 37

management

presentations.

However. for executive level
speakers. audiences want thetr
leaders to throw away the props
and concentrate on connecting.
convincing and insp!ring. While
most executives and their audiences have come to rely on and
expect computer-generated slide
shows for demonstrations. they
should have a limited place in a
leader's communication tool kit.
The personality and persuasiveness of business leaders are
being smothered by computergenerated visuals.
For one, slide shows are
addictive: presenters start by
using one or two slides in their
presentations and before they
know it, they are using dozens.
The presentation becomes boring and the speaker loses the
audience. Ultimately, many presenters become reliant on the
slide show format to the degree
that they use it for proposals.
reports, leave-behinds and even
company brochures.
People
have actually presented as many
as 90 slides. crammmg each of
them with line after line of
unreadable print and complex
graphics. At that level, slides
come and go too quickly: while

screen.

The speaker's personality.
power and connection with the
aud icnce can all be choked by a
poorly used shde show. It cannot
establish a leader's credibility.
openness and integrity; it is not
an emotional medium. I have yet
to see a slide with charisma. or
one that can inspire and motivate.
Executives should deliver a
verbal presentation that adds
value to the written information
distributed as a hand-out or that
is being projected as they speak.
That might mean referring to
the slide to add value or give a
deeper understanding. but they
should avo1d being led by the
slides. The objective must be to
make contact with the audience
and demonstrate a level of convictiOn that shows the company
is in good hands.
Business leaders should also
resist using a slideshow every

time they speak. Get out from
behind the lectern. walk around
and talk to people; show them
who you are and what you stand
for. The commun1cation sktlls
of semor executtves are a lead
indicator of how they rna) be
running their business. We don't
see them face to face very often
and when we do, we want them
to talk to us. not to a screen.
The live most common mistakes made by slide deck presenters are:
I. Filling the screen with too
much information.
2. Blocking the view of the
screen.

3. Over-using complex graphics when a simple message 1s
requtred.
4. Using typefaces too small to
be read.
5. Talking to the screen instead
of the audience.
Slide shows are here to stay
and they have a valid role in the
business presentation, but the
computer-generated slides must
never replace the presenter.
Computer-generated presentations, when used well, are fine
for communicating information
clearly. but without genume
face-to-face connect1on with the
presenter. a slide show is hollow.
Here are a few ti ps to bring
yo ur slide dec k p resenta tion to
life:
I. Use
more
photographs.
graphs and drawings and less
words.

2. Only one concept per slide.
3. Butld information 111 stages
for complex slides, and allow
the audience ume to absorb it.
4. Interact with the screen - let
the audience know where to
focus.
5. Don't change slides. or better
still. don't have a slide for the
first 90 seconds of a pre,entation
so the audience can establish
rapport with you.
6. Jn,ert a 'black slide' by
pressmg the · B · button on your
keyboard - allowing you to
move around, even in front of
the screen.
7. Reconsider the need for the
slide-look at each slide and ask
yourself, "Doe> the audience
really need to see this slide?
Does it add anything?"

Neil Flett 1.1 chairman of Rogen
lmemational and author of the
books. "Pitch Doctor Presenting
to Win Multi-Million Dollar
Accounts" and "The Pitch
Doctor's Top 100 Business
Presentation
Tips."
Rogen
International is an international

collsultancy prmoiding trailling,
strategic communication and

professional management sen·Ices that impro,·e hu.\·ines.~
results. For more information, e·
mail North American Managing

Director Michael Berman at:
mbt•rllwn@ rogenusa.com

visit

or

wwu·.ro,~en.com

Creating Value With Values:A New Prescription for
Transforming the Corporation
commued from page J 7

Damue Bagwell

the audience struggles to
remember even a few of the
pomts, let alone the key messages.
The situation has become so
extreme that the chief executive
of one public company has told
his management team not to use
more than six slides in any presentation. His directive IS to be
applauded because for many
speakers. the slideshow has
become "the presentation." with
the presenter simply narrating
according to what appears on the

example the authors provide is the
case study of how BankBoston
achieved a startling resurgence in
profitability and influence "consistent wi th values and a concern for
purpose beyond profits." The case
study describes how the bank established a new paradigm by beginning to address serious societal concerns, among them the difficulty
experienced by inner-city minority

residents of obtaining credit and
mortgages. BankBoston proactively
answered that need by setting up
First Community Bank, a bankwithin-a-bank designed to address
the specific needs of the once-margi nalized, largely-minority population of urban Boston.
What has now become Fleet
Community Bank since the 1999
merger of Fleet and BankBoston,
Jackson and Nelson note, " has
grown to 157 inner-city branches,

with 1,500 employees in five states.
It has $5 billion in deposits. a $14.6
billion commitment to mortgage
and small business lending-one of
the largest by any bank-and an
innovative inner-ci ty investment
bank." And the value created for
shareholders by embracing values?
BankBoston 's share price, which in
the early 1990s had been as low as
three dollars a share, by the late
1990s climbed to $ 11 8 a share and
saw a market capitalization exceed-

ing $15 billion.
Another
innovative principle.
"engage in new alliances." cal ls for
shifts in thinking about social
responsibility and the way businesses impact on the communities

where they operate. Here the
authors suggest a change in the way
corporations make philanthropic
contributions. so that instead of the
.. stand-alone,

one- way

transac-

continued on page 45
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Inland's M olotov Cocktail: Millions of Dead Pines
comin11ed from page 10

last century there were only a few
dozen big. old ponderosas trees per
acre in most forests, interspersed by
wild grasses. Lightning-induced
fire would bum mostly the surrounding grasses. Over the past 100
years, about 180 million acres of
ponderosa forests. or double the
size of California. has seeded-in
and there are now hundreds of
saplings and trees per acre.
When fire re-enters these
forests. the smaller trees. called
fine fuels. act as kindling and ladders for flre to get up into the big
old trees. And. as a result. when
these forests now bum. the fire has
an unnatural ferocity and takes the
ecosystem many more years to

recover. These forests need to be
thinned out. The Healthy Forest Act
passed in 2003, which has allocated
$500 million a year. has so far only
addressed 2.5 million acres, or less
than one percent of these overgrown forests. Fire suppression in
conjunction with wanner winters
and drier summers has created the

perfect opportunity in the forest for
Mother Nature's other agent of
change - bark beetle-to thrive.
And that's just what billions of
voracious and insatiable beetles are
doing all throughout the West and
Southeast. Pine trees' only defense
mechanism is gooey pitch. but
when pines are water-stressed. as
they have been for the past seven
years of drought. they don't produce pitch. They become easy pickings for the dreaded beetles.
Natural occurrence of fire
would normally kill bark beetles.
bul fire suppression policies have
prevented this. Frigid November
temperatures would also naturally
kill these pests, but the current climate cycle has interrupted this.
Hence. pine bark beetles are in
midst of the largest feeding frenzy
in modem times.
Water starvation and beetle
infestation have worked in tandem
to kill millions of pine trees along
the San Bernardino Mountains
which back onto some 80,000

a
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forests. massive amounts of money
spent on fighting wildfires or the
cost of replacing homes destroyed
by fire.
The choice for removing the
explosive forest kindling is clear:
would you rather your tax dollars
be spent paying $1 per hour to
inmates or $30 per hour to professional fallers?

Dr. Reese Halter is a professor of
botany,
Humboldt
State
University, and an environmental
speaker, author and conservation
activist.
rhalter@Globa/Forest
Science.org
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Californian homes. Currently there
are estimated to be 13 million
standing, dried, dead pines adjacent
to these homes. At least $100 million has been allocated to remove
these dead trees, yet they still
remain.
As we get closer to the hot
Santa Ana September winds, this
will become the Inland's Molotov
cocktail. It's a disaster waiting to
happen.
Unusual times call for unusual
actions and Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger would be well
advised to consider following the
lead of New Mexico Governor Bill
Richardson in proactively removing dead beetle-killed trees on state
and federal forestlands. Richardson
has mobilized prison inmates to
clear the incendiary dead trees from
forests.
The cost of having inmates
assist in removal of dead pines
along
the
San
Bernardino
Mountains is a fraction of the cost
of other options, including labor
costs for having foresters thin the
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conti,wed from page 10
intellectual capital overseas, which
in some cases raises national security concerns. However, the risks
are not as widespread as many are
lead to believe. In fact, a large percentage of companies have discovered that sending work to low-wage
countries is not as easy or as inexpensive as advertised. Many companies are discovering that many of
the offshore producers are making
big mistakes, resulting in the running up of big bills working overtime to correct.
If this is all true, then why hasn't global trade led to better job
prospects and an increased standard
of living? According to the

Economic Policy Institute, rising
trade deficits cost three million
actual and potential jobs in the
United States between 1994 and
2000. However, the real culprit in
this jobless recovery is productivity, not the outsourcing of jobs.
According to Forrester Research,
of the 2.7 million jobs lost over the
past three years, only 300,000 have
been from outsourcing. It seems
that the benefits of rising productivity are higher profits, lower
inflation, rising stock prices, but
not necessarily a decrease in the
unemployment rate.

Complaints... Praise! Suggestions?
E-Mail us @
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Public Relations: More Small Businesses
Thrning to the Media
by Leona Christensen
In today's increasingly competitive marketplace, more businesses
- especially small businesses - in
the Inland Empire are turning to
public relations rather than traditional marketing to generate a buzz
about products and services and
reap profits. Public relations is a
fraction of the cost of advertising
and marketing.
Marketing demonstrates the
positive things a business owner is
saying about his or her products or
services. Public relations, on the
other hand, is the an of securing
and leveraging what others, panicularly the news media, are saying
about a company's goods or services, to gain the trust of key stakeholders.
The key difference
between the two is public relations'
powerful
third-party
media
endorsement that enhances an organization's reputation and image
among its stakeholders, from
employees to stockholders to customers.
"Public relations is concerned
with building relationships, creating good will, and enhancing the
image and reputation of the organization among its various stakeholders," explains Donna Simmons,
Ph.D., an assistant professor who
has taught public relations at
California State University, San
Bernardino (CSUSB) for seven
years and is president-elect of the
Public Relations Society of
American California Inland Empire
Chapter.
"Marketing primarily focuses
on customers or markets of the
organization in order to increase the
amount of money the organization
makes ... and attracting and keeping
an
organization's
customers.
Marketing benefits from good public relations. If customers have
good relationships with the organization, they are more likely to
remain loyal to the organization
and
its
products/services."
For public relations professionals and their clients, the hundreds of
thousands of Web sites, newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations across the globe are a

double-edged sword.
"In our society, we are constantly bombarded with media and
messages. The challenge for us (as
public relations practitioners) is to
cut through the clutter so our message reaches and resonates with our
target audience," explained Lou
Manville, vice president of
O'Reilly Public Relations, the
Inland Empire's largest public relations agency. "The media is a communication medium for reaching
your audience. Many people get
their information from news media.
It is another form, and often the
most credible, third-party endorsement."
Like other businesses, public
relations practitioners compete for
clients. Most agencies get clients
like any other entrepreneur- word
of mouth and relationships. For
Monville, results- promising much
and delivering more- form the cornerstone to building new business.
Much of O'Reilly Public Relations'
business comes from referrals from
present or previous clients who
appreciate the results generated by
the firm and share their success
with others who would benefit from
the public relations concept. Often
local chambers of commerce and
business clubs provide networking
events where organizations can
connect and panner to help each
other attain success.
"If your clients are successful,
then you will be successful,"
summed up Monville, who earned
his bachelor's degree in communications with an emphasis in public
relations from CSUSB.
Headquanered in New York
City, the Public Relations Society
of America (PRSA) is the world's
largest professional organization
for public relations practitioners. It
includes almost 20,000 members
organized into 116 chapters representing business and industry,
counseling firms, government,
associations, hospitals, schools,
professional services firms and
nonprofit organizations.
While not enforced by PRSA.
the
professional
organization
designed a code of ethics for its
members to set the precedent of

integrity in the profession. In
years past, the code focused on
conduct, now in more recent
years, it has added an emphasis
on educating members about their
ethical responsibility in practicing
the profession. The PRSA code
of ethics states public relations
practitioners must adhere to the
highest standards of accuracy and
honesty in advancing the interests
of their clients and in communi- .__...,;..:,_...,_ _ _~
eating with the public and news
Leona Christensen
media.
The
ability
to think like a reporter
For Manville, it is simple:
enables PR professionals to get
"Ethics in public relations are the
their client's message across in the
same as in society - tell the truth,
strongest possible way, and helps
treat people with respect and do the
build credibility with reporters.
right thing." To work successfully
Other traits that successful PR
with the media a PR person must
folk share include an insatiable
maintain his or her credibility and
appetite for the news of the day,
integrity.
clear and concise verbal and written
"Public relations people are
communication skills, and
trained to present the best image of
healthy dose of tenacity.
their clients' company so I find it
In times of crisis, media relahard to trust everything they say,"
tionships become increasingly
adds LaRue Novick, a reporter for
important, explains Simmons.
the Inland Valley Daily Bulletin.
When acing negative news or crisis
"A reporter can tell when a PR persituations, a public relations person
son is not telling the whole truth.
who has a good relationship with
Honesty builds trust."
the media, can respond more quickWith most Americans receiving
ly and effectively to the negative
their information from news outsituation. Most PR professionals
lets, print and broadcast outlets are
say confronting a crisis situation
vehicles for objective third-party
with honesty and accepting responendorsement, making effective
sibility is key to weathering the
relationships with media the founstorm of their client's predicament.
dation for successful public relaUsually, public relations doestions.
n't include paying for advertising
For Simmons, a textbook defispace. In fact, PRSA's industry
nition of media relations is, "getting
standard states that the value of
to know journalists and their jobs,
public relations is three times that
understanding media formats,
of advertising. For example, if a
deadlines, and needs and generally
PR person secures a 30-colurnnhow to work with reporters, editors,
inch story in the newspaper about a
and producers. We also refer to
client's product, the return on
media placement, which goes along
investment would be equivalent to
with media relations. Media placea 90-column-inch advertisement.
ment is basically placing stories
For many businesses, the return on
and other information about your
investment of a single well-placed
organization or people in your
story in the newspaper or on televiorganization in the media.
sion can be far greater than purSecuring placements with
chasing thousands of dollars of
broadcast and print outlets takes
advertising.
knowledge of the media, effective
"Many organizations today
communication skills, perseverintegrate their marketing, public
ance, creativity and resourcefulrelations. advertising, and even
ness. Public relations professionals
who are successful in dealing with
the media have a "nose for news."
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CSUSB Leads in Awarding Degrees to Hispanics
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Cal State San Bernardino ranked
22nd in the United States among
four-year colleges for awarding
bachelor's degrees to Hispanic students. Of 2,276 bachelor's degree
recipients, 603-or 26.5 percentwere Hispanic.
The university also ranked 3oth
among the nation's top colleges and
universities in master's degrees that
were awarded to Hispanics. This
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information is based on 2002 data
gathered by the National Center for
Education Statistics.
The university also ranked 21st
in the United States with most
Hispanic women by enrollment,
according to statistics from the
Department of Education as reported in an earlier Hispanic Outlook in
Education story.
CSUSB also ranks among the
nation's top colleges and univers1-

ties that enroll Hispanics in their
graduate school programs. The
campus ranked 12th in the United
States among four-year colleges for
full-time Hispanic graduate student
enrollment and II th for part-time
graduate student enrollment.
Cal State San Bernardlllo
ranked fourth nationally for bachelor's degrees awarded to Hispanics
in the liberal arts and sciences category with 174.

With a full-time equivalent
enrollment of 32 percent Hispamc
students, CSUSB is designated as a
Hispanic Serving Institution by the
U.S. Department of Education.

For more information, contact the
CSUSB public affairs office at
(909) 880-5007.

ULV Will Use Grant to Support Math and Computer
Science
The UniverSity of La Verne
has been awarded a $400,000 grant
by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) to support a university initiative to enhance recruitment. retention and graduation rates of undergraduate computer sc1ence. computer engineenng and mathematics
(CSEM) students. Effective Sept. I.
2004. the four-year grant will provide approximately 30 scholarships
annually to qualifying students
enrolling in those programs. "The
universiry is pleased to have this
support to provide to qualified
undergraduates who will ultimately
become successful professionals in
key fields," said Provost and
Academic Vice President Richard
McDowell. "This support will provide critical additions to the talent
available in the workforce."

According to Xiaoyan LIU,
mathematics professor at ULV and
the grant's principal investigator.
the tnitiative 's goal is to encourage
enrollment and retention in the target programs. "We believe this
grant will offer a good way to
attract additional students for the
math and computer science majors.
We're already working with the
registrar's office, admissions and
financial aid, to begin identifying
qualified candidates. We want to
get the word out so students can
apply," said Liu. "At ULV we seek
to provide our graduates with the
knowledge, experience and values
needed to meet the challenges of
the new century. This incentive will
help us accomplish that goal."
Also involved with the campus initiative are co-principal

investigators - Michael Frantz,
chair of the university's mathematics/physics/computer
science
department, and Seta Whnby. associate professor of computer science. The project will work with
area school districts, community
colleges and agencies to recruit targeted students; improve available
campus support to CSEM students:
expand partnerships with business
and industry to enhance student
opportunities for hands-on experience and employment; increase the
number of students seeking graduate degrees in CSEM fields, in part
by augmenting undergraduate
research opportunities: and extend
participation in professional activities.
The NSF is an independent
agency of the United States

Government. Its mission is to promote the progress of science;
advance the national health. prosperity and welfare: and to secure
the national defense. One of its key
activities is to initiate and supportthrough grants and contracts efforts to strengthen scientific and
engineering educational programs
at all levels. It also supports activities des1gned to mcrease the particlpatwn of women, minorities and
others underrepresented in science
and technology.

For more information on the ULV
CSEM programs, contoct Professor
Liu at (909) 593-351 I ext. 4615 or
e-mail litu@ulv.edu. Additional
information on the NSF is available
on the foundation's Web site,
www.11sfgov.
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California Baptist University
8432 Magnolia Ave.

Riverside. CA 92504
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Yes/22

1:15

6

University
1950

$18.(XXl1Same
$! 8,000/Samc

$4.200 Per Year/None

$50,00)
$75.00J

Serving all of Southern California
Cal Poly, Pomona*

Yes/300
I:12
Pubtic
3801 West Temple Ave.
Yes/17
I tO
1970
Pomona, CA 91768
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Andrew Herrity
MBA Director
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Director
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directorgba@csupomonaedu
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MBA

PROGRAMS

1

CSUSB Offers Excellent MBA Program
hv B,·tJ, -\ Flmn. MB.A..
c~·usB _HBA Program Director
La ... t )ear. the colle-ge\ master.-.
m public admini~tration program
n!t.:ei\ed its third reaccreditation by
the National Association of Schools
of
Public
Affa1rs
and
Adnumstration ('-;ASPAAl.

111e college also mdudes the
ma ... ter in busme..,s admm1stration
program (\1.B.-\.). \\hich has been
named one of the be ... t graduate pro-

gram.., in Cahfon11a b) U.S. Yt·ws
and \\{>r/d R,•porr for more than I0

year-. and j.., cons1dered the best
value in the Inland Emptre
This program is convement for
working adults. Students can attend
on a full or part-time ba..,1..,: all
classe ... are held in the evenings.
Students can choose from seven
concentrations · account1ng. entre-

preneur ... hlp. finance. 1nfonnat1on
management. management. markeung and operations management.
In addillon. CSLiSB's MBA
program has an articulate Ph.D
program IT1 information science
with
Claremont
Graduate

Universit) (CGUl. Th1s means that
!1.1BA students frnm CSCSB can
transfer as many a\ 54 unih of their
graduate courses to the CGU'"
Ph.D. program in infonnation SCI·
ence.
CSUSB\ College of Busmes"
and Public Administration has also
been selected as one of the Top I00
Lniversittes and Colleges for
Entrepreneurs in the L.S. b\"
Emrepn:neur "'faga~ine for both
the1r undergraduate and graduate
MBA programs. The ran kings. just
released and featured in the May

2004 issue. were the result of surveylllg and evaluating approx 1mately 825 entrepreneurship programs across the country.
CSUSB's MB \program is still
accepting applications for the fall
2004 quarter. The deadline to submit applications is Sept. 2. 2004, by
5 p.m. Please call (909) 880-5703
for more infonmllion or visit their
Web"ite at W\\w.cbpa.csuslx-du ·mba.r.

For more inj(,nmuion, comau
CSUSB\ public affmr.\ office at
(Y09) 880-5007

Chapman University's George L. Argyros School of Business
The George L Arg)n>S School of Bus mess and Economics (ASBE) is
one of only 452 elite mstitutions worldwide to be accredited by the \.-\C'SB
-The International A.ssociation for Management Education.
The Chapman e\.et·utive .\1BA and evening MBA progrnnh are
designed to meet student needs. \1. ith classe:-. that meet at convenient times
and small class sizes ensuring dynamic interaction \\ith our distinguished
faculty. Guest lecturers pro' ide the opportunity to interface and network
with "iOme of the region ·s top business leader\. and our curriculum allows
completion of the programs in as little as 18-23 months.
Chapman's executive !\-1BA is a 22-month cohort program designed

for senior managers and professionals. featuring distinguished speakers and
exciting off-site residential seminars. Chapman's evening MBA is a part
ume evening. program offering students the concepts and tools necessary to
fonnulate sound strateg1c decisions as well as the leadership skills needed
to implement those plans. For those seeking an additional degn:e in law. we
offer a joint JD.1MBA program.
The Chapmanl:.MBA and MBA programs The best ofhusine.\.\ rheorr ... th£'
best of business practice. For more injormatirm call 8f>f)-{}33-0453, e-mail
us at mha(j;t chapmml.Niu, or \"isit u.\ online at H'Hw.cfwpnum.edulargyrm
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Are you looking for a
quality business education?
Take a look at La Sierra
University!
When you graduate from a
La Sierra business program,
you '11 know how to create value.
And you'll also know how to
use your busine'is skills to make
a positive difference in your
community and your world.
How do we know? Consider:

A Undergraduate and Graduate
degrees are available in a variety
of concentrations. Custom
programs available mo!
•

I 00% of our faculty hold

earned PhDs. They're leaders
in their fields.

A State-of-the-art computer
labs are available to all business
students, with full-text access to
a wealth of premium infOrmation. And the School of Business
and Management offers wirclcs'i
internet access to 'itudents.
A Our Center for
Entrepreneurship collaborates
with the community on cutting
edge business ventures. You'll
learn the true o;pirit of being an
entrepreneur.
A Our \.\:arid-famous Students
In Free Enterprise (SIFE) team
will let you use your business
knowledge to change the world.
And yo u 'II be able to network
with powerful business leaders at
national and international SIFE
competitions.
Need more information?
Check our website, or call
today.

LA SIERRA
UNIVERSI1Y

In today\ work env1ronment.
we are measured by how we can
manage one another and ourselves.
With this principle in mind. the
University of Redlands offers students an opportunity to develop
leadership and management skills
in an accelerated format. oneevening-per-week. through the
University of Redlands School of
Business.

Since its founding 1n 1907, the
University has maintained a tradition of academic excellence -consistently ranked among the top private liberal arts and sc1ences universities in the Western United
States (as measured by U.S. News
& World Report's Survey of
America's Best Colleges).
The school of business builds
on a 25-year tradition of encouragmg a life-long desire for learning
by addressing the educational needs
of individuals who are planning or
actively engaged in a business
career.
"Our programs meet the evolving needs of today\ businesses by
preparing leaders who draw on an
extensive kno,vledge base to
achieve their personal goals and to
maximize their employer's success." said a University spokesman.
The university has programs at
the graduate level and undergraduate level. The accelerated degree
programs offered by the school of
business include:
Bachelor of Science in
Business and Management
Bachelor of Science in lnformalion Systems
Master of Business Administration
Master of Arts in Management
Master of Science Information Technology
The bachelor of science in

program helps develop management qualilles through people
sk1lls. personal skills and management knowledge.
The master of science 111 mformation technology is destgned in
direct response to what the industry
requires of IT professionals. It provides students with experience as
part of a technology-mediated team
with IT professionals in India and
Mexico. The program offers traming in securities management and
requires students to solve a realworld information technology challenge before graduation. The MSIT
program prepares graduates to
become managers who won't be
affected by company off-shoring.

Conracr us I -888-999-9844 or
\nn,.·.redlqnd.Ji.edulschoolqfbustlleSJ.

Thriving or
Surviving?
It's All A Matter
of Degrees
Getting a professional degree is still the
best way to advance in your current job,
earn more money, and provide the hfe
that you and your family deserve.
Wtth the rising costs of tuition and
crowded classrooms at other schoots,
the value of a Universrty of Redlands
School of Business education has never
been greater. In addition, we offer
degree programs that you can actually
complete within 18 to 24 months, even
with a busy schedule like yours.
Convenient Solutions tor Busy Adults
. Ac!DII. . . p r . -

•

VIIU~t!ttcndrllor"f'ldtt.lap«i-1

• AnmctiiAIGI'tlil.tN

Ave Degree Programs to Meet Your Goals
• a.dleiorGISdtnt411nlllu·-·~
• l8chllofGISCiw.ln~~

.....
•

ol.._~.......,

.,.In~

MMWotSO'"oelnlnrom"lllonT~

Subst-rib~

www.lasierra.edu/sbm/

951-785-2464

(909) 9N9-47.33

&

bus111ess and management and the
bachelor of science in infom1ation
systems enable experienced profesSIOnals to complete undergraduate
degrees while working and implementing what they leam each week.
The master of business adminIStration program encourages students to develop and link their
capabi\JtJes in an mcreasmgl}'
dynamic technological and global
business environment. The MBA
offers the option of an emphasis in
global business. information systems. finance. or geographic mformation systems.
The master of arts in management program enables students to
dramatically improve leadership
and management skills. Providing
students with the much-needed
understanding in strategic thinking.
analytic reasoning and human
resources management. the MAM

.......

'\in\\!
Call Today
Inland Empire Business
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•

Get started on your luture now ... call toU-IrHI

1-888-999-9844
visit: www.redllnds.edu/schoololbuslness
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MBA

Bowerman Named Dean
of CSUSB's College of
Business

FAST TRACK

conrimn•d from JUll.!.t' 3

to success ...

MBA

www.calbaptist.edu
877.228.8866

uating approxunately 825 entrepreneurship programs across the country.
Bowerman also served as associate dean of Fresno State\ Crmg
School of Busme\s and was a professor of management and human
resources management at the uni\er.-;ity smce 1979. She received her bachelor's degree 111 political sciencc·speech in 1969 from Wichita State
Lniver.-,it). her master's degree in interpersonal relation.., from Kansas
Lniver...ity in 1970 and her doctorate from Texas A&M University in educational :.u.1mini..,tration m 1979
Founded 111 1965. Califonl!a State Unn·ersity. San Bernardino offers
almost 70 traditional bachelor's and master's degrees. along \\-·ith a \Vide
Yariety of education credential and certificate progr<Hns to a student body
of more than 17 ,()(XJ. The universit} ranked 26th nationally among univerSities recetvmg speL"ial federal appropriations last year and was recently
ranked among the nauon·s top colleges and universities that enroll
Hispanics in thetr graduate school programs.
CSUSB \ M.B.A. program is 'till accepting applical!ons for the fall
2QO.l quarter. The deadline to submit applications is Sept. 2. ~004 by 5 p.m.
Please call (909) 880-5703 for more mfom1ation or visit their Web site at
www.cbpa.csusb.eduimba/.For more infom1ation. contact CSUSB\ public
affairs office at (909) 880-5007.

BOOK OF LISTS
Get a jump on your competition by securin g your
space In Inland Empire's premier reference tool

TO DAY.
Sponsorship Packages . .. $6,000
Full Page . . . $3 ,700 Half Page .. . $2.750
For details, contact your account manager
at (909) 989-4733

Fo r Insight on
Inland Empire
Business ...
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Property and Casualty Insurers Earn $32.3 Billion in 2003
Industry Reports $48 Billion Investment Gain
Property and casualty insurers
more than doubled their profits during 2003. earning $32.3 billion
compared to the $13.5 billion
reported in 2002. according to
Weiss Ratings, Inc., the nation's
leading independent provider of ratings and analyses of financial servIces compames. mutual funds. and
stocks.
Pro per!} and cas ua lty insurers
re portin g t he la rgest )ear-overJCar increases in net incom e
include:
Company:State Farm :\1mual Automobile I~ Co.
Headquarter.;:BioomLngton, Ill
We1ss Safety Rating: 8+
Ne1lncome {lffi~) (SMil) 4th Qtr 2003:1.467.8
Net Income {Loss) (SMLI) 4th Qtr 2002 -I ,994.4
S Change: 3,462.2

Company: American Re·lnsurance Co.
Headquaners:Prioceton. N.J
We1ss Safety Ratmg: C
Ne1 Income (loss) ($Mol) 4ih Qto 2003: 420.0
Ne! Income (loss) ($Mol) 4ih Qto 2002: .t .778.6
S Change: 2.198.6

Company:Columbia lnsurnnce Co.
Headquarters: Omaha, Neb.
Weiss Safety Ratmg: BNe! Income (loss) ($Mol) 4ih Qto 2003 7743
Ne1 Income (loss)ISMol)4ih Qto 2002: ·624. I
S Change 1.398.4

Company:Flremans Fund In\ Co.

Ht!adquarters:i\ovato. CaJif.
\\ci\.., Safety Ratmg: C
Netln<:ome (lffis) ($Mill 4th Qtr 200l 117.7
Net lrn:ome (Loss) (SM11) 4th Qtr 2002 -1,171.7
S Change 1.289.3
Company:Ailstate Ins. Co
Headquarters:Northbrook, Ill
\l.'ei~~ Safety Ratmg: A
~etlncome (i..P.-s) ( ~1ill 4th Qtr 200J: 2.712.5
~et lnwme 1Lo's) I)MLI) 4th Qtr 2002: 1.4.\3.6
S Change: 1.27~.9

Weiss Safet) Rating: A = hccllent;
B =Good; C = hur; D =Weak;
F =Vel) WeaJ...; f- =f-ailed; ll =l 1nrmed

Continued improvement in
underwriting was responsible for
property and casualtyinsurers'
extraordinary performance as the
industry dramatically reduced its
underw rit ing loss to $2.9 billion in
2003, compared to the $28.2 bi ll ion
loss reported a year ago.
"Escalati ng premiums have
caused profits to soar, but improved
underwri tingperformance is paramount to the indu stry's long-term
fi nancia l stre ngth," saidM e lissa
Gan non, vice preside nt of Weiss
Ratings, Inc.
Industry Record s $48 Billion
Investment Gain ; C apital and
Surplus Surges
A strong performa nce by the

stock market helped boost property
and casualty insurers' investment
portfolios, which reported a net
investment gain of $47.8 billion
compared to $46.4 in 2002. One
component of the net investment
gain. net realized capital gains.
jumped 103 percent. as the industry
reported earning $6.3 billion on the
sale of i,p.vestments in 2003compared to only $3.1 billion in 2002.
Likewise. the rise in the equity market produced a $34.5 billion net
change m unrealized gains for the
mdustry. which contnbuted to a
$71.6 billion. or 19.2 percent.
increase m capital and surplus, from
$373.2 billion at Dec. 31. 2002. to
$444.8 billion at Dec. 31. 2003.
Ins urers reporting the largest
increases in capital and surplus
were:
Company: State Farm Mutual Auto Ins Co
Headquarters:Bioomington, Ill
Weiss Safety Rating: B+
Capnal & Su'Pius (SB!l) 41h Qto 200J 40.0
Capnal & Su'Pius (SBil) 41h Qto 200t 3 t .6 S
Change: 8.4
Company:National lndemmty Co.
Headquaners:Omaha. ~eb.
Weis.s Safety Rating: B+
Capnal & Su'Plus (SBi() 4ih Qto 2003: 23. t
Capnal & Su'Plus (SBol) 4ih Qtr 1002:15.7 S
Change: 7.4

Company: Allstate Ins. Co.
Headquarters:floiorthbrcx.lk. Ill
We1s.s Safety Ratmg: A
Capital & Surplu<. (5811) 4th Qtr 200J 16.1
Capital & Surplus ( Bil) 4th Qtr 2002:13.8
SChange: 2J
Company:ColumbLa Ins. Co
Headquaner;:Omaha. !'."eb
\\e1"' Safety Ratmg. B·
C'ipttal & SurpiU'~ tSBill 4th Qtr 200j· 6.2
Cap1tal o.; Surplu.-.tSB•IJ 4th Qtr 2002: 4.0
$Change 2.2
Compan):l.ibcrty \1utualln~. Co
Headquartcr;:BO\tnn. Ma.,.,
We1.-.s Safct)' Ratmg: B
Cap1wl & Surplu' iSBill4ih Qtr 2003 6.1
Capnal & Surpl"' iSBit)41h Qto 20024.0
S Change 2 I

Weiss Sarety Rating: A= Excellent; B =Good;
C =Fair; 0 =Weak; E =Very Weak;
F= Failed; U = Unrated

Notable Upgrades and Downgrades
Among the 2,480 property a nd
casual ty insure rs reviewed by
Weiss, 126 com panies were upgraded , whil e I 07 were downgraded .
Notable upgrades inc lude:
•Ene Insurance Exchange (Erie. Pa.)from C to 8•lowa Mutual ins_ Co. (De Witt. lowa)from (.to C+
•Plateau Casualt} Co. (CrosS\ille, Tenn.)from Dt to C

continued on page 53
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MBA/Executiw Programs in the Inland Empire
/1\ltd \lplwhetuillll

,....
Alillmo

CiQISoate/'/jp

Programs Ofrcm:t Facult) to Student Ratio 1)pe ofiiN.itution
1\Jition & Fet"S:
0nCanqJJ5Rm.& Boom
MBA!Enrl.
I FuU Tim< Facult)
Year Founded MBA Prog.: CA RI'S.!Non·CA R1>. I Y"- Wk. E<p. Req. for
£.\ecuthetEnrl.
I Part TllllC Facult)
£.,cc. Prog.: CA Res.fNon-CA Res.
Admittance

A, , Grm.~Salal")~

MilA Progrnm
E'ecuth e Program

Top Local
Title

PORTER'S

~~ '-e<:uth c

Phone/h .,

PRIME S T EAK Ho u sE

E-\laiiAd~

"Serving an extraordinary dining experience."

t:~<I Redlaods*

I IS
27
375

Pm:ate

U. or Calif, Rh erside*
Yes' I50
Ander>on Grad. Sch. or Mgmnt. No
cnJUniveJS.ityAvcnr:
Rowr11de. CA 9252I

I:J5

Public
1954

U..n.nity<l_.
Yesii53
JJ7N<111hVmeyanJAve.,Sie.IOO No

I:t8
7
162

Scbooi<II21XlbNCohonA\e
Redlands. CA 92.'73

Ontano, CA 91764

Yes/522
No

38
9

1907

S488 per llmVSame
N!A

TBD
N/A

~ Year>

N!A
NIA

$2.6(1(>3.200 per Qtr
0

N/A
N/A

No

Dr. Jan><s A. Appleton
President
(888) 999 9J!441(909)335" 5325

Porter's ts proud to feature USDA Prime Midwestern Beef, the highest
quality and most flavorful steaks avallable, along with exceplional Fre5h
Seafood and Chops. Experience Porter's spec ialty martinis and extensive
wine list. After dinner enjoy your favonte cognac, port or a selection from our
tantalizing dessert menu . Semi-private dining room available. Reservations
required . Located in the DoubleTree Hotel Ontario. Serving lunch Tuesday
through Friday, Sunday brunch, and dinner seven nights a week. For
reservations call: (909) 418-4808

Y. Peter Chung
Interim

Dean

(9091 787455 tnsn97o
mOO(u ag;mrmil.ocredu
Privatc:
1976

S372 per U011
NIA

N/A
MBA·3

N/A
NiA

Jennifer Cisna

Campus Director
(800) !!AA-1968
(909) 937·2424
Jglochar<• apollogrp.cdu

NIA = Not App1icrJbk WND. Mbuld' not Disclose na = not avaiillblt. 1M infonMii.on tn tM obow li.Jt was ohtmudjrom the companies listed. To tlu> M.u of our kno"ltdge the information .\11pplied Lf accurate as of
prns timt. Wfailt ~ tfforr i.s MtJ1k 10 tiiSwt tht (K"("UJ""QC'j and tlwroughMu of tN list. Dtn~SSJoru and rvpG!(raplucal crrors somt"tur~.s ~·cur. Please send corfl.>ctioru vr tuldmon.~ on company lttterlleud tcJ : TIU' Inland
EmpUr &uarn! J0f111101, P.O. Box {979, Rancho Cw.:wnongo. CA 91729-/979. Rt>seurc:lwd bv Sondra Olvera. Cop\Tiglu IEBJ. TIW list wpdaud Au.~:uu 2004 from companieJ that rt.\ptlndl'd to qurstwnatrt'
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with strong ties to the Inland area
of Soulhem California. has joined
Mission Oak5 ational Bank as
senior vice president and manager
of a new branch that will open in
the

next

year

111

the

Ontario' Rancho Cucamonga area.

Pate. 47, is a seasoned commercial
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BANKING

INSTITUTIONS

Michael Pate to Open New Mission Oaks Branch
Michael Pate. a veteran banker

AUGUST 2004

Foothill Independent Bank Ranks Among Top Banks in the U.S.

lender and manager with years of
e\perience helping businesses tn

business banking to this dynamic

community banker to manage our

Invites you to compare it with any competitor

area of the Inland Empire.

Foothill Independent Bank of

most recent financial data filed by the

firm. "That's what enables FCK)thill

through Fnda). from 9 a.m . lo 5 p.m.

the lnter>lale 10 and 15 freeway

think we can attract those business

branch and Mike is lhe guy." Pate
will work with Mission Oaks exec-

Glendora. has proven itself as one of

bani-. with federal regulators and ana~

Independent Bank to ach1cve a top

Eastern Time or visit \\.Y..\v.bauerfi-

corridors to gro\\ and prosper
Most recently he was vice prest-

people "ho appreciate relationship
banking lhal is our hallmark:· sa1d
Gary Votapka. Mission Oaks presi-

utives to find a location for the

the top banks m the nation by earning

I) 7ed by

raung time and again. Its commit~

nancial.com. 24, 7.

bank's third branch Once a site is

a 5~star rating for the :!2nd consecu-

Coral Gables, Fla.

identified, Mission Oaks plans to

tive quarter. The rating is based on a

dent and chief executive. ''The
most important component of our

file an applicalion with federal
banking regulators. V01apka hopes

complex fonnula that factors in a

Bank apart

host of relevant data, including but

adherence to basic values and the

effort was finding a strong local

to have the new branch up and

not limited to, Foothill Independent

highest

Karen

invites you to compare it to any U.S

Bank's capital safety levels. the qual-

Dor.v·ay, president of the research

bank. Call 800.388.6686 Monday

denl for Community Bank in
Fontana.
"'MissiOn Oaks IS excited to
bring our personalized style of

We

operating by thl! beginning of

2005.
In addition to working in the

community for nearly two decades,

MARK YOUR CALE NDER

WOMEN
IN BUSINESS
EXPO
MAY 6TH 2005

Pate has been active in civic
affairs. He is chairman of lhe
Rialto Chamber of Commerce and
v1ce chairman of lhe Inland Valle}
Alliance. prov1ding a voice for the
Inland Empire business community
on various economic and legisla-

tive issues. Pate lives with his wife
and lhree children in Riallo.
Mtssion Oaks Nmional Bank is an
award-u:imzinR. commwzitv-based,
federally charteretl bank with

assets of nearly $100 million that is
commilled to serving consumers
and businesses in Southern

California. The bank offers personali:.ed services and products
through two fu/1-sen·ice branch

offices and loan production offices
in San Diego and Phoenix. For
more on Mission Oaks National
Bank visit its Web site at missionoaksbank.com.

On Blowing
up Boxes
cominued from paf?e 10

for sponsorship,
information and advertising
Call Paul Crosswhite
909-989-4723

ety of local, federal and other slate
agency projects) employ about
25,000.
The public certainly understands the value of public/private
partnerships. When Prop 35. a
measure to overturn court rulings

and bureaucratic ru les that had
severely restricted public/private
partnerships involving engineering, architectural. surveying and

environmental firms, appeared on
lhe November 2000 ballot.
slalewide, voters approved it by a
wide margin.
Public-private part nerships in
lransportalion, led by local transcontinued on page 30

BauerFinanc1al

Inc . of

ment to its community and customer...

"What sets Foothill Jndependenr

from other banks 1s its

standards,

''notes

In the trad1tion of community
~oolhill

is evident in its day-to-da) opera-

bankmg.

lions."

has been a financial steward for us

Foothill

lndependenl

Bank

neighbors
Angeles,

and
San

Independent Bank
1n

Los

Bernardmo

friends

and

cominued on paRe 50

ity of its loan portfolio. its ability to
meet obligations. its historic
fonnance,

per~

and of course, profitabili-

ty. The rating is based on an evalua-

The SCE Energy$mart ThermostatsM Program

tion of Foothill Independent Bank's

Temecula
Valley Bank
Earns
"Premier
Performance"
Temecula Valley Bank has
achieved

the

Performance''

"Super
rating

Premier
from

... helping businesses manage
their cooling comfort and costs
If you're an SCE small commercial or non-profit
customer, you may be eligible 10 participate this summer
in our SCE E n ergy$m ar t Thermostat"' pilot program.
active through October 31, 2004.

the

Findley Reports. "Super Premier

With an SCE E n er gy$ m art T hermostat'", you'll have an

Performance"

opportunity to save money on your electric bills ... and

recognizes

Temecula Valley Bank for excellent strength. performance and
safety. "We are pleased and hon-

earn a financial incentive of up to $150 per thermostat
for reducing your energy use during summer peak periods.

ored to receive this distinction for

the fourth time," said Slephen H.
Wacknitz, presidenliCEO and
chairman of the board. The
Findley Reports, the nation's leading independent banking analyst.

Qualifying businesses and organizations will receive a new digital
programmable thermostat - installed and programmed at
no charge - and have a chance to gain valuable experience
in better managing their air conditioning needs.

evaluates the financial condition

of the nation ·s primary financial
institutions.

The

most

recent

award is based on an analysis of
financial data as filed by Temecula
Valley Bank with federal regulalors for lhe quarter ended Dec. 31,
2003. along with data from prior
periods. As the bank heads into its
eighth year ef operation, this is Ihe
fourth year thai the bank has
received Findley's "Super Premier
Performance" status.
Temecula Valley Bank was established in 1996 and operates fullservice offices in Temecula,
Murrieta, Fallbrook, Escondido,
Rancho Bernardo and £1 Cajon.
Temecula Valley Bancorp was
continued Ofl page 39

So please call us at (877) 823-8716 or
visit www.sce.com/thermostat. We'll be
happy to answer your questions, let you
know about your eligibility, and tell you
how to get started in the program.

Now, won't you look $mart?

www.sce.corn
HlR 0\'ER 100 YL.\RS

I Ill·. J>< l\\ !·RL!> BY !·I >IS< l'\
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Larry Sharp Champions Credit Unions
Arrowhead
the founding of wealth management groups lo serve the needs of

cominued from page 18
include services like laser vision
surgery. that are not covered by
most insurance. Arrowhead works
to accommodate the needs of its
customers. even when those services are beyond the ordinary or bring
opportunities to the under-served.
A case in point is the opening of
branches in low income areas and

•••

Sharp is an involved member of
the communities the credit union
supports and has helped to build a
business that has been honored by
the Arrowhead United Way, Cal

wealthier cllents. "We do not focus
on just one piece of the picture or
on one place. We are always looking at the whole area." concluded
this native son of Imperial Valley.
Current membership numbers
more than 140.000 and assets are
expected to end this year at $850
million and surpass $1 billion in
one-and-one-half to two years.

State University San Bernardino.
from which he graduated with a
bachelor's degree in business
administration and an MBA in
finance: and the lnland Empire
Chapter of the Juvenile Diabetes
Foundation - to name just a few.

2005 BOOK OF LISTS
THE IMAGE OF ACHIEVEMENT

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL
10, 2004
20, 2004

SPACE RESERVATION DEADLINE : DECEMBER
MATERIAL DEADLINE: DECEMBER
PUBLICATION DATE: JANUARY
RATES:

2, 2005

FULL PAGE: .............. $3,700

1/2
1/4

PAGE : ................ $2,750
PAGE : ................ $2,000

BACK COVER: ........... $7,500*
COSPONSOR : ............ $5,500
SECTION SPONSOR : .. $6,000**
Thousands of companies consider the Journal's Book of Lists essential to their business library. Key executives keep a copy within easy reach for quick reference to the
most influential contacts in Riverside and San Bernardino counties.
Our 2005 Book of Lists will once again enumerate the top companies in approximately
45-50 industrial categories (the top HMOs, etc.). Each county and city will have a full page
identifying key agencies, key personnel and demographics. This guide to the cities and
counties of the Inland Empire is Included as a special bonus only in the Inland
Empire Business Journal.
Our d1stribut1on will not only ~nclude the Inland Empire, but targeted companies 1n Los
Angeles, Orange and San Diego count1es. Your company's message will be seen by
over 75,000 business executives throughout the circulation year. Each advert1ser
also receives 100 complimentary cop1es for their own marketing purposes (value: $3,000)

We strongly recommend that you reserve space for your company today 1n this primary resource publication
for the Inland Empire. Most of our advertisers consider the Book of Lists to be the best advertising investment they make all year. Please contact us at (909) 989·4733 to see 1f the page oppos1te the list that is
of interest to you IS still available. If your reservation is made before September 1, 2004, you will rece1ve
four-colors at half pnce on all full-page advertisements.

Especially

PAGE

ONE

Los Angeles
and Ontario
Airports
Continue
Rebound in
Passenger
and Cargo

Arrowhead Credir Umon. PO. Box
735. San Bemardino, C A 92402;
909.379-6280; arrowheadcu.org.

Amber Wiens
Joins TMG

Communications
Inc.

Los

continued from page 28
portation agencies and their
remarkable project delivery record, has been overwhelmingly

positive and cooperative. Governor Schwarzenegger, clearly a
leader who stays "ahead of the
curve,'' is to be applauded for supponjng broader utilization of a
proven. valuable idea.
Paul J. Mever is executi\·e director
of Consulting Engineers and Lantl

e-mail addresses
WUUam J. Anthon)
(Board Chairman)

Geoq~ine LoH~Iand

(fdnor)
icbj(abusjoumal.com
Web Site
www.busjournal.com

Tu·o of the magnificient "Christmas in July" creation' di.\playcd during the special l!\'ent
in the Ontarian com·emion C£•nter.

Tasting a Tidbit of Christmas in July
cmuinm•d from page 1
of vendors and customers that uti·

lize the center for parties. r(.!ceptions and intimate gatherings.
But why ... Christmas ... in Jul) '!

On Blowing
Up Boxes

bus1nessE1oumEal

International

more passengers in the first half of

has matured into a full-sernce
operation with specialties in government, media and community
relations. Its clients include elected officials. corporations. public
agencies and non-profit associations
throughout
Southern
California. The agency is located
in Corona.

Sun·eyors of California.
yer@celsoc.org

Angeles

A1rp<1rt (l.AX) served three m1llion

continued from page 18

Ingrid Anthony
(Managing Editor)
ingridfabusjournul.com
Paul Cros§""hite
(Ai:coum Manager)
iebj1a busjoumal.com

'Includes full-page. four-rolor ad and logo on front page as a sponsor
•• Includes full page. four-color ad, logo on the sect1on cover page and logo on the front cover as a sponsor
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SECOND

Larry Sharp and his wife, Cassie,
are the parents of one daughter and
four sons. and the grandparents of
four.

williamj~lbusjoumal.l'Om

call Paul Crosswhite 909-989-4733
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pme

··when the taste of Christmas IS
in the air. people remember what
they love-music. t\\ mkle lights.
holiday parties. and of course. the
infamous turkey with cranberry
sauce." said Linda Wade of

Centerplate. "Besides, ,~,-·hat better
way to say thank you to our clients
than to have a holiday party in the
mtddle of 100-degree weather'?"
Serving a holiday feast fit for a
kmg. more than 250 guests filled
themselves to their hearts' content
with hors d'oeuvres, main entrees
and dessert. Given a separate room
for the three courses, each had a
different theme. provided by three

top decorators m the area.
An
elegant
"Winter
Wonderland" was created by JL
Walker Event Designer for the
hors d · ouevres room. complete
with an indoor tent covered with
twinkle lights and tmsel hangmg
from the ceiling. While people were
getting their taste of duck quesadillas. hibachi beef skewers. and

2004 than m the same period last
year for the first six months of
2004. passenger traffic totaled

::!9.362.44-6 an 11.7 increase over
the same period last year when
LAX served 26.306.305.

LAX passenger traffic in June
was up 14.1 percent lo 5.559.109

passengers compared with June
2003 as international traffic soared
20.4 percent and domestic traffic
increased 11.6 percent.
At Ontario International Airport
(ONT). passenger traffic 111 June
reached 626.235 - up 5.8 percent
compared w1th June 2003. ONTs
passenger traffic totaled 3,397.448
continued 011 pa.(!e 45
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How to Keep a Successful Business From Growing
Into a Crisis
h\' Chnstopher A. Wheeler
Ballenger. Cleveland & lssa. LLC

nerable to failure.

Business is booming and even
though profit margins are shrinking
and customer service is beginning
to fall behind, the business is making more money than ever. It
seems new workers and managers
are added everyday to sustain the
growth. Everyone is working 16hour days to keep up with the everincreasing demands of customers,
and all operations are exceeding
capacity. Those same banks and
equipment lenders who never
returned calls last year are now lining up with more and more cheap
money to finance this growth spurt.
The business has never been more
successful. Life is good'
Most business owners don't
realize it, but at this point the busi-

But isn't this what everyone has
been working these past several
years for. .. to gel to this point?
lsn 't growth good and rapid growth
better? Yes and no. Explosive revenue growth is not always a benchmark of success. The feeling of
exhilaration from the growth spurt
may actually mask the warning signals of a looming disaster. This
same growth has the potential to
overwhelm management. causing it
to lose focus or misdirect efforts
and resources. Rapid growth can
often masquerade as success and
hide the symptoms that can mark
the beginning of the end.
Crisis managers and turnaround
professionals are experienced at
recognizing and resolving such
potentially disastrous problems.

ness has also never been more vul

Real-life business scenarios show
time and time again. that rap1d
growth often causes a competent
management team to Jose control.
Unfortunately too often. by the
time crisis managers arc brought in
to solve the problems. the opportunity for the business to be successful has dissolved.
Crisis managers are able to successfully navigate the transition of
the business during these times of
positive stress. Managers often fail
to realize that the same skills needed to manage a business during a
crisis or a turnaround are exactly
the same as those needed to handle
the impacts of rapid growth.
The parallels between crisis and
growth are striking. For different
reasons. both make huge demands
on the human and financial capital
of a business. During a crisis a

business uses cash to hold onto its
Dunng periods of rapid
growth it uses cash to finance its
expansion. Employees and equipment need to be more efficient during times of rapid growth as well as
during times of financial crisis.
Most importantly, rapid growth and
a financial crisis make substantial
demands on management that can
distract them from executing their
core business.
Rapid growth and crisis are also
both traumas that attack the stability of the systems of a busine>s.
Management needs to recognize
that these demands are short-term
and know that if properly handled.
they can be resolved with positive
results.
Rather than have rapid
growth strain the business. management may be wise to retain the
business.

continued on page 39
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Blue Shield of California Introduces New Low Cost Products
Expands Services for Employer Groups and Broadens Multiplan
Options and Online Enrollment for Small-and Mid-size Groups
In the1r commitment to help
employers

continue

to

provide

quality health care coverage
options for thetr employees. Blue
Shield of California and its whollyowned subsidiary. Blue Shield of
California Life & Health Insurance
Company (Blue Shield Life). are
introducing new. competitively
priced products. In addition. Blue
Shield is e.,pand1ng its online
enrollment services and giving
employers greater flexibility in plan
package options. These new products and service enhancements are

designed to save time and administrative costs while providing lower

cost options that provide a broad
range of affordable coverage.
"We have focused our efforts on
offering affordable choices to
employers Without limiting plan
opt1ons to employees:· says Chris
Ohman. senior vice president and
chief executive of Blue Shield of
California's commercial business
unit. "'\Vith these new plan designs,
increased plan selections and
enhanced administrative tools. we

are providing our employer groups
with cost-effective access to quality
care and streamlined administrative
capabilities."
Blue Shield Life's newest health
plan IS Shield Spectrum PPO Plan
3000. a low-cost. high-deductible
PPO product. Blue Shield of
California is also offering Access+
HMO 25. a no-deductible H\10
with unlimited preventive care visits. Both new products complement
the recently introduced Active
Choice Plans SM 500 and 750* that

provide first-dollar service coverage and flexible benetit options for
employer groups.
In addition to its new plan offerings. Blue Shield IS providing
access to Internet-based enrollment
and administration to all eligible
employer groups with 51 or more
employees. This new service. provided by BeneTrac and BISNet. is
compatible with all Blue Shield
medical and ancillary plans. as well
as other participating carriers'
plans. These Web-based capabilities. which enable groups to manage employee health benefits with
greater efficiency and accuracy. are
available to qualifying employer
groups at no additional cost. Using
this new enrollment and reporting
system. a qualified employer group
could reduce benefit administration
costs by as much as 25 percent.
This could result in savmgs of
approximately $30.000 annually
for a group with some 300 employees.
Concurrently. Blue Shield of
California is introductng its
PlanSelect program to give
employers with as few as five
employees the option to make
selections from any three portfolio
plans. Groups with five to 50 members can make selections from a
portfolio of II small group plans.
providing up to 350 possible plan
combinations: groups of 51 or more
employees can select from a list of
31 plans. resulting in 4.495 possible
combinations.
"This
expansion
provides
employers and employees with

greater flexibility across core product lines." says Ohman. "'It gives
them the opportunity to choose the
plan that is best for them and
empowers employees to ma.ximize
their contribution levels based on
the plan that they pick ...
Key Shield Spectrum PPO 3000
benefits:
Shield Spectrum PPO Plan 3000
offers a comprehensive list of features. These include an affordable
PPO premium. no annual benefit
maximum on prescriptions, preventive care services. and access to
nationwide care through the
BlueCross BlueShield Association's BlueCard® Program.
Additional benefits for midsize
groups include pharmaceutical coverage and plan-tailoring capabilities
with adjustable copayment and
deductible levels.
Key elements of Access+ HMO
Plan 25:
This new HMO plan offers
affordable HMO dues. no lifetime
maximum. preventive care available from a personal physician
without a co-payment. and access
to nationwide care for emergency
services. Additional pharmaceutical
benefit options and various plan
design capabilities are ava1lable for
midsize groups.
"Census Bureau statistics show
that nearly a quarter of the uninsured population in the United
States is made up of people who
work at full-time jobs. many of
them for small or midsize compa-

mes." says Ohman. "Blue Shield 1s
working to address this problem by
offering groups affordable plans as
well as the tools to manage their
employees' benefits in the most
efficient and cost-effective manner
possible."
*Underwriuen by Blue Shield of
California Life & Health Insurance
Company.
An Independent Licensee of the
BlueShield Association, Blue
Shield of California Life & Health
Insurance Company (Blue Sh1eld
Life) provides a range of insurance
options for Blue Shield of
California group. individual and
family members. Blue Shield Life
has grown by offering competitive
group and individual term life. accidental death and dismemberment.
vision. and stop loss with Blue
Shield health plans or on a standalone basis. In 1986. two short-term
health products. Option One and
Option Twelve. were launched and
both policies remain among the
leading products of their kind in
California. Blue Shield Life. headquartered in San Francisco. is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Blue
Shield of California. More information
is
avaliable
at
www.bscalife com
<https://www.bscalife.com> or by
calling (800) 443-8284. For more
information on Blue Shield, risit
the
compan.v ~r;
l1-•ebsite
at
www.mylifepath.com<http:l/n·H·u·.
mylifeparh.cam>

PacifiCare SignatureFreedorn'" 70/502000 Self Directed Health Plan ISDHPI

• Premiums starling 1111tler
Sf 00/emfJ/o)'ee/month

• PPO-/Jased
Now,

you

have help.

With the rising cost of health care pre-

mnuns. it s tough to gn;e employees the hL<Lith benefits the) want
at a cost your business can afford.
But now PaciJiCare offers a quality PPO-based plan with premiums that arc lower than traditional pl<U1s. Our new PacifiCare
SignatureFreedom'" plan offers coverage like a PPO. and your
employees get to make their own decision.~ about doctors and
hospitals. Plus they get a $1.000/emploree Self Directed Account

-o o cotnsurance plan*

col'ers major metltcala11d emergencies
•

<.m•ert~ge jiw

routine medical care

through \1.000 emjJ/r~)'ee/year \"elf
Directed ·Iecount (jJrejiotded I~)'
PacifiCat~)

fhtll ca11 be rolled ot'l._,.

year to year
• .Vo or lou• copt~)'IJlettls.for rouli1le

office l'lsfls and fJrel't!ltliH! care
• Prescrtptlou
'Cotn.•mrllnct:

dntg cot 'f!rage *

<lmou"~

and pn>.~tprwn

cr"·~'r•lXf!

wtliiHfJ"~rpt.m

funded by PacifiCare that covers office visits and rouune preventive
care, with the abilit} to roll over unused amounts from one year to the next. So it hdps your employees
stay he-althy and keeps your business healthy too.
PacifiCare SignatureFreedom'" is just one of the health plan options we have available for small
companies like yours. To learn more, call your broker or

VNAIC: Providing Compassionate Care Since 1931

PacifiCare at 1-800-651-2181 today.

PacifiCare"'
Caring Is good. Doing .amethlng I• better.
PS12

For more than 70 years. the
Visiting Nurse AssocJation of
the Inland Counties (VNAIC)
has served residents of Riverside
and San Bernardino counties
with health care m their homesfrom
office
locations
in
Riverside.
Palm
Desert.

Banning.
Muriena.
Yucca
Valley. Barstow and Victorville.
The non-profit VNAIC is one of
the largest and oldest free-standing home health agencies in the
region, providmg more than
350,000 home health and hospice visits each year. Last year.

the organization served approximately 20.000 patients.
Although there are VNA
groups throughout America.
there is no required national
affiliation. Each VNA is based
on the specific needs found in its
unique community. Because

VNAs are so deeply entrenched
in the communities they serve.
they have the ability to consistently gauge. assess and respond
quickly to community needs.
VNA of the Inland Counties
provides care to all who are in

continued on page 34
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VNAIC: Providing Compassionate Care Since 1931
conrin11ed from page 32
need. within available resources
as provided by generous gifts
from the community. More
information regarding VNAIC
programs may be obtained by
callmg (760) 773-6260 or on the
Web at www. vnaic.org.

The Visiting Nurse Association
of the Inland Counties is:

Among the largest and oldest free-standing home health
care agencies in Riverside and
San Bernardino counties. established in 1931 and providing
more than 350.000 home health
care visits each year;
A non-profit organization.
providing health care for all
those in need. within available
VNAIC resources as provided
by generous gifts from the com-

Home Health and Hospice
services are available through
seven office locations :

munity:
Governed by a vo lunteer
board of directors. who serve
without compensation;
Able to provide physicianreferred skilled clinical care in
the home;
State licensed. Medicare and
Medi-Cal certified. and accredited by the Joint Commission for
Accreditation of Health Care
Organizations.

•Riverside.......... (909) 413-1270
•Palm Desert...... (760) 346-3982
•Murietta ........... (909) 894-5300
•Banning............ (909) 769-1419
•Barstow............ (760) 256-2016
•Yucca Valley..... (760) 365-8314
•Victorville......... (760) 962-1966
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Riverside Recycling Celebrates Anniversary by
Assisting City
We have all dnven around
lown and seen couches, dishwashers, dryers, refrigerators, and other
large ilems left on the side of the
road or in back alleys. To curb the
growing problem of illegal dumping within the city limits. the city
council approved a new ordinance
which allows the city to seize vehicles caught in the act of dumping
items illegally and allows them to
sell later at auction to aid tn the
high cost of keeping the city clean
and beautiful.
In celebration of its 50th
anmversary, Riverside Recychng
decided to assist the city in their
antt-dumping campa1gn by launching a new media program targeting
individuals,
and
companies
involved 111 Illegal dump111g. These
new public service announcements
"arted running on Charter Cable in
June: the commercial spols highlight the new city's new ordinance
and are designed to convey the
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I of Physicians:
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City. State. Zip

Emplo)~
Contract~

SAMM California

3281 E. GLWti Rd
Ontario, CA 9!761

21
1.5<K>+

Organiution:
llPA/Grp. Pract)

IPA
Muhi-Spe..:ialty

Total
Employees

750

Ytar
Founded

1983

Urgl'nt

Perttntagl'or
Prepaid
PatieniS

Sen ices

9.5~

Ye~

Cm

Nat. Accredited:
Surg. Centers
Clinif/Grnup
NIA
NIA

\-1edicaJ Group

Pro\led He.alth Network
IJ54l'li Mount.a.JnA\·e
l'pland, CA 91786-3633
Beaver M~ Group

J.

2WfemA\e
RM!l:nds, CA •);!\.,)

4.

\"ant.agt \1tdical Group
~XJ«l Lemon St Stt' J 10
Rivemde CA 9~SOI

5.

Kai.wr Pt:rmanf'TIIe \1edlad Center. Footana
9961 S1ena Ave
Fomana. CA 9Z':l.35

0

980+

126

50<>+

87

75

y.,

1988

1945

\1ulti·
Spec tally
IPA

Kaiser Permanentr Medical Center, Rhenidr

tO.

19X5

80%

y.,

J(XJ%

'"'
0

11370Andmon St

Multi-Spoc~alt)

4.200

19-41

100%

Full Semce
1967

Mul!i-Sptctalty
Medical Group

1935

y.,

7.

8.

3660 Arlington Ave.
Riven.Jde. CA 92506

RJyfnidt Pby.sldan Setwork
16.50 IowaA••e., Stc 1220

87
289

41

0

1984

7()<1,

100%

Yes

191

'·

-M<dlaiG._
3110 Lemon SL. S!LliO
Rivemde, CA 92591

0

300

IPA

WND

t996

IOU%

Yes

121

1954

73%

200+

0

1PA

100

18

217

l"rgtnt

c.,.

Seni~

:\at. \ccredited:
Surg. Center;
UinicJGroup

13.

Inland Faculty Medical Group, Inc.
9.52 S Mt. Vernon Ave
Colton. CA 92324

200

Prt:Mtlent
(9091793-DII '9K-1740

No

ll ehme Rei! man
Vil:c

NIA
NIA

Jennirer Buch-Silnstri
Area A~sociatc Medical Director
(909) 4~7-427()1 4~7 7193

14.

No

Roger Hadley, M.D.
President
(909) 558-23151558-2446

15.

Pfe,tdent

Top Local Extcutilf
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Phone/Fa.'\:
E-~1ail Address
!\Ucbatl A. Ntti, M.D.
Area A\SOC. Medical Otl"t\."1or
(909J353-200!F3S~-Ulll

Yes
No

San Bent:lrdino, CA 92404

:'\o

1994

t994

IPA

100%

JamtsW.Mali.n
CEOiAdnurumator
(909) 88J·S6ll/881·5707
adnum.strauon@sbmed.com

Yes and
Ph)\ICianon
Call24 Hrs

NIA
No

Jt'H'tddi Prasad. M.DJPre~idcnt

No

Yes

GuilltmKI Valenzuela
President
(909) 433-91111433-9199

Yos

Vi Duptb'Reg. AdmuustnUCir
(800) 281-88861(909) 932-1065

'78-13113

Steve !...arson. M.D.JOuullll&J\CEO
Judy Carpenter t'Pre~idcntJCOO
(9091 782-1744n8'2-3R14

No
No

Multt·Specialt)
FuUSem«

Multi-Specialty
PracllceGroup

San Bernardino Medical Group, lnc.
1700N Waterman

ProMed Health Network of San Antonio
1154 N. Mountain A"e
Upland, CA 91786

NIA
NIA

Palien~

100%

U.

Riverside, CA 92507

Percentage or
Prtpaid

Med11:al~

Stephen Peterson

Yes

Year
Founded

1989

0

No
Y«

y.,

(IPVGrp. Pract.)

Total
EmpiO.\ee<i

2.400

245

lOSOO Magnolia A\e
CA 92505

RiVCI"ilde,

11.

Lom.a Lmda, CA 9:!354

Rmnidt Medical Oiak

Emplo~ed

Or~nniz.ation:

Contracted

Jet:rt:ddl Prasad, M.D !Prestdent
Kishan Thapar, M.D.-CEO
(909) 932-10451932-1065
kharvcy@ promedhealth.com

~cdK:aiCart

Medical School
Faculty Prnctice

ofPh,sichut~:

NIA
N-'A

(909) 77~-1360,

Lom1 Linda lniui"Sit) Htaltb Can
6.

lPA
MuhJ-Sf«llty

workplace of more than 50 employees. a majority of whom have been
with the company more than 20
years.
Riverside Recycling S contribution
to the welfare of the community
goes beyond the redress of purely
environmental concerns with its
commitment to civtc beautification
and local organiz.ations. When
asked the significance of their 50th
anniversary. Mr. Frankel responded, "We celebrate this event not
only as a time to look back Oil 50
firlfillillg years but also as Gil
opportunity to look tok·ard the
future and to rededicate ourselves
to the values that have made this
nation . . vhat it is today." Visit their
Web site at wH. 'w.riversidemetalrecycling.com.

coli/Ill/ted on page 36
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2.

has helped Inland Emp1re businesses and commumties with their recycling problems.
Located in
RiverSide. with five satellite locatiOns 111 Banning, Redlands, Hemet,
Coachella and Huntington Beach.
R1verside Recycling saves the local
taxpayers tens of thousands of dollars each year and minimizes the
need to use public areas for waste
disposal purposes. The majority of
the recyclables comes from Inland
Emp~re industrial accounts and 1s
processed on site.
Riverside
Recycling then ships the finished
product worldwide to destinations
such as the Far East.
Sam Frankel. father of current
President I CEO Danny Frankel,
founded Riverside Recycling in
1954. The company has been at its
current site. in Riverside, since its
mception and is Riverside County's
oldest and largest full-service scrap
processor. What began as a two-per·
son operation IS nov.. a flourishing

Top Health Care Medical Clinics/Groups in The Inland Empire

Phone!Fax

Rene Morel
Vice President
(909) 605-8000
prowland(a nammcal.com

message thai. wh1le legal recycling
of these Jtems benefits the community and the environment. illegal
dumpmg harms both. R1verS1de
Recycling recycles all types of
materials including aluminum cans,
paper. plastic, wood by-products
and of course metals. Currently,
Riverside Recycling contracts w1th
the city to purchase its metal scrap
generat1on and waste paper -puttmg vital revenues back into city
coffers. Presently.
R1verside Recycling d1verts
approximately 61,440,000 pounds
of recyclable waste from be111g
deposited into the local landfills
each year. Since its conception, thJS
approach has d1verted nearly a million and half tons of recyclable
waste from local landfills.
Riverside Recycling is a division of Riverside Scrap Iron and
Metal Corporal ion. a family-owned
busmess that, for more than half-acentury, has prov1ded a service that

contmrred from page 34
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Howard Saner
CEO
(9091 788-9800n88-0098
wmccool.RPND<XS.com
llan~l &uland
President
(909) 178-1355n78-1 J63

McKlnlty Mtdieal Group Inc.
9661 Magnoha Ave., Ste. B

181

IPA

1995

NIA

No

NIA
NIA

1993

75%

Extended

No
NiA

RIVCNide, CA 92.503

Inland HealthCan Group, Inc.
cio Inland Health Organlution
1980 Orange Tree Ln .. Ste. 200
Redlands. CA 92374

16.

V'Jctor VaHey IPA Mtdlcal Group
15201 lith St., 1200
Victor;ille:, CA 92392

17.

Hemtt CommWlity Medical Group
4188.5 E. Florida Ave.
Hemet, CA 92544

SL Mary Cbokt Modical Group
18.

18564 Hwy. 18, Ste:. 105
Apple Valley, CA 92307

10
165

0

Mulu-Spccialty 10 (MSO Prowles all
IPA and Prime Care
Non-Physician/
Group Practice
PA Employees)
IPA

1\

Yos

1991

No

165

4
153

t61

c...

IPA

176

t985

NIA

NIA
NIA

IPA

II'ND

1990

J1%

No

No

Jolul Mukherjee
CEO
(9091 J59-01791689-U44
Rajlv Dh•buwala, M.D.

Pre.suknt
(909) m-mt
Leslt:y Camirt
IPA Manager
(760) 245-4747n4.S-4868
karrure@hdmg.nct

Kali P. Chaudhuri
CEO
(909J 791-1Jiln91-lt20
Mumobaa Nayyar, M.D.
~Mdent

(760) 242-7777x2301242-0487
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A Study in Courage - Damue Bagwell

City of Banning
warranty is in effect.
Joseph J. Caro is an experienced
"Lemon Law " arbitrator and member of the American Arbitration
Association and Panel member. The
author of a new book: "The
California Lemon Law, When Your
New Vehicle Goes Sour. " is available at Borders, Barnes & Noble,
Ama:on.com and Waldenbooks .
Contact: www.lemon/awgoessour.
com

When the " Lemon Law" was
ftrst enacted, it restricted owners
from applying if the vehicle had
12,000 miles or was more than a
year old , which has been changed
to 18,000 miles or 18 months as a
"presumption" period. But in reality, the California Lemon Law now
covers the vehicle as long as the

Flawed Policy Overlooked in
Invalidation of Air Quality
continued from page 14

fueling and maintenance facilities.
The district's fleet rules locked public agency and private fleet operators alike into spending more than they had to for cleaner air, or simply
keeping older trucks on the road longer than they would have. Older diesel
trucks can be retired much more quickly by selecting clean diesel replacements, which cost far less than natural gas replacements, but the district's
rules encourage fleet operators to keep those older vehicles on the road as
long as possible, due to the lack of any clean diesel option.
In crafting a low-emissions rule for major transit fleets in 2000, the
California Air Resources Board recognized clean diesel technology as a
viable clean air option and in so doing spurred even greater improvements
to clean diesel technology as competition pushed innovation.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
Salary: $76,334 • $93,005 per year
subject to increase to$ 83,165- $112,517

continued from paf!.e 18

Subscribe Now!

(pending compensation study Implementation plus benefit package)
This position reports directly to the City Manager and has responsibility for
the administration of the Community Development Department of 11.5 FTEs,
and will oversee current and advanced planning, building permits and code
enforcement. Excellent communication skills are essential since this individual will work with a diverse community of staff, developers and the general
public. Requirements : G~aduation fr~m a 4-year college or university with
major coursework 1n mumcipal plann1ng and d~v~lopment: or closely. related
field and five years of managemenVor superv1s1on expenence required. A
Masters Degree Is desirable. Candidates are required to complete an application and resume. Applications are accepted until filled .
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Bagwell

g1ves

his

from San Bernardino Valley
College and has worked wJth many
health professionals He has also
produced a video and speaks to

study for or purchase . hope. " I
just want to help others." he >~mply
says.

transplant social workers and other
groups-fm:using on maintaining
a good body weight with lowered

Visit Damue 's Web site for more
tnformarirm ai:
hup:l/a/i~·efit
ness.com. or call 909.662.1922.
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have had similar experiences and

are still depressed and weak.

Top Health Care Medical Clinics/Groups in The Inland Empire

returned to the Human Resource Department.
Apply to the City of Banning,
Human Resource Department,
99 E. Ramsey St. , P.O . Box 998,
Banning, CA, 92220, Job Line: (909) 922-3108.
Website: www.ci.banning.ca .us

(IPAJG.,.I'nlct.l

Clty,Sta.._ Zip

(909) 989-4733

Completed city application is required and mus t be

1 or Physicians:
Emplo)"td
Contracted

Medk:al Group
Addnss

His mother, Benzena Bro\vn.

extra kidney. NO\\". Mrs. Brown is
still doing well and her son has a
new mission in life: to help others
prevent disease and to give hope
and personal training to those who

t

Conducts professional and/or advanced planning studies for the City of
Banning. Collects and presents data and prepares reports regarding land
use, zoning, urban design, population trends , transportation , housing, redevelopment and oommunity service needs for Planning Commission and
Community Development Director. Bachelors degree in Planning, Business
Administration , Public Administration or related field AND five (5) years of
planning or zoning expetlence. Closing data: 08/13/04.
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over

bus1nessE oumal

ASSOCIATE PLANNER
SALARY RAN GE $48,307 • $65,357
ANNUALLY+BENEFITS

~"'

but he did know that his dreams of
a professional baseball career were

donated one of her kidneys to her
son in 1993. The surgery added an

1

Top Health Care Medical Clinics/Groups in The Inland Empire
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know how close to death he \'<·as.
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garden-style community C(lll~ists of

in Riverside. located at the intersec

$5.2 million to Sihcrstone Development Compan) which plans to de-

apartment" home!-., rangmg from 945

velop the site into a mixed use retail

to a generous 1.:!48 <.,quare feet. With

services of an outside team of pro-

mise or even sacrifice many of the

fessionals who are dedicated to

business disciplines employed to

cating from Rancho Cucamonga and

ts expected to encompass more than

tion of lnters~11e 215 and State High·
wa} 60. Construction pennits have

81 two-. three and four-bedroom

been granted for :!74.000 square feet

development.

GVA

OAUM Cary Womack of CVA
OAUM's Ontario office reports that
Pulte sold property near the Highland
Springs e., it of the 1-10 in the heart of

vinyl flooring. central heating and air

solving the problems created by

make the business successful in the

conditioning. cable TV hwk-ups. pa.

such growth without distracting

first place.

announced

778.000 square feet of retail. tnclud

the Banning/Beaumont commercial

mg a 230.000-squarc-foot Wal-i\1art
Supercenter. plus a mixture of other

lifestyle venues. The
proJeCt will also mclude 144.000
square feet of Class "A" office
space Pulte Homes Corp. the na-

area. Womack and Lee Spence. also
of GYA DAUM's Onuuio office. represented Pulte Homes in the transaction. Melissa Fish of Tafco Commercial represented Silnrstone Development Company .. Peppertree
Apartments. a new affordable apart-

tion\ largest homebuilder. has sold a

ment community designed for work-

47 7-acre-parcel of Interstate

ing families in Banning. celebrated its
official grand opening on July 28. The

major

retailers.

specially

shops.

restaurants and

10

frontage property within its master-

focused on delivering on the prom-

easily been avoided had it been rec-

team. There are five situations that

ise of the busmess, and manage-

ognized and managed sooner_

can signal when rapid growth IS

large cash management projects.
which has included overseeing the
ATM and cash services for the 2002
Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City.
He will be directly responsible for

executive team with someone of

contracts. finance and analysis. risk

Jim's professional caliber." she
stated
Tingey. who is currently completing his doctorate degree in law.

management and compliance. and

and

cash management services to more

senior VP of administration for

PDNB 's EBS. which has service

growing while increasing manage-

our cash services and the high level
of professionalism and productivity
for which PDNB is known."
PDNB. a /ocallv-olllled, mdependent
bank serl'illg the Coachella Val/ev
since 1981, is a nationally chartered
financial Instirution with assets
exceeding $300 millinn, and branches
located in Southern California.

Lower Than Normal Temperatures Have Made Palm Springs This Summer's Hot Getaway

Ill time

for

summer travel, Palm

Springs resorts reduce room rates
and offer value-added packages to
lure budget-minded travelers.
Visible signs are everywhere
that indeed Palm Springs has successfully transformed from a seasonal resort to a year-round vacation destination. Historically, Palm
Springs was a city that closed its
doors during the summer months.
Today, Palm Springs is a vibrant

any time of year.
Many of Palm Springs· resorts
offer mcredible incentive programs
to encourage longer stays. "Buy
Two Nights, Get One Free" or
"Stay Three Nights, Get the Fourth
for Free" are just some of the attracti ve offers during the summer
months of July, August, and
September. To take advantage of a
wide array of cost savings specials
and
packages,
go
online:
http://www.palm-springs.org/packagesandspecials.html.
As an extra enticement, visitors can now download valueadded coupons off the Palm Springs

by

ment talent is spread so thin that

Businesses fail everyday for

Bureau of Tourism's Web site:
http
www palmsprings.org/coupons.html.
Excellent weather beckons the
outdoor enthusiast as this desert
playground enjoys more than 350
days of sunshine per year, with very
low humidity levels. Visitors from
all over the world take advantage of
the warm days to bask in the sun
beneath the cobalt blue skies and
balmy nights to stroll along worldrenowned Palm Canyon Drive.
Palm Springs has more than
130 hotels to suit every taste: modest bungalows, historic bed and
breakfasts, private villas, full-service luxury resorts, condos, and

potentially driving a busmess to a
cns1s. These are:

Profit margins: Makmg less of a
profit margm on mcreasmg revenue

Ne1NsTa1k 590 KTIE
Helping Inland Empire Businesses Grow

is often an indication that operating
controls are strained or not working

at all.
o"·ertime: Labor-intensiVe businesses run the risk of losing control

of costs once 11 falls into the trap of
using overtime to keep up with

Palm Springs "Sizzling" Summer Specials and Packages
desert oasis with activities to enjoy

distracted

demand.
Capital planning: All business-

VALLEY

than 13.000 ATMs across the country. "The strengths of our business
model and the effectiveness of our
personnel have led to phenomenal
growth over the past two years,"
Hartfield said. adding. "We are confident that the addition of Jtm to our
leadership will allow us to continue

special administrative projecl"i as

Management,

and the lessee in this transaction.

customers. ensuring excellence in

experience

business strategy or failing to
assemble a strong management

management from its day-to-day

PDNB is the nation's leading
provider of ATM vault cash and

management

undercapitalized or lacking a clear

responsibilities.

ment accesstbility to our valued

expertise in the coordination of

myriad reasons. Many of these reasons are as fundamental as being

kitchen appltances .. COM Group,
Inc .. announced that it has completed
a five-year. I .335-square-fwt lease
between Wolf Store, LLC. as lessor
and Sanjee' Narayan as lessee. The
dry cleaning facility will be located 111
the Wolf Store Retail Park at 32481
llighway 79 South. Suite Ell!.
Temecula. Charlie Nicholls and
Janet Kramer represented the lessor

centers 111 CaUfornia and Louisiana.

senior vice president of administra-

It has become so

something inevitably will fall
through the cracks. That somethtng
often ends up being the business.
Yet frequently. a disaster scenario
caused by rapid growth could have

tios and/or balconies. and buih-in

has more than 20 years of semor

tion for Palm Desert National
Bank's
Electronic
Banking
Services
division
(EBS).
announced
Sandra
Hartfield.
PDNB's EBS president and CEO.
"We are delighted to expand our

native rhis summer. When most

rapid growth. begins to compro-

of retail space for phase one and

PDNB Poised for Continued Growth

resort destinatiOns spike their prices

continued from page 3 I

features including plush carpettng and

COACHELLA

With lower than normal tempemtures. some days as much as 812 degrees, Palm Springs is being
hailed as the best affordable alter-

How to Keep a Successful Business From Growing Into
a Crisis

planned Su nlakes community for

Summit Builders has begun grading.
Upon completion. CanJon Crossings

Jim Tingey ha.s been named
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ings. a $42 million rm:xed-use project

Columbian Properties. represented
by Da>e Stolte and Dan Walsh of
NAJ Capital Commercial. has purchased a 20.000-sq.-ft. mdustnal
building at 15808 Arro" Htgh"'ay in
Fontana from Ste"art De>elopment.
LLC for
considemtion of
51.120.852. The buyer '"II be relo"ill occupy approximately 8.000 sq.
ft. of Lhe two-s tOT} building for offices
and will sublease the remainder. The
building is siruatOO in a high trnffic location that is near the I 0. 60 and 15
freeway~. The seller \\a"-; represented
by John MulrooneJ of Lee & Associates . Transcan De\ elopment.
LLC of Alamo. has awarded Summit
Builders of Newport Beach the constmction contract for Can) On Cross-

NOTES

ESTATE
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e.., love nev.. equipment and new

growth spurt as a long-tem1 trend

Mornings

and miss-apply ib long-term capital

6-9

to solve short+term problems.

Cash tlo":

Dennis Prager

accounts
overtime.

Rapidly growing

receivable,

increased

S\\'Ciltng

accounts

9 am- Noon
cominued on pus:e 50

Hugh Hewitt
Afternoons
3-5

The Savage Nation
with Michael Savage
5 pm- 8 pm

accommodations for gay travelers

Temecula
Valley Bank
Earns
"Premier
Performance"
cnminued frnm

and naturists. Known for diversity

in dining, the Village of Palm
Springs offers hundreds of restaurant choices many serving al fresco style in outdoor settings. with a
variety of cuisines and price ranges.
Hotel reservations can also be
made online at www.palm·
springs.org. Or, comactthe official
Palm Springs Visitor and Hotel
Reservation Center at J-800-3477746 or 760-778-8418. The Palm
Springs Bureau of Tourism is operated arui managed by SMG. Visit its
Web site at: www.palm-springs.org.

facilitje!-.> but too often interpret a

Laura Ingraham

pa~e

29

established 111 Ju11e 2002 and operates as a one-bank holding companv for Temecula Valley Bank. As a
Preferred Lender ( PLP) since
I 998. the locallv-owned and operated bank also has SBA loan production officers in Sherman Oaks,

Michael Medved
9- Midnight

Sacramento,

590KTIE.com

Call Michael Reichert at 909-885-6555 ext.101

Fresno.

Chico,

A11ahe1m Hills. and /n·ine. The
Bancorp S common stock is traded
01•er the coumer with the stock
symbol TMCV.OB a11d the banks'
Internet Web site can be reached at
lvww.tem,..albank.com.
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Companies Learn Some, Lag Some, When It Comes
to Downsizing
Five Things Most Companies Do Well ... and Five They Don't
\Vith re~tructuring a.•.; a fact of corporate life even in times of economic e\pansion. it i:-, encouragmg that most companies have learned key lessons about ho\\ to conduct them~elves compassionate!)' and effectively.
according to Susan Howington. senior vice president and managing director
of global career services company Lee Hecht Harrison's Riverside and
Irvine offices. "However. for all the collective downs,zang experience they
have to draw on. most companies still don't do everything they should to
facilitate the best outcomes for the employees dismissed. those who remain,
and the organization overall."' Howington says.
Howington indicates five aspects of downsizing that companies for the
most part have come to do \\'ell in recent years. as well as five areas where
most still need improvement:
Most companies today do:
Know their employees' skills and consider redeploymefll. In the late
1990s. many organizations made the mistake of laying off employees who
were no longer needed in their current functions. but had skills that were
needed in another position or area of the business. Organizations have
learned that pnor to deciding whom to cut. they should assess employee
skills and try to match them with what the organization needs in the short·
and long·teml.

Most companies today don't:

Make redeployment attractive to employees. Companies underestimate
employees abiltty to say no to redeployment offers that don 't meet their
personal or professional needs. Even in a poor job market and cenainly in a
healthy one. many people are unwilling to make internal moves that require
relocation or that don't meet their career goals. Employers need to under.
stand the limitations of redeployment programs that don't take employee
needs into consideration. and take time to figure out how to do them cor.
rectly.
Most companies today do:
Communicate the business reasons for the downsizing. Companies
have become much better at making their employees aware of the forces
driving their downsizings. and have also learned to communicate how the
cutbacks will make their organizations healthier moving forward Doing so
is critical to make remammg employees' morale high. especially when
downsizings are motivated by strategic rather than economic reasons. If
the1r own initiatives weren't enough, Sarbanes-Oxley and recent corporate
scandals have forced companies to keep employees informed of their finan.
cia! and business challenges.

continued on page 49

Inland Empire's Largest Employers
IRilnkt•d h\ \umbatif lulmu/l:mpm· lmtJimt•c, J

4.

Count) of Riverside
4080 Lcmun Street
Ri,ersidc. CA 92501

15.650

Local Government

Stater Bros. Markets
21700 Banon Road

13.200
NIA
19.16

Supennarkets

Wai·Mart Stores, Inc.

7,900
1,200.000
1991

Retail,
General
Merchandise

No
No
No

N/A

7,250

Mililar) Reserve Base,
Department of Defen..e

No
No
No

Capt. Don Traud

Col. Peter T. Bentley

Chief of Publ1c Affairs

452 AMW Commander
(909) 655·4 !371655-4 t 13

!2.

H1gher EducatiOn

Yes
Yes
Yes

Jack R. Chappell

France Cord0\'8
Chancellor
(909) 787·520tn87

Kaiser Pem1anente Medical Ctr.
13. 9961 Sierra A\ C.
Fontana. CA 92315

7.

Colton. CA 92.124
762 SW 8th St

8.

9.

2145 Graeber St.
Man:harb, CA 925 t 8

NIA

1918

Unhersity of California Riverside
900 Um\'ersity Ave.
Riverside, CA 92521

Loma Linda University
11234 Anderson Street
Lorna Linda, CA 9V54

No
No

N!A

1954
Medical/Health Care

5.000
NA
1964

Education

Corona/Norco Unified School District 4.926
2820 Clark Ave
4926
NO«<, CA 92860
1893

Education

777 Nonh

"F" Street
San Bernardino. CA 92110

United Parcel Sen-ice

10. 29>0 Inland Em pore Blsd, # 10

Yes

No
No

6,737

Medical Ceoter6.147
6,147
!905

S.B. City Unified School Dist.

Ontano, CA 91764

Yes

N!A

March Air Reserve Base

6.

No

4.800
360.000

:VIarkcting Contact
Tille

Tom Launn
D~r., Econ. & Comm. De'

Ye~

1893

Benton\'ille.AR 72716
S~

Millions of Americans today
straddle a new generation gap.
but this one has nothing to do
with a lack of understanding
between young and old. Instead,
it has everything to do with a
lack of time: how one generalion can care for its children and
its elderly - and still meet lheir
employment commitments to
their employer.
This dilemma creates a conflict for many people to balance
work responsibilities with the
caring for a sick child or an ailing parent or spouse. It poses the
same challenge to new parents
who would like time to bond
with a newborn child.
Meanwhile, employers must
balance their duty for equitable
treatment for all their employees
and the desire to help an
employee through a difficult
time.

L(H..:al Go\-ernment

Count\- of San Bernardino

JS5 ~<)rth Ammhead A\e
San Bernardino. CA 924 I 5

Emplo)ee Senices:
• Van or Carpool
• Health Club on Site
• Oa)ca.re on Site
Yes

Top Local E:\ecuthe
Title
Phonelf'ax
E·Mail Address
Dennis Han.\herger
Chamnan Boord or Supcn ISUI"i
(909) >87-4811 >86~8940

Bob Howdyshell
D1rector. Purchasmg &
Material Serv1ces

Larr) Parrish
Count; Execut1ve Officer
(909) 955~ t 1001955~ t 105

Dennis Mdnt;re
Marketing

Susan Atkinson
Vice President Corp. Affa.rc;
(909) 783~50.18
Ken Reese
Regional Vice President

(479) 273-4000

Dir. of Uni\'ersity Relations

Yes
Yes !Close By)
Yeo (Close By)

Tammy Veach
Administrative Director

President/CEO
(909) 558-I000/558A308

No
No
No

Barbara J. Kidd
Dir. of Communications

Dr. Arturo Delgado

(~;·r~~n1~~~/885·6392

No
No
No

Dale Saugstad
Assist. SuptJBusiness Svcs.

Lee V.

Synchroni1ing Global Commerce

No
No
No

Kellie Aamodt
D1rector of SaJes

Pollard

f~)~~~~~oo:,nJ650!5

cnusd.k 12.cn.us
Mike Piedra
Vice President
(909) 948·82001948~8225

N.:A. =N01 Applu.Wk W?-.D Wr>Uid not Di.st Jose no :not ovaiiabl~. The informtJJum in~~ abt.n>t' lift Mat obiOWdfrom tlu> ~s /iut'd. To tJw i>t'H of our knowlt'dge rk infim1wrion :Jl'f'plicd i.s uccura/t as c(
prtU nme Whllt' e~en tffon u nwdt' 10 cnsun £he ac.( uraq and tltorough~SJ tht' list mmsnonJ wul f\{)('f{raphtca/ ~rrors .tomt'limt's occur. Plt'tllt und tomctWIIJ or addition.s on companY lctterhccul w: Tht tnlond
£mpirt Busu~e.u JOIU7IIll P.O. &u /IJ?f} Ranchn (ucomonRa. CA 9/72Y·/'1;9. Rt'lt'aRht'd by Sondra Olvt'fa. CopynghJ IEBJ. 7hi.r lilt~ August lfXJ4 by companies who nospcn~d 10 qut'.~titmairr,

I h l' Bo o" of I i'l\ '" ai l.d>k o n llisk . (all 'JU'I - 'Il!t) -.PJJ or llcll\nload \on fr o m nnn.lnpl.i,t.cmn

with a new or adopted child , or a
child placed in their family for
foster care.
Paid Family Leave benefits
do not pay an employee's full
salary - only about 55 percent
during the six-week period.
Employees working for larger organizations or businesses,
with 50 or more employees, may
have the right to return to their
job after caring for a family
member or bonding with a new
child. However, small busmesses employing fewer than 50 people are exempt and do nol have
to guarantee an employee's right
to their job.
To qualify, employees must
meet several eligibility requirements before they can receive
Paid Family Leave benefits.
These requirements include:

* Providing a medical certificate
that explains a diagnosis of the
seriously ill or disabled family
member's condition. The certificate musl also detail the expect-

ed duration of time that care will
be needed.
• Using up to two weeks of
vacation time if required by the
employer.
* Taking time off within the first
year of the birth, adoption, or
foster care placement to bond
with a new child.
Employees cannot qualify
for Paid Family Leave if they are
already
receiving
benefits
lhrough state disability in urance payments, or in addition to
unemployment insurance or
workers· compensation.

If you believe you qualify for
Paid Family Leave, take the time
to learn the facts to better understand how this program can
apply to you. Check out the
California Employment Development Department's Web site at
www.edd.ca.gov, or call toll free
1-877-BE-THERE, 1·877-379·
3819 (Spanish) or 1-800-563·
2441 (TTY. non-voice).
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Company Name
Address
City, State, Zip

# Employees (IE)
II Employees (Nationwide)
Yr. Est. IE

Pomona Unified School District

it. 800 S. Garey A\-'c.

3774

Nature of Business

Publi~.:

School

Di~lrict

Yerizon
I GTE Place
Thousand Oak~. CA 913() I

nooo

Rkhard Martinet.
Publi~ lnfonnatmn Olfice &
High S~ht)(ll Support

Telc~ommunicatum~

Ye>
No

Dave Sol}!
Regional Markctmg Diredor

Health Care

Yc:~

Jame~

!95>

4.2ll0 iS B. Cnty.)
86,!Xlll
1943

No
No

No

!\;o

No

umtmued Oil po~c ..J2

Marketing Contact
Title

No

:\ lA

4.519

Employee Services:
• \'an or Carpool
• Health Club on Site
•Daycare on Site

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Add~
Patrick Leier
Supcnntcndent
(009)

(760)

Trav1s
01r. Sale:. & \1arkctmg. I.E

W7-l&lll·>8R:;.197-4XXI

\\\\ w.pu:.d.nrg
Tim Medley
·\rca \1gr. Cust.Op~.

>27·8Nl01327-4105

Jern· \tcCall, SrY Area Mer
Dr. P.S. Carney, ........~>.: ~led. O.r

(CXN) 427·5269,427-719~
jcnruh.'f.a.re.....;h--~ll\~/(13

B. Lyn Behrens, MB, BS

t!

Starting July I, Californta 's
new Paid Family Leave msurance program will provide an
avenue to help employees balance the demands of the workplace with family care needs.
However, for this program to
work as intended, it cannot be
considered an entitlement. It is a
partnership belween employees
who need the time and employers who want to help them. And,
like any partnership, people
must understand how it works
before the program can work for
them.
Paid Family Leave pays up
to six weeks per year of benefits
to employees who need time off
to nurse a seriously ill child,
spouse, parent, or domestic partner. Examples include a child
recovering from surgery, a
spouse undergoing chemotherapy, or an elderly parent experiencing a health crisis. The program also pays benefi Is 10
employees who need extended
time away from a job to bond

Pomona, C-\ Q 176&

3866

PAGE

Understanding California's New Paid Family Leave
by Herb K. Schult:,
Acting Director. Employment
Development Department

16.642
NA
IR53

Addrc»

3.

EMPLOYERS

'\fature of Business

Cit). State. Zip

2.

par.:e .J/
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# Emplo)oe; (IE)
# Emplo)ees (:\aliOn'+ide)
Yr. EsL IE

Compan) !\"ame

I.

l'fJII!IIlll£'d (JJI

AUGUST 2004

14.

Fairplex
1101 McKmlcy Ave
Pomona. CA 91768

Riverside Unified School District
15. 3380 Fourteenth St
Riverside. CA 92501
Lorna Linda University
16. 11160 Campus St.

3.800 (Fairtimc)

3,7771Rcg~)

School District

No
No
No

Dianne Pavia
Mgr., Comm. &Public Relation~

Higher Education
1n Health Related

Yes
Yes

Profcs~ion~

No

Cyril Connelly
Director of Marketing

Richard Hart, ~m. MPH
Chanl:ellor
(909) 5584544·558-0444

NJA

Debra A. Bradley.
Supcnnh:nr.Jcnt

2.000(Sub.)
1962
3.700
NIA

!905

Fontana Unified School Dl\itrkt

3,700
!'II A
1956

Fontana. CA 92335

k11.org

1922

Lorna Londa. CA 92354

17. 9680 Citrus Ave

No
No

Entcrtammcnt
Exh1b1t1on
Educat1on

.1,800

Education

Scott Kelly
Markctmg Manager

Yes

No
No
~0

James Henwood
Prc~1denL'CEO

(909)

623-3 t I t/865·3602

Susan J, Rainey
Distrir.:t Supcnntendent

(909) 788·7t30n88·71 to

(9{l9)

Ed.D.

>57·50001357·5012

N!A = Not At:J>!icablt v.:vo _Vrlmld not Disc!Mt na :: not amiiablt'. 'I'M mfnnnatw~ in tht' ab<wt' li.ft MO.\ ohtamtdfmm the •-'otnpanies li.ftt'd. Tv rM bt'st of our knm1/edgr tM infomwnon supplted is tXcllTmt' as of
pno.u limt'. Whtlt f\'t'r\' ~ffi1rt ll tnttdt' to rn.rllft' tht' accumcYand rlwroughnessojt~ hrt. omuwm.1 and ~110gmphtwl rrmrs Wlfflt'fll11t'S occur Plt'aV' ft'nd comcnoro· or addlhoru on company ltttr~od to:~ Inland
Empire Busuu:ss JourMI, P.O. Bo.\· 1979. Rcmt·hn Cuecunrm~:a. CA 91729-/979. Rnt>art'hed br Sondra 0/vrra. Cop.mghtl£81. ThiS lw U{JI.kllr>d :\J(-:ILff }IX)4 bv companitJ who rcsponJt'droqut"srionm".

The Bonk nf Lists a\ailahl<· nn Disk. (all 909 - 91!9-.p]] nr Dn\\nlnad :\on from '""' · lnpList.cnm
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AGENCIES

It's been said that some thmgs
simply get better with age, whether
it is a vintage car or a fine wine;
sometime\ quality onl) improYes
over ttme. The same can be said
about toda) 's older workers and job
applicants-many of whom are
choosing to remain in the workforce far past what had formerly
been the expected retirement age.

far longer today are making some
interesting choices. whether it is
takmg on con~ulting roles. entrepreneurial opt1ons or leaving their
current title and industry behind
entirely, according to the experts at
leading career services company
Lee Hecht Harrison.
"It comes down to the basic
premise that people today are
healthier and are worktng longer
than ever before. Many are looking
at what portion of their old job that
they really excelled at and loved,
and then making a decision about
their ne~t step. often choosing a
different career path altogether:·
says Susan Howington. senior vice

These workers represenl a vast
resource of years of skills, e.perience and creatinty. and many are
exploring career alternatives that
offer different challenges from
what they pursued before. And
more of these seasoned workers
who opt to remain in the job market

president and managing director of
Lee Hecht Harrison ·s southern
California area. "Some of these
older workers are choosing to
remain in the job market. either due
to financial necessity or simply the
desire to remain active and utilize
their e~perience and work where
they can make the most impact.
Many of them are choosing to leave
a position to pursue a specific part
of the1r former role that they
enjoyed the most. even if that might
mean leaving behind a prestigious
title in order to focus on what they
loved most about the job. such as
sales or mentoring." The concept of
retirement the minute one turns 65

as a phase of life exclusively devoted to leisure and recreation is not in
keeping with the reality of most
people today. That's because a sudden shift from a highly successful
and engaging career to no work at
all has never been a good fit for
most high-achieving people, so
many are looking for alternatives.
"Age biases do still exist.
although the question of age is
becoming less of a factor in building a strong workforce." says
Howington. "Companies are begin4
ning to realize that while younger,
less experienced employees may

continued on page 47
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'\'ature of Business

Emplo.)ee Senices:
• Van or Carpool
• Health Club on Site
• Da}care on Site

Yr. Est. IE

l Ollfllllfed Oil f'U!{C!

Marketing Contact

Title

43

Top Local E'ccuthe
Title
Phone/Fa:\

Inland Empire'soflulmull:mpm•
Largest Employers
Rtmked by l'~t'umher

'

Many Older Workers Opt to Stay in Job Market
Four Tips From Lee Hecht Harrison for Older Candidates to Remain
Competitive in Today 's Economy
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Compan~

1\amc

II l-~mpiO)"l'Cs (IE)

Addre~\

II FmpiO)l'eS (NatiOn\\ ide )

Cit), State • .lip

Men)n's

l)cp<.~rtment

Yr.

Store

lndu~trlill Bhd
Hayward. CA 94545

27. 25001

Arro\\ head Regional Medical Center

28. 400 N Pepper Ave
Colton. CA 92324

St:hool

2.700
0
1879

School OJ ... triu

\torcno Valle), (A <l255.'

2,100

20.

Cit) of Rher.ide
3900Mam St.
Ri\·ero.ide. CA CJ2522

2,680

O ntario- M ontclair School District

2.583

21. 950 W D S1
OntariO. CA 91762

Municipal Government

NIA

1883

Publu.: lnfonnat10n Office

Anita L. Suazo. Ph.D.
Superintendent of Sl-hool\
(9091 485- 5600-27CW4><5· 5537

~0

Julie GoBin

Frank Infusino

Public lnfonnatJon Office

Superintendent
(909) 628-120 I1~48·6050

Educ<.nion

N!A

18R4

Yes
No
No

No
No
No

Oebhic Lent.

Knm Palmer

Econorn ic Dcv. Manaf!cr

Rona ld Loveridge
Mayor

Pomona. ('A 9 1768-4019

2,550

l/01\"Cf"\lt)'

NIA

Yes

No
Yes

1918

Sharon P. McGehee. Ph.D.
Supenntendcnt

30. 4850 Pcdlc} Rd
Rn:er;ide. CA 92509

Colto n J oint Unified School District
I 212 Valencia Dr

2,500

Colion. CA 92324

1897

Voas A s.reway Company

2,493
190.000
1906

Grocery/Retail

Health Care

Pomona. CA 91767

2,461
N/A
1904

Tllo a.u-1

2,400

Education

24. 618 Michillinda Ave.
An:adia. CA 91(107

Pomona Valley Hospital Med. Ctr.

25. 1798 N. Garey Avenue

:16.

a...,mon~CA

Colfoaos

NIA

1887

Education

No
No
No

No

Title

Karen Sr.:hncbcd
Di.,trict Mana~er

Acute Care

Ho~pital

Yes

No
No
Higher I-..ducatum

Yc.,
No

-17

Top Local E"\ecutiH~
Title
Phone/Fa"\":
1'~-\1ail .\ddress
Karen Schnebeck
Distri~.:t Manager

(909) .154-8800/354-8800
Bob Page
Dir., Bus. De\.1Marketmg

June Griffith-Collison
At:ung CEO

(909) 5806150,580·6196
Beverly Buddcy
Puhlic Aff<.uro; !)pccmll<..t

Yt.'s

Dr. Sahatore Rotella
Prc.,idcnt

(9091 222·8000/222-8670

School 01.,1n..:t

No

I\ A

f';o

Rollin Edmunds
Superintendent

No

{lJ09) :\60-416~fJ60-4194

ju ..d.k 12.ca.u!-i
Inc
31. 3125 \1}er.- St., P.O. Bo' 7638
Rn en; ide.(' A 9::!5 13-7638
Bank of America
32. 3650 14ih Si.. #2111
RiH~!"'>ide, CA 92.'i01

2.100

14JXI()
1950
2,100

Recrca!IOnal Vehu.:tc ..
Manufactured Home<..

Bankmg

t-!4.()(1()
1921

Hesperia Unified SchooiOi~trict
33. 9144 3rd Ave.
He~peria. CA 92345

2.049

California State Univ. San Bernardino
34. 5500 Univers1ty Pkwy.
San Bernardino, CA 92407-2197

2.000

So

Ye ..
:\o
!'\o
No

John .-\hie,, R. V. Group
Roh Jordan, Hou.,mg Gmup

Tom t.)fnrd
~1arketmg Mana~er

No
N/A

H1gher Education

y.,

Cynlhia Pnngle
Dir.• Public Affrul"">

NIA

Yes
Yes

1960

Barbara Robinson
Marketing Pre.,ident
C'i09) 7R I 3254 78 I .125 I

No
No
No

N/A
1987

Glenn F. Kummer
Chainnan

190'lJ 351·1500

Educauon

2.000
N/A
1983

Ret..'lil Mall

36. 26396 Beckman Ct
Murrie!a. CA 92562

2,000
N/A
1989

Va lley H ealth System
37. 1117 E. Devonshire Ave.
Hemet, CA 92543

35. 72840 Hwy. II I
Palm Desert, CA 92260

Southern Cal ifo rn ia Edison

38. 2244 Walnut Grove Ave.
Rosemead, CA 91730
Eisenbo"' er M edical Center

39. 39000 Bob Hope Drive
Rancho M1rage. CA 92270

Ron Fremont
Michael J. Ortiz
Ext:c. D1 r. Unn:. Communication President

(909) 869-33421869 1.>H

Mard1 Lmane
Communications Manager

Michael J. Ortiz
Superintendent

(909) 580-5000/876-6395

Yes
Yes
No

Gary Rocheleau
Vice President

Yes
Yes

Kathy Roche
D1rector. Mktg./P.R

Tom KeUer
Pres ident

(626) 82 1-7000/82 1-7934

Yes (not on site)

No
No
No

No

Contact

~0

1916

lA
1%.1

l<lcet~ood Enterpri~e!),

(909) 459-2500

publicaffairrn c~upomona.edu

23.

RcLul

\.1arkctin~

bevcrl).budJe) •a rc.:.edu

(909) 826-555 I1826-5470
NlA

info@ omsd.k 12.ca.us
Cal Pol) Pomona
22. 3SOI W. rc mple Ave.

2.200

l<.mplo)l'C Sen ice\:
• Van or Carpool
• Health Club on Site
•Oa.Hare on Site

.

COII(Jillled oil par.w

Richard Bra}
Supcrintcndent

(760) 244-44 I I1244-2806
Albert K. Karnig, Ph.D.
President

(909) 880-50021880-590 I

E-Mail Addre;s

No
'io
:-.;o

No
No

2.300
2.100
1862

Jurupa Unified School District

Murr ieta VaJley Unified School District
Chino Va lle) l' nified School District
19. 51.10 Ri\cr-.Jdc Dr.
Chmo, CA 91710-ll.lO

IE.

2,3(10
45.000
1978

2.200

4

.l.fKIO
'lA

E~t.

Rh·ersidc Communit)" College
29. 4800 Magnolia AH·
R1versidc. CA 92506

Westfield S hoppingtown Palm Desert
.\toreno Va lle) l ·nified School District
18. 2.'i0.:\4 ~lessandn.l Bhd

'\ature of nu ... inl"'t..\

Lmplo_wes)

Marilyn Thomsen
Dir., Mkting. & Co mm .
CJaremont G rad. Un1 v.

Richard E. Yochum

Patton S tate Hospital

40. 3102 E. HighlandA"e.
Pauon. CA 92369
Ah ord Unified School District

41.

Najla Tabbah
Mk1mg. & Cust... Svc. Ox:nhnator

School D1strict

No
No
Yes

Dolores Sanchez Badillo
Chet Francisco
Medm CommunicatiOns Specialist Superintendent

1,984
N/A
1942

Health Care

No
No

Barbara Beesko\lo
D1 rector of CommunicatiOn

1.934
I 2.642
1963

Electric Utility

1,919
N/A
1971

Acute Care Med. Ctr.

1.875
N/A
1890

Forensic Hosp1Lal

1.825

EducatiOn

10365 Keller

NIA

Riverside. CA 92505

18%

C hafTey Communit)" College District
42. 5885 Haven Ave
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91734
Inla nd Center Mall

Presodent/CEO
(909) 865-9500/865-9753

43. 500 Inland Center Dr.

Steadman Upbam

44. 999 San Bernardino Road
Upland, CA 91786

President,Oaremo nt Grad. Uni'<'.

No
No
No

San Bemardmo. CA 92408
San Antonio Com m u nitJ Hospital

(909) 696- I600/304-1540

Yes
Yes

Yes

Mary Kay Plock

Andrew W. Deems

Director. Marketmg & PR.

l'res•deot/CEO
(7601 340-3911n73-t850

Cynthia Barrett
Assistant to E-<ecuti,·e Director

Yes

1.800
N/A
1883

Higher 1"-'.ducution

1.800
N'A
1966

Regional Shopptng Center

1.800
I\! A
1907

Acute Care Hospital

CEO
(909) 652-2811/925-6323

(909) 307-6719

No
Yes

info@ murrieta.kl2.ca.us
J o hn Lauri

Bob Jensen
Region Director

No
No
Yes
Yes

Norene Bowen
General Manager

(760) 346-2 I 21/34 I -7979

William L. Sum mers
Executi,·e Director

(909) 425-7000

No
No
No

NiA

No
No

Carol Olson
Public lnfornl;:ltion

Ro na ld G. Bennett
Superintendent

(909) 50'1-5070135 I ·9.186

Yes

Maria K a ne, Ph.D
SuperintendenlfPresident

(909) 941-2 I 101466-2875

No
No
'lo

Terri Rell
Markel1ng D1rector

Ye.,

Jim Andei'\On

No
No

Director of Mark.etmg

Arun Pa rma r
General Manager

19091 884 7268138 I ·0448
George Kuykendall
President

(909) 985-281 I

(909) 62 1-8000
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"Celebration of Fools: An Inside
Look at the Rise and Fall of
JC Penney," by Bill Hare;
AMACOM, New York,
New York; 2004; 294
pages; $24.95.
Why does a large business
organization fall on tts face after
many decades of being a powerhouse m tts marketplace? Common
wisdom usually holds that outside
competitive pressure forces companies to topple from the grace they
once enjoyed among customers and
shareholders ahke.
Author Bill Hare persuasively
argues against thjs common wisdom. The reason was offered at
least 1.000 years ago: "Mighty
empires rot from within before they
are toppled
from
without."
Accordmg to Hare, the sad litany of
factors that set the scene for JC
Penney's fall include, among oth-

ers: souring vendor relationshipS;
failure to understand the tmpact of
new technologies; underestimating
the 1mpact of maJOr new markets;
overestimating the business power
of newly acquired compantes. and
encouraging questionable streamhnmg at the cost of cooperation

COMPUTERS/TECHNOLOGY

Best-selling
Business Books
Here are the current top five best-selling books for busmess. The list is compiled based on infonnat10n received from retatl bookstores throughout the

U.S.A.
• 1. ''The Five Patterns of Extraordinary Careers: The Guide to Success
and Satisfaction,'' by James M. Citrin (Crown Publishing . .. $22.95) (I)*
Whm you can learn by studying how business leaders got that way.

• 2. uThe ·w isdom of Crowds: Why the Many Are Smarter Than the Few
and How Collective Wisdom Shapes Business, Economies, Societies
and Nations," by Jame> Surowieck1 (Doubleday ... $24 95)(3) Why a
broad segment of humamty out-thinks a narrower slice.

• 3. "First 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for New Leaders," by
M1chael Watkms (Harvard Busmess School. .. $24.95)(2) Why the fin;t
three months on the JOb are essential.

among associates. There was. of
course. the ever popular pnce of
too much ego: hubns.
There's more to this laundry
list, but Hare's narrative suggests
that the combination of downgraded cooperation and rising hubris
was enough to gash a huge hole in
Penney's boat. Bill Hare spent eight
years working for JC Penney man-

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur I r :30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Fri I 1:30 a.m. - I0:3o p.m. • Sat 4:30 p.m. - I0:3o p.m.
Sun 4:00p.m.- 9:30p.m. • Reservations Recommended
It's New York wirhout the attitude! Thts award-winning
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most
intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to complement your dining experience - and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event.
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• 4. "The Automatic Millionaire: A Powerful One-Step Plan to Live and
Finish Rich," by David Bach (Broadway Books ... $19.95) (6) A financial advisor offers a system that makes others wealthy.
• 5. "Trump- How to Get Rich; Big Deals From the Star of Apprentice,,
by Donald J. Trump (Random House ... $21.95)(4) It helps 10 have had a
well-to-do father.
"(1)-lnd1cates a book's previous position on the list.
•• - Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.

agers- the company's last two JC
Penney CEOs in the 20th century.
He draws an interesting contrast
between the business vision and
acumen of the firm's founder,
James Cash Penney, and two CEOs
of the 1980s and '90s: Bill Howell
and J1m Oesterretcher. James
Penney originated four guiding
business concepts for the company
with the letters H-C-S-C. short for
Honor, Confidence, Service and
Cooperation.
H-C-S-C was a shorthand way
of expressing Penney 's business
philosophy.
Hart
states:
"Previously (before Bill Howell 's
tenure}, merchandise and values
mattered while professiOnalism and
integrity glued it all together. The
customer had been the total reason
for being. Profits took care of themselves. But now perquisites, getting
ahead, and declaring dividends
were the names of the game. And
the customer? Shufned off to
Buffalo. These then, formed the
beginnings of deep-seated troubles
that would eventually bring down
the once-proud organization after
nearly a century of success."
The author goes on to note a
number of "bonehead moves and

other mistakes." One of these was
the plan to establish competitive
integrated merchandising diviswns.
Hart notes: "Were they as good as
the plan had promised' Not exactly.
In their practical application senous flaws began to surface- parttcularly among those who understood
the importance of maintaining the
delicate balance between merchandise and store influences."
Hart goes on to note several
problems. The one he believes is
the worst he places at the top of the
list: "Competitive merchandising
divisions operating '" si los
knocked the second "C" out of
HCSC in the company's basic business. Merchandising was JC
Penney's raison d'etre. Eliminating
internal cooperation has to rank
high on the Edsel list of bonehead
moves in corporate America."
The author notes that under
new management, the JC Penney
organization is fighting back, but
his point is that it tS a battle that
never needed to happened .
"Celebration of Fools" provides msight into the benchmarks
for business failure dunng the last
two decades of the 20th Century.
- Henry Holtzman

Welcome to the New Office
hy J. Allefl Leinberger

An office can mean man)
things to many people . To Dilbert
readers. it is a collection of cubicles
on about the fourth level of Dante's
"Inferno." If you sit in the corner
office, it is a sign of accomplishment and prestige.
In computers, an Office is an
integrated collection of work programs designed to work together
towards accomplishmg a job's
completion.
There are many office-type
programs out there, not the least of
which is Apple's own Appleworks.
based itself on the bigger. 'badder'
Filemaker Pro. But they all stand in
awe of the granddaddy of them all,
Microsoft Office.
While the battle between
Microsoft and Apple may have
ended a decade ago on the corporate level. the end-users still act like
the Microsoft vs. Apple war-right
up there with the Hat fields and the
McCoys or the Red Sox and the
Yankees.
Still. Microsoft has invested
time and money in its Apple programming, to the point of creating
the Macintosh Business Unit, the
people who have now Introduced
their update of the Microsoft

Olfice:MAC for 2(Xl4.
There have actually be(!n times
in recent years when PC users
envied MAC people because the
PC version of Office was just not as
reliable. Several PC people whom I
know reverted back to Word 95
when they became discouraged
with Word 98.
Well, it looks like they are at it
again. The new Office has all of the
same bells and whistles that PC
people enjoy, plus maybe a little bit
more. Word is here. as well as
Excel. the definitive spreadsheet,
Power Point, the slide show of the
new millennium; and Entourage,
the organizer program that brings it
all together.
Under the Entourage program
now comes a one-button operation
called Project Center. It can tab up
an overview of your project. schedule it. mail it, file it, and organize
contacts, clipping and notes. It can
also archive the whole mess so you
can start up a new project w1th the
old one out of the way.
Most noticeable among the
missing is that little dancing MAC
II computer who used to pop up
alongside of your Word document.
Cute as he was. his time has passed.
What has come to be of service

is the word !';otebook ru,Ktlon
which looks like a lined school
notebook. And the record function
allows you to speak your notes and
even flag and time stamp them.
Also the drab gray tool bar 111 Word
is now a bright blue in keeping with
the new MAC Aqua look.
Most important is the fact that
Office:2004, like Office X before
it, is designed for the new MAC
OSX system. Many companies who
had done two packages - one for
PC and one for MAC, have given
up on the new Apple OSX system.
Just last month we reponed the end
of the Norton Systemworks program from MAC. Adobe, whose
graphics were originally designed
for MAC has also dropped a number of its MAC programs. even the
After Dark screen saver people
gave up on MAC. To find Bill
Gates people still up there with
their flagship program ready for the
next step (OSX 10.4 Tiger) is a
good sign.
Look for a lot of things like
Smart Buuons. I have writlen
before that many program advances
are Simply reducing the function or
five steps down to three and eventually to one. Such can be found all
over Office. Excel's Smar1 Buttons,
for example, includes Auto Fill,

Recover).
Paste
and
Error
Reportmg.
fhe Power Point presentation
program has newer and better ammation and transition effects. Even
so, don't be surprised if third party
companies are not already working
on add-on programming to include
even better looks. The idea here is
that whatever looks good on ESPN
or the nightly news can also be
done on your desktop.
Do you need the new
Microsoft Office: Mac 2004? I have
to say "yes ... I am personally part tal
to Appleworks myself. but so much
mfo that comes across my desk is in
Word that I need it just to communicate. Besides. the new Office is
designed to be much more compatible with the PC Office people out
there.
It i!) not for garners or movie
editors. but if you are doing serious
paperwork. look at the Office.
Macwor/d magazine rates it very
good for the most part, although it
concedes that the older Office X
can do almost as good a job.
In retrospect. ir is a wonderful
thmg to know that the new program
ts good. but you won't feel all :!Oth
century 1f you don't run right out to
buy 1t today.

--~~~~~~~~~----------------Creating
Value With
Values:A New Prescription
for Transforming the
Corporation

social performance of 95 companies. Reviewing the findings of that
research, Lynne Sharp Payne. a professor at Harvard Business School.
wrote "that only four of the 95 studies found a negative relationship
between social and financial perfonnance F1fty-five studies found a positive correlation between better financial perfonnance and better social performance."

continued from page 19

tions" common to traditional corporate giving. ·strategic partnerships' are
established between the business and the recipient. These relationships are
much more dynam1c, sustainable, and beneficial-both for the recipient
non profits and for the businesses who become their sponsors.
The core belief here is that companies concerned with both profit makmg and providing social benefits-creating value and values-outperform
businesses that focus exclusively on financial gains. That view is supported
by other studies which looked at the relationship between the financial and

No one suggests that transfonnmg corporations into sociaJly-respons 1ble entities is an easy task. But each time a Ken Lay walks into a federal
courthouse to answer for grave corporate misconduct. it is yet another compellmg argument why companies that do not embrace a strategy for deliv·
ering value with values do so at the risk of losing competitive advantage.
brand equity, and a leadership role in the global marketplace.
Rtchard L. Cravatts, Ph.D., a lecturer ut Boston Uni•·ersity:\ and Sufj(>lk
Uni\•ersitv \ schools of management, writes frequemlv 011 marketing, entrepreHeurship, banking, housinR development, politics, and social
is.\tte.\~~rcra\•atts@aol.com: 781-237-/900.

Los Angeles and Ontario Airports Continue Rebound in Passenger and Cargo Volumes
cominued from paJ.:e J I
during the first half of 2004, up 6.3
percent compared to the same period lfl 2003.
"Passenger traffic in June con
tinued to build momentum as our

airports headed into the busiest
travel months of the year." said
Kim Day. LAWA interim executive
director. ''Clearly. the recovery
from the impacts of 9/ II ts well

underway and gaining momentum.
This is good news for our airports,
the city and the Southern California
economy."
LAX expects to serve at least

60 millton passengers m 2004,
compared with 54.8 million last
year.
The peak travel year was
2000. when 67 million passengers
used LAX. ONT is expected to
continued to pa~t.· 55
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City of Ontar io Enters Negotiations for Civic Center
The City of Ontario has entered
into an exclusive negotiation agreement with J H. Snyder Company
that is intended to lead to the redevelopment of the Downtown Civic
Center project
Conceived by the City of
Ontano in 2003. the goal of the
Downtown Civic Center project is
to revitalize the city's core community while continuing to invest in
the gro\\th and evolution of the
city's economy. When complete.
the $200 million redevelopment
will encompass a 12-city-block
area bounded by D Street to the
north. Holt Boulevard to the south,
Sultana Avenue to the east and
Euclid Avenue to the west
The city's redevelopment plan
envisions approximately 750 units
of housing. including lofts. rental
and for sale: I 00,000 square feet of
ground-floor retail: and 200,000
square feel of office space and academic spaces m cooperation with

the Umversity of La Verne Law
School
These new uses will be
artfully interu:oven with the existing city hall. a recently completed
senior center and a state-of-the-art
public library that is now under
construction. creming a true civ1c
core for the community.
""Th1s assignment is an jdeal fit
with our fim1's proven expertise in

both miXed-use urban infill development and community building.
We look forward to helping the
City of Ontario realize its vision of
a pedestrian-friendly. '24-hour'
downtown with a unique sense of
place." said Cliff Goldstein, senior
partner of the J.H. Snyder
Company.
The environmental impact
report (E!R) is current!) in progress
for the project. with groundbreaking scheduled for 2005 and com pie
tion to follow in 2006.
"The city is looking forward to
workmg with J. H. Snyder and The

Jerde Partnership to greatly
enhance the public experience of
our downtown. We are encouraged
by the opportunity lo create a vital
core for the city and a place that
brings together civic, retail and
housing uses. What has been a
I00-year old downtown will soon
~ee new purpose. thanks to the
ideas and vision of this team." said
Mayor Gary C. Ovitt. City of
Ontario.
The prOJeCt will be deSJgned by
Internationally renowned architect
Jon Jerde of The Jerde Partnership.
the Venice. Calif.-based firn1 that
has des1gned such landmark projects as the Snyder's The River.
Rancho Mirage, Calif.: 1984
Olympic Games. Los Angeles: The
Bellagio Hotel. Las Vegas and
Horton Plaza in San D1ego. The
Jerde Partnership and J.H. Snyder
have collaborated to create retail
and mixed-use destinations including The River. Rancho Mirage.

Calif.. Nollo Commons, North
Hollywood. Calif.: and West
Hollywood Gateway, West Hollywood. Calif.
One of Southern Califorma \· mosr
actil'e de\·elopers, The J.H. Snvder
Company is kiWH'Il/Or its flexibility
in de\·eloping distincti\'e retail,
office, mixed-use and rt!sidemial
projects. A $1 billion emerprrse,
The J.H SnYder Company is credited with more than 4 million square
Jeer of office space, 2 million
square feet of retail de\ •elopmem
and over 40,000 residential homes
ranging from sinRle-famil\', to highrise oceanjrofll condominiums ro
newl_v-construcred loft apartments.
The company has been hailed for
irs exemplary record of H·orking
dosely and sucn·s.ifully with local
commwzitie.~ to create "win-1nn"
projects that enhance the ci\'ic
en1·ironmew.

Watson Land Co. Begins New Commerce Center
-New Inland Empire master-planned business park is adjacent to 1-10 freeway
Watson Land Company has
started construction of a 350,000square-fool Legacy BuildingSM,
the first in the company's latest
master-planned business park,
Watson
Commerce
Center.
Located in the greater Ontario
Airport area of San Bernardino
County, Watson Commerce Center
is a 32-acre park fronting the 1-10
freeway. offering high visibility and
easy access.
"Developing Watson Commerce Center underscores our company's continumg focus on acquiring property and expanding our
portfolio of master-planned business
centers
in
Southern
California's top industrial markets,"
said Kirk R. Johnson, senior vice
president of real estate operations
of Watson Land Company. "Watson
Land Company is a committed
long-term owner. developer and
manager of our business centers.
Our customers at this center w ill

benefit from the same lop-quality
customer service programs and
property management systems that
we provide within our portfolio of
more than 12 million square feet of
industrial and office properties."
The Legacy BuildingSM located at 13055 South Valley Boulevard
in the greater Ontario Airport Area
was designed by RGA architects.
This cross-dock building will
offer 78 dock-high loading positions, parking for approximately
122 trailers, two 185-foot concrete
truck courts, ESFR fire sprinkler
system and 32-fool ceiling clearance. General contractor, Oltrnans
Construction, expects to complete
construction in January 2005.
Watson Land Company is an
industry leader in the South Bay,
known for its master-planned
industrial centers which offer progressive
design,
protective
covenants and exceptionally maintained landscaping as well as infra-

structure
that
accommodates
changing technologies. The company's Legacy BuildingsSM are a
new generation of highly flexible,
Class-A facilities with distinctive
architectural
detail
and
are
designed to work equally well for
office or industrial companies.
Based on Southern California's
long-term industrial space demand
projections, Watson Land is
focused on bringing its development and management expertise to
markets such as the Inland Empire.
The company's acquisition program is targeted lo increase its portfolio by 50 percent over the next
five years.
Watson Commerce Center is the
premier location and entry into the
new 588-acre Kaiser Commerce
Center
owned
by
Catellus
Development Corporation. The
development offers easy access to
the major area freeways and transportation centers, including the

Ontario Airport. The site is bounded by Valley Boulevard lo the
north, the 1-10 freeway lo the south
and is served by two freeway offramps - Etiwanda Avenue on the
west and the new Commerce Center
Way on the east. It is minutes from
both the 1-15 freeway and the
Ontario Mills retail center offering
a host of dining, shopping and
entertainment options. The company owns and operates a portfolio of
more than 12 million square feet of
commercial real estate throughout
Southern California.
Watson Land Company is an owner
and developer of master-planned
industrial cemers in Southern
California. The company is a privately held real estate investment
rrusr, wirh a 220-year hisrory of
land ownership and management.
For further information cowact
Karen Diehl, Casey Savre &
Williams, 310-396-2400.
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Many Older Workers Opt to Stay in Job Market
Four Tips from Lee Hecht Harrison for Older Candidates to Remain
Competitive in Today 's Economy
continued from page 42
initially seem more cost-effective,
it is more likely that younger work ers will change jobs more frequently in building their careers while
older workers may stay with the
company longer. Therefore, the
idea of stocking your workforce
with younger employees may not
be the best bet in tenns of retention
strategy."
For those that opt to change
positions. it can be very challenging to contend in what is still a very
competitive work environment.
"When there are so many candidates vying for positions, we tell
our older clients to really focus on
the specific experience and skill
sets that can give them an edge during interviews." says Howington.
"If they can showcase these skills at
a time when a company is looking
for a cenain position, age becomes
less important-in fact, hiring managers may view experience as far

more favorable. Of course part of
the trick is being able lo do your
research and identify companies
that have these specific business
needs so you can come in and fill
the void."
It is imperative to understand
what skills and experience you
have that are readily marketable
and what aspects of your experience differentiates you from other
candidates, particularly ones with
less experience, according to
Howington.
In this spirit, here are four tips
for older workers in the job market:
Conduct extensive market
research: Identify organizations
that will view your experience and
skills as relevant to their business
equation.
Keep
your
professional
skills current: One of the myths
about older workers is that they
arenol as technologically savvy a.s
the younger generations. How-ever,

the reality is that people over 50 are
becoming the fastest-growing
group of Internet users and those
who change careers in their 40s
and 50s are taking classes to
keep their computer skills up-todate.
Nehtork, network, ne work:
Positions at upper levels are not as
likely to be advertised, so networking is particularly important for the
older professional in the job market. Seek out professional organizations. former colleagues and
employees at companies you are
interested in. Volunteering in your
community or joining a boar of a
local organization can provide the
opportunity to meet your peers and
showcase your skills and abilities.
Focus on your accomplishments, not your age. You can tum
around perce1ved hurdles regarding
your age by demonstrating your
vitality, experience and work
ethic. Age is relative-you may be

in better physical and emotional
shape than younger workers. so
focus on your strengths.
"Companies are very focused
on retajning and adding to their top
talent today," says Howington.
"Position yourself as someone who
can get the job done and who can
bring a great deal to the table with
your unique qualifications."
Wirh worldwide office locations,
Lee Hecht Harrison S experience
ll!ciudes helplllg companies of all
st:es effectil·ely manage change,
downsizing and internal career
mobilit_v. Western Region offices
tnclude Irvine, Los Angeles,
Pasadena, Riverside, Sacramemo,
San Diego, San Franciscn, San
Jose, Walnur Creek, and Woodland
Hills, Cal1jomia; Las Vegas,
Ne\·ada; and Phoenix, Ari~ona. Lee
Hecht Harrison is a division of
Adecco SA, rhe world's largest
employmellf sen-•ices company with
over 6.000 offices in 62 countries.

Public Relations: More Small Businesses
Thrning to the Media
continued from paf:e 2 I

a trend that will continue. Even
public relations finns and marketing firms often have divisions that
do marketing or public relations.
respectively...
For those who are interested in
learning more about public relations, the PRSA California Inland
Empire Chapter has approximate!}
75 members and holds luncheon
meetings the third Wednesday of

sales departments. This is often
referred lo as integrated marketing
communication. Although there is
overlap among these functions in
the organization. each area has a
unique goal and purpose," said
Simmons who received her Ph.D.
from Ohio University. "This presents challenges, as you might imagme. but at this point it seems to be

each month at the Cask N Cleaver
in Riverside. For more infonnation. please contact chapter president Tom Phillips via e-mail at
tphillips(Q pe.com.
Leona Christensen 1s an accoum
executi1•e
at
Miller
Geer
Ari:,.mende:,., Inc.. a health care
public relations agency located in
Cerritos. She arrended Weher Swte
Um,·er~rtr (WSUJ in Ogden. Urah.

majoring in English and ma.u commwzication\. She sen·ed as campus
affairs editor for IVSUs newspaper,
The Signpost and news editor and
editor for rhe College of Eastern
Utah S newspaper. The Eagle. She
completed
Internships
at
Telemundo, NBC and ABC's Los
Angeles affiliates. Christensen mav
h(• reached 1·ia e-mail at hardiamondj@vahoo .com.
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RESTAURANT

REVIEW

The Magic Lamp Inn Gets 'Mobbed Up'
hy Joe Lyons
We have always enjoyed the
Magic Lamp Inn. even their special
event things like the cigar dinners
and the Halloween parties.
Now interactive dinner theater
has come to the Lamp. "The
Soprano's Last Supper" is a spoof
of the HBO series and an excuse to
enjoy a party in the back room of
the Lamp on a Friday night. Like
"Joey and Maria's Italian Wedding"
before It, the "Last Supper" is more
than just a dinner and a show.
It is dinner TN a show.
And you are a part of it all.
Things start off strangely as
participants and patrons mingle.
Ethnic stereotypes abound. It really
gets to be difficult to tell who is a

guest and who is part of the show.
Suddenly gambling breaks out
as the room next door opens and the
tables are hot. Not only that. but
paper money is bemg handed out in
bunches. When the police shut
down the operation, the crowd is
directed back to their seats to get
the gist of the event.
Tony Baritone, whose name
was changed to protect the copyright, is going to prison and his
under bosses are planning a struggle to see who gets to take over.
Tony's son seems to be the lead
choice but he is clearly a punk.
He'll even come over and hit on
your wife to prove it. By this time,
real New Yorkers in the crowd are
exclaiming that this is just like the
block parties they knew as kids.

Dinner is soon served in the
gambling hall which has been
turned into the buffet room. It is
good to see a buffet back at the
Magic Lamp. if only temporanly.
Dinner consists of Pork Roll in an
excellent cherry sauce, a very juicy
Chicken Picante and Pasta with
Sausage. The food is clearly up to
Lamp standards.
There is music: there is dancing
and singing. There are recordings
of Sinatra, Martin. Bennett and yes.
even Dion Di Mucci with the
Belmonts.
The girls perfom1. The guys
perform. A contest is held to see
whom in the audience might
become a "made man."
Resolution comes in the end
and we pay our bar tab and go

home.
Yes. this is something entirely
new for the Magic Lamp Inn, but
the people who have put together
this piece are aware that it is not
Shakespeare, or even regional dinner theater as we understand it. It is
just plain fun.
The show's producers have
experience, not only with "Joey and
Maria," but with other productions
as well. They live in Rancho
Cucamonga and are able to keep
tabs on the presentation, so it
should stand well. There are only a
few Friday night shows scheduled
at the Lamp. but it will run again
Aug. 13, Sept. 10 and Sept. 24.
Check the Web site at
www.themagiclampinn.com

--------~--~----------~~------~----------

Tasting a Tidbit of Christmas in July
cominued from page 31

stuffed mushrooms in puff pastry. a
brightly lit castle ice sculpture was
on display in the middle of the
dance floor for all to see.
Visitors to the main course
room had their choice of roast beef
and turkey ciabatta sandwiches,
along with cranberry sauce and
hand-tossed Caesar salad, while
enjoying magicians and Vegas-style
gambling tables. This experience
was
created
by
Blooming
Creations.
Unlike any other Christmas
party I've ever experienced was the
elegant dessert room. Unique
Designs by Adriane fashioned an
enchanted and whimsical theme,
with giant pastel Christm., trees
and oversized butterflies floating
on umbrella-shaped palm trees.
Much like the rides you'd see at
Disneyland. characters in the shape
of rabbits decorated the hall with
their own Christmas ornaments and
wreaths. A sweet complement to
the decorum was an elaborate
assortment of cakes and mini pastries. tropical fruit. and cinnamon

sugar-fried tortillas, as well as
expresso. coffees and teas. Artfully
placed lights and fountains and fun
Christmas music also added to the
ambience.
At Your Service ...
Along with providing platters
and sharing gratitude. Centerplate
designed the annual holiday reception to inspire local businesses to
start preparing for the Christmas
season before the holiday rush;
highlight top-notch designers and
decorators, and display the various
features the Ontario Convention
Center offers for large and small
banquets.
"The
commitment
that
Centerplate has for its customers is
immeasurable," said Amita Patel.
OYCB 's director of sales and marketing. ..The Ontario Convention
Center is proud to partner with
them. as they make each event
memorable and delectable."
As a catering provider for more
than 30 convention centers. more
than 1.200 premiUm level suites,
and club levels serving NFL. MLB,
NBA. NHL and Minor League

Complaints __ . Praise! Suggestions?

E-Mail us@

Baseball facilities throughout North
America. Centerplate is an industry
leader. Over the past 20 years.
Centerplate has touched every
major convention organization and
major corporation in North
America- from POW WOW to the
RNC- from Microsoft 10 the DNC,
and offers unparalleled expertise.
Specialized culinary expertise is
offered through its commitment 10
premium catering. where it serves
up some of the nation's freshest
cuisine and most personalized service.
Centerplate's culinary. sales
and management programs mclude:
conference and meetings capabilities, facility design and consulting.
onllne catering management. premium catering with experienced
chefs. partnerships with renowned
culinary institutes and colleges.
unique menus. cuisine based upon
regional food, theme event packages and innovative street-fresh
retail programs.
About Ontario Convention Celller
Comemporary in desi~:n and nne of
the most technologicallv ad\'(/nced

facilities in the nation, the Ontario
Convention Center boasts more
than 225,000 total square feet. An
ideal venue for com•entions,
tradeshows, exhibits and meetings,
the convention center pro\·ides a
full-range of high tech sen•ices,
including:
video-conferencing,
satellite capabilities, computer-net,_~·orking and Internet access. For
more information about the
Ontario Convention Center, go to
www.ontariocc .com;< http://
www.ontariocvb.com/> or call
909-937-3002.
Both the Ontario Com•ention and
Visitors Bureau and the Ontario
Conl'ention Center are matwRed by
SMG.
Headquartered
in
Philadelphia, SMG is the /arRest
prh•ate facility manaxement company in the world. With 143 l'enues.
SMG manages convention cemers
such as The Moscone Com•ention
Cemer in San Franchco, Hawaii
Convention Center in Honolulu and
the Miami Beach Convention
Center.

iebj@busj ournal.com
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Companies Learn Some,
Lag Some, When It Comes
to Downsizing
Five Things Most Companies Do
Well and Five They Don't
continued from page 40
Most companies today don't:
Communicate who will likely be affected. A 2003 Lee Hecht Harrison survey showed that more than three-quarters of those laid off in the prior six
months anticipated their company's downsizing, but half were surprised
that they were affected. Companies too often get hung up on concerns
about confidentiality during the downsizing process. It would serve their
employees better to inform them of possible terminations early on so they
can begm to prepare for their transition.
Most companies today do:
Prepare senior managers for their roles in the downsizing. Research has
shown that having senior management that is visible, forthright and accessible throughout the downsizing has a positive impact of surviving employees' attitudes about the organization in the aftermath. As such, most organizations now coach their top executives on how to conduct themselves and
what to communicate at all stages in the process.
Most companies today don't:
Prepare line managers delivering the message. With downsizings more
common, organizations often don't invest in face-to-face training for Une
managers on how to convey the news to their subordinates. They assume
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their managers know what to do and may provide a written guide instead.
However, without proper preparauon, managers are likely to communicate
notifications poorly - negatively impacting those dismissed and creating
additional stress for managers already in a difficult position.
Most companies today do:
Seek outplacement providers' assistance in planning for the downsizing.
Organizations that provide outplacement consulting to help those downsized make successful career transitions, now tend to take advantage of
those companies' expertise in strategic planning of the event as well.
Most companies today don't:
Promote outplacement services to terminated employees. Too many companies that provide outplacement services fail to emphasize it amidst all the
other information given upon termination. The name of the outplacement
provider may be buried on page 12 of an individual's release. As a result,
the employee may miss out on critical career transition services, and the
employer loses the psychological, financial and legal benefits of offering
outplacement.
Most companies today do:
Help survivors adapt to the changes. A decade ago, most organizations
focused so much energy on the process of letting employees go that they
overlooked the needs of those remaining. For the most part, that's no longer
the case. Organizations today take such actions as training supervisors on
how to motivate surviving employees; traming survivors on bow to manage change and transition; encouraging employees to take advantage of
EAP programs; giving employees opportunities to ask questions and share
concerns; and using teams to rebuild esprit de corps.
Most companies today don't:
He-engineer the work that remains. Unfortunately, most employers still
don't appreciate the need to either reduce the workload or introduce more

continued on page 55
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KCAA1050AM
Inland Empire
NBC NEWS RADIO Balanced Talk Radio!
Don lmus
Start your morning with /MUS in the Morning

G. Gordon Liddy "The G-Man"

Rev_Barry Lynn
"A Tireless Campaigner"

Full Service Commercial Printing
FREE Pickup & Delivery
Proudly Serving The Business Community
in Southern California Since 1988

AI Franklin
"The 0 Franken Factor"

Chuck Harder
"For the People"

Lacey Kendall - Ray Peyton
Local News Up-Dates
Weekdays 8 AM - Noon - 5 PM

KCAA 1050 AM Talk
... the station that leaves no listener behind/
909-885-8502- info@KCAARAD/O.COM
Call Daren Lane for sales
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Solutions Educational Enrichment Center is ho:-.ting
its Ist Annual Commumty
Showca . . e. Audit1ons are

being held August 7th and 14th at
214
Palm Avenue at the Rialto
Community Center from 12 p.m.-4
p.m. If you are a singer, dancer, musician: e\·en if you are a poel magician.
comedian or rapper, come on out and

showca.>e your talent. There will be a
1st? 2nd and 3rd prize given away.
The I st place grand pnze will be
$1,000. This event will take place on
Sept. 3. 2004 at the Fontana Civic Auditorium. located at 9460 Sierra Avenue in the city of Fontana, from 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. For more infonnation,
call (909) 874-5533 or (909) 888-

6606.
Rancho Santa Ana
Botantc Garden offers an
of
eclectic
variety
sounds m a natural garden setting this summer with the family summer concert series- Musical
Evenings in the Garden with Chet

12

Jaeger & Friends. an interJctive jam
'""'on of popular oldies and audience
n.-quests. Music begins at 6:30p.m. in
The California Courtyard (located behind the main building). Suggested
donatton: $4 individual : $8 family.
Come early for a good '"al and to enjoy the delicious offenngs from Food
Court Alley. 1500 North College Avenue 111 Claremont. For more information contact Ann Joslin at (909)
625-8767. ext. 251.
The Small Business Development Center ts offenng the followmg
workshop. "Developmg
Your Business Plan." This three-hour
m-<lepth workshop will cover each of
the tmportanl planning and business
plan components. For infonnation and
registration call the Mt. San Antonio
College Small Business Development
Center at (800) 450-7232. Fee: (includes registration + book) $40 Prerequisite: start-up orientation or must
be in business-advance. Reservation
is required. Sat., 9 a.m. - Noon, 363

14

004

Park Avenue, Pomona
TI1e Small Bll.'imess Development Center is offenng the following
two-hour work\hop.
'"Marketing Your Bustne~s." Businesses need to understand
markeung and the powerfultooltt can
be. But first. it JS necessary to learn
what marketing 1s, what it isn't and
how it works. Identify your customers
and how to reach them. For infonnation and registration call the Small
Business Development Center at
(800) 450-7232. Fee: $15 per person,
reservations reqUJred. ThllTh., 5:30
p.m. - 7:30 p.m., 363 Park Avenue,
Suite I0 I. Pomona.

19

21

The Small Busmess
Development Center is
offenng the following
three-hour workshop. "Design Your
Own Web site." Everything you always wanted to know about havmg a
Web site ... don't be afraid to ask' Find
out what you need to know about registenng your own unique domain

How to Keep a Successful Business From
Growing Into a Crisis
cominued from page 39

payable, and new equipment and/or
faciliry lease payments all converge
on cash flow and the result may be
a pending cash crists.
*Customer dissatisfaction: The
business experiences a quantum
leap in customer complaints about
delays m delivery or the quality of
the product.
When a management team is
swamped just trying to keep up
with running the business. it can
often miss any or all of these Signals. Many businesses fail due to
management's inability to recognize the>e stgns and adapt to meet
them.
A viable solution is to retain the
services of a temporary management team dedicated to transltioning the business through such periods of rapid growth. Crisis management and turnaround firms are
experts at managing such traumas
in conjunction with management.

ln fact. the relationship will create a stronger core management
team for the long-term health of the
company. By engagmg an unbiased
outside third party, the business can
potenually accomplish three primary goals: (a) assure that such
raptd growth wtll not cause the
downfall of the business; (b) successfully coordmate the integration
of such spurts of rapid growth mto
the overall long-term strategic
goals of the busmess; (c) maximize
profits from such rapid growth.
Not every business is driven to
failure by rapid growth. But unfortunately, a good number are, and m
almost every instance the failure
was avoidable if the pitfalls had
been timely recognized and managed.
The same skills and talents that
cnsis managers and turnaround
professionals exhibit in rescuing a
business could just as easily be
employed by management to pre-
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vent a crisis from occurring. It is
the same premise as visiting a doctor for a check-up rather than waitmg until somethmg has gone terribly wrong and finding that major
surgery is required.
ls the business growing by leaps
and bounds but feelmg a little out of
sorts? Maybe a visit by the crisis
doctor to run some tests and diagnose the symptoms is in order. A little prevention may avoid the trauma of major business surgery
before 1t becomes an irreversible
certainty.
Christopher A. Wheeler is managing director and director of special
industries for Ballenger. Cleveland
& lssa, LLC ("BC/"). BCI is a
leading provider of corporate consulting and merchant banking services to companies with high growth
potential in a broad range of industries and disciplines. For more
information, visit www.bcillc.com.

31

The Palm Springs International Film Society
presents The Palm Spnngs International Festtval of Short Films & Film
Market. Thts brings the best in short
ftlmmaking from America and around
the world to the sunny desert paradise,
bringing together filmmakers, audiences and industry for America's
largest short film fesuval and film
market. Over 300 films from more
than 40 countries are presented on
three screens for seven days' Tues.,
through Mon., Sept. 6, 2004, Camelot
Theatres, 2300 Baristo Rd. at the
Palm Spnngs Mall. For more information call (760) 322-2930.

Foothill
Independent
Bank Ranks
Among Top
Banks in the

u.s.

collfinued from page 29

Riverside counties for 31 years. Jt
was established in 1973 and I! currently operates through 12 conveniently located offices. Foothtll
Independent Bank can also be found
on the Internet at www.foothillbank.com. Its motto is: "Striving to
Exceed Your Expectations."
Bauer Financial Inc., of Coral
Gables, Fla., is the nation's leadmg
bank rating firm. It has been reporting
on and analyzing the performance of
U.S. banks, thrifts, and credit unions
since 1984. Consumers may obtain
free
star-ratings
by
calling
800.388.6686
or
by
visiting
www.bauerfinandal.com.

Inland Empire's
Largest
Employers
.
.
.

comuwed from page 47
Comp.lll) Name
Addres~

City, Stale. Zip

name and discover ways to develop a
Web site presence that works for your
busmess. For mformation and regis.
tration call the Mt. San Anton to College Small Busmess Development
Center at (800) 450-7232. Fee: $15
per person, re'"rvations reqUired. Sat.,
9 a.m.- oon, 363 Park Avenue, Sune
101. Pomona.
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(Ranked hy ,\umb~r of Inland E mptre l:mplo_\eesJ

# Emplo)ces (lE)
ll l<: mplo)ees (Na tionwide)
Yr. Est. IE

Jerry L. Pettis Memorial
Vet Affairs (VA) Med. Ctr.
1120 I Benton Street
Lorna L10da, CA 92:\57
California lnstitute for Men
P.O. So:.; 128
Chmo. CA 91710

Nature of Bu.sine.\S

t.I.U.
2t5.46R
1977

Health Care

1.600
NIA
194t

State Prio,;on

Fmplo)ee Sen ice<~:
• Van or Carpool
• Health Club on Sile
• Da)care on Site
Ye~

So
No
No
t<o
No
No
No
No

Marketing Contact
Title

Annie Tuttle
Public Affair~ Director
becutive Office
Kevm Peters
Public Info. Officer

52.

Lake Elsinore UnJned School District
545 Chaney St.
Lake Ehinore. CA 92..HO

1.600
N/A
t989

Public School Dt~trict

SJ.

Marriott's Desert Springs Resort & Spa
74855 Country Club Drive
Palm Dc~ert, CA 92260

Resort Hotel & Spa

54.

Redlands Unified School District
20 W Lugonia Ave
RedlanJ,. CA 9237~

1.600
NIA
1987
t,600
NIA

55.

Riverside Count) Office of Education
3939 Thirteenth St. P.O. Box 868
River;ide. CA 92502

1.592
N.'A
1891

Educatton

56.

Desert Sands Unified School District
47-950 Dune Palm~ Rd
La Quinta. CA 92253

1.568
NIA
t965

Education

57.

California Dept. of Transportation
464 W 4lh St
San Bernardino. CA 9240 I

1.500
22,000
1923

U.S. Postal Service Proc. & Dist. Ctr.
1900 West Redland!> Blvd
San Bemanhno. CA 92403-9997
San Manuel Indian Bingo & Casino
5797 N Victoria Ave.
Highland. CA 92346

1,495
797.795
1851
1.462
NIA
1986

Mailing Service

y.,

Bmgo & Ca\ino

No
No
No
No
No

1.461
NiA
1942

Marine Corps

Ye!>

Logi~lics

Ye~
ve~

Yes
No
!':o
YeNo
No
No
!':o
No

Curtt\ L. Brown
Community Re-.oun.:es
Manager
K.tren Hurlbut
Markeung Commumcations Mgr.

Mum~,;tpal

Ye~

Government

No
No

June Durr
Marketmg&
Public Affair., Oftlcc

58.

59.

&lucatton

De~ign.

Build & Mamtain State
Highway System

60.

U.S. Marine Corps Logistic Base
Command Headquanen. (8110). Bo.t.. 110100
Barstow. CA 923 I I

61.

California Rehabilitation Center
Department of Corrections. Box 1841
Norco. CA 91760

1.400+
NIA

Department
ofCorrecttons

ESRl

1.400
1,791
1969
1,40<1

Geographic lnlnrmat10n
Syo,;tem Soh\\ ate

62.

6J.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

380 New York St
Redlands. CA 92373
Carousel MaU
295 Camu<>el Mall
San Bernardino. CA 92401
Cit) of San Bernardino
300 N. ··o·· St.
San Bernardino. CA 92418
Community Hospital of San Bernardino
1805 Medical Center Drive
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Sl Bernardine Medical Center
.2101 North Waterman Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92404
Riverside County Regional Med. Ctr.
26520 Cactu!o> Ave
Moreno Valley. CA 92555
The Press·Enterprise Co.
351:! Fourteenth Street
Riverside, CA 92501
Desert Regional Med. Ctr.
1150 North indian Canyon Or.
Palm Spring~. CA 92262
Coachella VaUe}s Unincd School District
87·225 Church St.
Thennal. CA 92274
Epic Management LP
10393 Enterprise Or_
Redlands, CA 92374

Endo-.ed
Regional \iall

NIA

197:!
1.4{)()
NIA
1810

IJOO
NIA
1908
t,100
29.826
1911
1.250
1.250
189)

Acute Care

Ho~pllal

Acule & Tertiary Heallh Care

Ho~p11al

t-.;ewo,;papers, Printing.

1.200

Heallh Care

195t
1,2fXJ

73.

Deborah Harri s
Chief, Public & Leg. Aff:urs

N/A

1111 Eaton
Marketing Manager

W11liam M. Bokholt
Public Affairs Ofrlcer

Linda Griffilh
Marketing Manager

Kimberly Htllhouo,;c
Admin Dlr.• Mkung & Comm
Ktmberly HJI!house
Admm. Dir. Mktmg. & Comm

Yes
No
No
Ye-

Joe Frederick-.on
\' PIMarketing

Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Marianne Baldwin
Director of Marketing

Re<;.('lrt~.

Hospitality

Acute Care Hosp1tal, 24-hr. Matc:mlly.
ERffrauma, Heartcare Center
oP

E:llie Benncu
Chtef Program Director

Physician~

1'!92
NIA
1901

Nam:y La...-ru~ky
Director of Pun.:ha!o>mg

Practice
Management

t97)

t.l~

Pcrwnnel Jobline
(909) 276-7826

Kathi S:mkey-Robm">on
Bu-._ De\·. Director

Public Edw.:ation

1,200
1.200
t994

Riverside Community Hospital
4445 Magnoha Ave
R1verstde. CA 92501

No
No
Yes
Yes

N!A

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

NIA

72.

Ye~

l'o
l'o

1,200

1.200
8,000

So
No
No
Yes
No
No

Ken Broam
Director of Sale~

;-.;o

1.230
NIA
1878

KSL Resorts
55-880 PGA Blvd
La Qumta. CA 92253

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Roy Southwick
Media & lnfonnauon
Officer

~~~r~=cR·e~~b~s~~~~c~~allh

Ye~
~0

No

Sarah Suggs
Dtr. Corp. CommunicatiOn~
.,.,ebmB!oter@. hlmai1.com
Ann Matich
Du-ector of Marketmg

continued on page 52
Top Local Executhe
Title
Phone/Fax
E·Mail Address
Dean R. Stordahl

CEO
(909) 825-70841422-3107
tuttle.annie(n med. va.gov
Larry Witek
Warden
(909) 597- t 8211393-86'19
Sharon LlndsaJ, ED.D.
Supenntendent
(909) 674-77311245-HO~
Jeu\d.k 12.ca.us
Tim Sullivan
General Manager
(760) 141·22t 11341-1872
Robert Hodges
Supennh:ndent
(909) 107-5:m<l/J07-5312
Dr. David Long
Riv. Co. Superintendent of Sch~
(909) 826-65301826-61'19
dlong:(a rcoe.k 12.ca.us
Doris L. Wilson, Ed. D.
Superintendent
(760) 777-420<ln7 t·8505
Anne Ma)'er
Distnct Duector
(909) 38,·6477/383-6822
www.dotca.gov
Benjamin Torres
Plant Manager
t909) 335-!,0J
Ron Mastandrea
General Manager
(909) 864-50501862·8R90
sanmanuel(a sanmanuel.com
Ste"·en J, Tbomlb(ln
Commanding Offtcer
(760) 577-60611577-6:\50
bokholtwm(a b:m.tow.ucm.:.mtl
JoAnn Cordon
Warden
<909> 271-2903m6-!488
Don Berry
Director of Operatwm
(909) 793-2853n9J-59):l
Sam Catalano
General Manager
(909) 884-0t061885-6R9'
Fred Wlboo
City Admini~trator
(909) 384-51221:"\R~-5703
wit<;on_ ff1ruci. \all--bcmard.tno.ca.u~
Bruce Satzger
President
(909) 887-6333/887-6468
Ste"e Barron
President
(90'll88t-43001X8t-4546
Donna Matney
Ho\pltal Director
(909) 486-44701486-4475
Marcia \tcQuern
Pres1dent
(909! 782-75571782-NH4
Truman Cates

CEO
(760) 323-67741864-9577
Colleen K. Gaynes
SupenmendentJ S.:hools
(760) 399-5137/399-1052
John Goodman

CEO
(909) 799-18t817%-0417
Michael S. Shannon
Manager
(760) 564-8000/564·t«l05

~e~?d~~~~rs
(909) 788-30001788·3201

N!A =Not ~P_Iicablt l\r:.VD -. \4-0uld not Dirc/(1.~~ na =!WI availahlt. 111t' infomtah'o~ in 1~ llbm·r list )tflS ohtJ.Jinedfmm rht ,w,~pamt'S lw~d. To tht ~.\1 (If our knowlrd~~ the infrmnattor~ suppll~d is accurOJ~ as of
press""''. H-htl~ t\·try effort u made to tn.rllll' tht occuracy anJ tlwmughnus of the Jut, ommton.S and rypograph1cal errors somtttml'r {)('('Ur PIrose .ff'nd et'>rm:twns or addlhons on ( f'Jnlpanv lmerhl'ad rn 1ht Inland
Emptr~ Business Journal, PO. Bo·( 1979. Randu1 Cw·amon!!(d. CA 91 7 29-1979. Rl!seardJt>d ~ Sondra Ol1t>ra. Cop)nght/EBJ. T1us li.it up.Uutd Au~;>u1t 2())4 byc..,npc.uzu•s ~h,, rrsponckd toq~sttonu.Ul'.
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Inland Empire's Largest Employers
c Oil( IIlii<

tRunl!.cd b\ \ t~m/Jcr of lt1lmul l.mJnrc l.mplo.lC'l'\J

d /1011/ pat:c 51
I

Compa n) " arne

I

Addrt:"tS

EmpiO)~ ~lEI

EmpiOH!~

Cit), State. Zip
74.

\toronAO t ·nified
p_o_ Bo' L!09

S~ hool

District

T\\-cnt) mne Palm ... CA 922"'7

75.

76.

Kaiser Foundat ion Hospita l - Rherside
108(() 1\.!agnolia A\e
Ri\er<o1de, CA 92<i05
Cil:t of Corona
8 15 W Sl'oth St
Corona, C'A 92882

Corona Regional Med. Ctr.
77.

800 S. Main St
Corona, CA 92882

78.

311 Bonnie C'1rde
Corona. CA 91 '720

Warson Pb•nnaceuticals, Inc.

California S t~ llndustries. Inc.
79.

80.

J4(X){) San Bernardino A..e.

Fon[ana. CA 92335
Amtrak
7920 Lindbergh Dr
Ri .,·eNde , C A 92.508

Vielor Valle} Union High School District
81.

16150 Moha,·e Dr
Victorville, CA 92392

Consolidated
82.

Freight~a) S

11 888 Mi ssion Bl vtJ
M1ra l .oma. ('A 91752

Mountain High Resort

83. P.O. Bo' 3010,24510 Hwy 2
Wrightwood. CA 92397

St. Mary Medical Center
~-

85.

ISJOO Hi ghwa) 18
Apple Vall ej. ('A 9::!307
A lta Lorna Elementa r ,t School District
9340 Ba-.ehne Rd
Alta Lorna. CA 91701 5821

Redlands Communit)' H~pital
86. J50Tell'3l· ina Bhd
Redlands, CA 92373
T he Toro Com pun)
5825
Ja~mme St
87.
R1\el"\ide. CA 92504
ParL\-tew Comm. Hosp. Med. Ctr.
88. 3K6.'i Jad..-.on Street
Riverside!, C A 92.'io:\
\'e llo~

89.

90.

Freight S) stems

2951 Lcnwood A\·c
Barsto"- C'A 92:\11

Goodrich Corporation
~erostructurf'i Group
S200 Arling:wn Aw

~r.

Sature of Business

(NatJormidel

!.OJ.!

;-..A

Public
Schooh.
llo~pital

1.000
30.000
1989
1.000
N'A
18%

Acute Cue

1.000
1.000
1992
1.000
3.100
1985
955
955
1984

Steel
Manufacturing

950

Transportauon

24,000

(Reser..-ation Office)

850
'I!\
1956
806
'lA
1885
800

1\;o

!';o

Yes

91.

92.

3 11 Ces. naCir
Comna , CA 9 1720
Road~ay

93.

Express

17401 Adelanto Rd

Adelanto. CA 92301
Henwn G. Slark
94.

Youth COITKlional FadiU)
15 1WE. Euclid Ave.

North American Med. Mgt.·California
3281 E. Guast1 Rd .• Ste. 700
Ontario, CA 9 1761

96.

Nanl Surface Warfare Center
Coroaa Di"ision
P.O. Box 5<KKI

Travi'>

Acute Care llospital

Yes

Tcri

Pharmaceuticals

No
No
Yes
No
No

~1umttpal

Yes
Yes

Beth Gro .. es
Deputy City Manager

Ran~bury

Dir.. Mkting & C'omm. Rei
Sara Swee
Director. Corporate

Communications
JimWil.;;on
VP.,Sales

No

School District
Trucking/f ransponation

Ski

Re~n

Yes

Yes
'lo
No
No
No

Yes

Larry feint

No
No
No
No
No

John McCony
\o1arketmg Dtrector
(760) 249· S8081249 3 155

No
1\o

Randy Bevilacqua
AVP ,~1arkcting

Division Sale!> Manager

No
Edw.:ation

800
5.000
1%2
750
'>A
1958
750

Jl ospll<.~l

Deborah S"o\dlino
Marketmg Director

Medical Center

J--reight

Nr'A
1930
750
2J.OCKJ
1952

J. Loca~io
f.\eculi\·e A..,..,istant

lrrigat100

Airl·mft

Component~

No
No
No

Mtkc Mooney

~0

Curti-. Reu ... -.cr
VP, Bu\. Acquisition

:\o
So

734
SA

1888
700
1.700
1985
700
26.000
685
Ni A
1959

Munic1pulity

Yes.

\ 1anufacturcr ol
Electric Gwta~

Yes

No
'-io

&Amplifier-.
Motor Freight

C'orrcct10ns

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

D.C'

Mana~er

"Socha Chapa
A~'iist. Cit) \-1anager

NA

C athe r ine Pelley
Presidcnl!CEO
(760) 242-:!3111242-9750

(909) 484-5151.484-SI55
alsd.k 12.ca.u~
j a mes R. Holmes

Pre-.idenL CEO
(909) 335 5505."335-6497

Bill Hughes
\ ptGeneral \ttanager
(9091 MS-9221
No rm Martin
President CEO
(909) 352-5400. . 352-5611

marketingc(/ pchmc.org
Mike Mooney
D.C. Manager
(760) 253-2937/25J-62.H
J .J . Pe rez
General Manager
(9091 )51-'\4001351 S031
Se\ e ro Esquh-el
City Admlntstrator
(9091620.2314 62(} 3707
Doug Mills

Sr. V.P. Operation.,

Superintenden t

Xa\·ier Ruiz
(909)606-50001606-5001

Physician
PractiCe
Management

No
No
No

629

707

Government
US. Navy

Yes
Yes

Cdr. Jeffrey Taylor
Executi ve Offi cer

600

Resort

Rene M oret
Regional V.P.
(909) 605-8000/(>05-8031
dmellfn nammsocal.corn

Ste\'en Miller
Commanding Officer
(909) 273-5 1231273-4205
wrightwj <.'« corona. na vy.mil

No

No
No

(760) 955·32001245-) 128
Ric ha rd J ohnson
Division Manager
(909) 681 ... 200-681-%12
Kat hee Taylor
Human Re ...ources Dtrcctor
ktaylor<n mthigh.com

M1 chelle Lee
Admini c;trutive Asst

650
N/A
1983

Yes

(909) 270-14001270· 1429
watsonpharm.com
C. Lourenco Gonca h-es
PresidenL'CEO
(909) 35().{;2001350-622.1
kschulty@ califomim.teel.com
Eugene Price
Director
<9091 789-7950n89-7867
Dr. Pa tricia A. Mark

(909) 898-4000n34 -4250
TJ. O 'Connor
Division Vice President
(909) 868-5210

David Mellcnhine
Director of External Affairs

170.000
1991

CEO

Jim l-ergu~n
Dic,trict Sales Manager

Corona. CA 92878·5000

Tbe W~tin Mission Hill Resort
97. 71333 Dinah Shore Dr.
Rancho Mirage. CA fJ2270

CEO
(9091 736-6240n.16-63IO
Alle n C hao, Ph.D.

Superintendent

MarCia \\ ilham..,
Olrcttor Publll Rehnion~

,\cute Cart.' Ho..,pllal

Gerald McCall
Sr. V.PtArea Mgr
(909) 353-4600!353-1<\ II
George G uaywlle
City Manager
(909) 736-237617)6-2493
janbates(fJ ci.corona.ca_u.,
J ohn Calderone

Or. Sharon Mc Holland

l';o

No
'-io

800

Phone/ Fa'
E-Mail Address
Patri_cia Bro~ n -Dempsc)
01stnct Supcnntendent

Superintendent

1929

Chino. CA 91710
95.

Jamc~

Area Marketing Director

Government

Ti8e

Richard Harper
Director of Sale-.; Marketing

Bunty A harned
General Manager
(760) 328-5955n70.217)
ranch@ westin.com
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Property and Casualty Insurers Earn $32.3 Billion in 2003
Industry Reports $48 Billion Investment Gain
continued from pafie 27

(760) 367-9191.'367-0712

'-io
No
Yes
No
No

R 1 ·•e~idc-, CA 92.'i0.~

Cit) of Pomona
505 S. Gart) :\\C
Pomona, CA 91769
Fender Mm.ical lnstrument.s

\1arket mg ( ontnct
Tille

1\o

1914

1993
941
"''iA
1915
850
22.000
1970
850
Seasonal
N'A

E!'~P~~)oe: ~!~~r

• Health Club on Site
• Oa)care on Si t!'

Est. IE

AUGUST 2004

Nota ble do•mgrades include:
•Atlanuc Mutuallrt\. Co. 1\e" Ym. NY.! from C to D+
•l.andmarkAmtnc.m In~ C.> 1Engle\\IX1d. r.•nn IfR.\111 B-10 r
•Putnam Rein~ulilfll:t Co. n·.;e" Yor~.I\Y.) fmm Hto Ct

The Weiss Safety Ratings are
based on an analysis of a company's risk-adjw.ted capital. reserve
adequacy. profitabili<y. liquidny.

and stabili<y. The Iauer category
combines a series of factors includ·
tng asset growth. premium growth,
strength of affiliate companies. and
risk diversification .
Weiss Ratings, Inc., re\'lews
more than 8,000 s10cks dailv,
including all those 1raded 011 the
New York Stock Exchange, the
American Stock Exchange, and
Nasdaq. Wei.n· also tssw!s un·est-

Revenues are deri\·ed strictlv from
wle.\ of irs product5 to consumers,
inHiturions, businesses, librane.\,
and
Mm'ernmental
age11ctes.
Raung.\ and analyses, consumer
jimmcial and im·esrment guides,
and other products are arailable
for purchase through www.u·eissrmmg.\.com or by calling 800-289·
9222.

ment ratings 011 more than 12,0(XJ
mutual fund!>, cm·ering equitv,
fixed-tncome,
and closed-end
funds, and prm•ides financial safety
rating.\ 011 more Than 15,000 finan
cia/ institlf!ions, including banks
a11d insurance companies.
It is the only major rating agencv
that recei\·es no direu or imlireel
compensatim1 from the companies
it rates for fj.suing its ratings.

Agency Client Services Director Promoted
conti11ued from fWfie 18
with DDS Canada for seven
years. where she worked with
clie nts such as McDonald's,
Safeway. Greyhound Lines and
Red Robin Restaurants.
Having been a member of the
British Columbia, Southern
California, San Diego and
Inland Empire chapters of the
American Marketing Associ-

ation (AMA}, Hunter recentl}
served on its executive board
and that of the National
Advertising Benevolent Society.
She was also race director for
I0
years
for
Canadian
Endurance Sport, assisting in the
coordination of more than 75
sporting events.
Hunter has been the recipient

t s5i

firms in the Inland Empire, providin~: expertise in marketinR.
advertising, graphic desifill,
interactive developmenl media
buyi11g, public relatio11s, and
other business developme11t
services. Call 760-773-0290.

of a number of awards including
the AMA's "Marketer of the
Year" for strategic marketing
excellence for Tourism British
Columbia and for Richmond
Savings.
Founded in 1994 by Scott Kiner
and Lea Goodsell, Kiner/Goodsell Ad1•ertising is one of the
largest full-service morketinfi

/ ! , S o u t h e r n California Business Services
Southern California Business Services
~rn Ld~ITOrnld

tsUSinE'SS '>erVtCE'S

Enrolled to practice befo~ the Internal Revenue Service
Locat e d in Rancho Cucamonga. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
we h::~vc hccn helpinf. bu.,inc<.s
profcs\lonal, for over 25 years
:\o watter hc111 large or 'mall
your bu.,lness \\C prov1dc.·
Quail tv sen ite to meet vour
individual needs We tJ~e pride
in the pcrsonJI attention that
we give to our clicnb . Our
knowledgeable staff stays current
in regards to Jll tax law changes.
which provides you with the
Call us today for your free initial consultation at
assurance that the 1ob will be
done right. We offer payroll
services to everyone even non
book~eep1ng clients. At SCBS.
semng you is out lop ptiorily
Our mission
is to be competent.
ethical. and professional

•
•
•
•
•

Tax Consulting • Payroll Processing
Tax Planning • Sales Tax Returns
Bookkeeping
• QuickBooks Training
Accounting
• IRS Representation
Rnancial Statements

Marilyn E. Seely, EA, CfP
PRI:•/Of,.,--

· w e are here to support
and educate our clients in
order to help them achieve
all of their bus mess goals!""
Marilyn Seely

Phone: 909.980.8884
Fax: 909.980.6101
E-Mail: scbs@scbscorp.com
WWW.SCBSCORP.NET

8632 Archibald Ave., Suite 207 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
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Messenger/Courier Services Serving the Inland Empire
Co mpan ~

' 1m1e
.\ddrT'"
..,.ta tel/ip

C it~

l nittd Partt·l Sen ice
~ .lO

lr>land Fmpn~ 8 1H1
On lam C A QI ..M

l'~"· Po<OtaiStni«
.WOW SthSt
San Bemardi oo. CA 9240\-9QQS

3.

..
5.

6.

lteHdquartt'rfii
\ r. t<:..t •

I or Vehicle,:
Inla nd ..:mpire
Co. \\ide

4,S00
J60.CXKl

Atl.mtl. (v\
JQ(f

1.100
i'iO.OO

\\a~hmgton

476

l ' -~- P%tal Sen ice
4150 ChK.lgo A\e
Ri'>(':Nidt. ('A Ql..'>01-QC)qR

,

Staff:
Inla nd l' m pirt"
Co. \\ ide

rx

18~3

!92.900

355
797,795

Wa<.hington. DC
IW'U

716
192,900

P:tlll Alto. C A

Airborne t :\prt".. (Sk' <.:ouriE"r)
1500 Arctuba.ld A.. r
Ontano, C A QJ.. 6 1

36
20.680

Seau le, WA

Rapid 1-:'P~'i DtliHQ
P O. lkn. 42'i2

\\"'0

World" idt
I WO An.::hlt!ald A\·e

1.-1 I h-..
(hernight ?
Ru \ h'!

y,,

Yes
Yes
Ye..,

Yes

1.074

"7Q7,7q:-;

65
7.800

t: me~

lntnl. lk h, en!
l' an:t>l l>eh' c~~ '!

75

I<J.l6

Pustn.l<lster/San Bernardino

Yes

(800) 275-8777

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

J oe Snedeker
General Manager

Ye.

(800) 443-6379/(9091 390-6.163

13265

Yes

Ontario, CA

WND

Yec,
Yes

Dan O'Rourkt'
District Fidd Service Man.1ger
(800lA IR BO R ~EJ('XI9l 605-20.33

Gone PO'ital

N'A

1990

Larr~ Pasle ~

Yes

(9091 923 - 1000t947-0'i07

~sident

Yes

Jill Allen
Bmnch \filnilgcr

Yc;

(909) 7B4-\600i6K4-9970

NIA

Susan

J o ll e~

Owner

(Procesl. Ser.·erJ

(909) ~7 - 3525194 7 6199

quicksilver''' gc,ms.com

\-'l~stnJ:e.-..

%1 Primn•~ In

9.

Yes
Yes

Ye:>

85
165

Ontario. CA

Quick Siher MK'>t'nger Sen ice
P.O. Bm 44'i6
Ontario. C·\ Q\761

8.

Ana. CA

Gnrnl..Millcr

Yes

1946

1984

'"

PostmasterRiver-; u.ie
( !!00) 275 -!!777

Yes

) c.,

Sant<~

25

100

J a mc., E. 0 l' Cn.,

Yes

103

1985

Inter Count) Bu tots.-. Mail IICB\1 1

Ye~

Yes

Ontario, CA QJ76l

7!U p,,Jm} nta
Ri\et,ldt: CA92507

Mike Piedra
Vil'e Pre ...ldent
(9091'M8 R2CXl"Q4X 78'i'i

Yes

Ontario, CA <)1761

7.

rop t.uc.
Title
Phonefl'il\.
t-: -\1ail \ ddre"-'

Cmoru1. CA

No

lt>9K

Yc.,

~;,.e,~~~a!O

NNo<•

nt::.,...,

n,,.
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Companies Learn Some, Lag Some, When It Comes to
Downsizing
Five Things Most Companies Do Well ... and Five They Don't
conrinued from page 49
efficient ways of completing it once there are fewer people available to get
il done. Cutting staff, withoul having a strategy for getting work completed, leads to decreased productivity, low morale; turnover, and often the
need to refi ll eliminated positions.
Howington noles lhat how com panies handle layoffs has a major
im pact on their abi lity to retain remaining employees, recruit new ta lent and
mai ntain positive relationships with their comm unities. She expects that as
the job markel heats up and skilled workers begin to have mu ltiple employment options, more companies doing strategic reorganizations will incor-

porate things they haven ' t yet done as pan of the layoff process. "Of course,
it's better late than never," Howington says. "but co nducting downsizings
in a way th ai is sensitive to the needs of both those dismissed and those who
remain is a smart busi ness practice rega rdless of the economy."

Established in 1974, Lee Hecht Harrison is the leading global career services company specializing in providing outplacemelll, leadership development/coaching and career developmelll services. Its focus is helping organi:ations and their employees deal with career transitions, career management and the effect of change on careers , work and employability.

Los Angeles and Ontario Airports Continue
Rebound in Passenger and Cargo Volumes
continued from page 45

\\ EB Sri ES
A\"Wmi'C'.ooununicatKmlnc.

serve about seven mi llion passengers th is year, whi ch would surpass
the previous record of 6.7 mi ll ion
set in 2000.

Air Cargo Increases
Air cargo (freight and mail)
volume at LAX in June lotaled
171 ,854 - up one percenl over June
last year. For the first six months of
this year, air cargo at LAX grew 10
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I ,015.699 tons- 3.6 percem higher
lhan during the same period in
2003.
Air cargo (freight and mail)
vo lume at ONT in June was 48.563
tons - 1.3 percent less than June of
last year. However, year-to-date air
cargo volu me al ONT is 30 I ,59 1
Ions - I 0.1 percent higher than Ihe
same period last year.
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GABRIEL

Your Complete
Mailing Solutions

GABR~[

Fire
Alann
Syotano

1ntruaion
Odoctloo
........

CCTV

~

..............
Syotano

s,-no

Control

~[t][l]
~
Syotano

Mention th1s od ond receive 20% OFF · your first moiling service order!
•
•
•
•
•

"'

Stomp Affixing
lobbing I Wafer Seol
Hond Processing
Borcoding
Pre-Sortmg

•
•
•
•
•

Moil Design
Direct Moll Printmg
loser Pnntmg
Full Bindery Services
Complete fulflilmentSeNICes

"%':":~'"
--

We're a leading national
S«Urity company with a
tlronslocal commibnent to
pro~«! you

through uoe of.

..=:,.,.
c-al

'"

''

w

~

a h

i c I -

Se r v i ce

I
L'

•

n "

1

• Phas" I
• Phase II

9 0 9 -5 4 5 -0 2 5 0
r o

11

m

SERVICES

Nati o nwid e
t..'

n t a I

t..

o m

• Phas" Ill
• Asb.,st os

• Mold
• Le ad

Corona, CA 92880

Compa n) Name
Add ress

Cit) !State/Zip

Yts

Sta rr:
Inland Empire
Co. Wide

Federal ExpttiS

=

Hcadquartc"

I of Vehicles:

Y r. l-~ t.

Inland Empire
Co. Wide

Memphis. TN

lntnl. DcliH·r)?
Parcel Del her) ?

UH.r.?
O"ernight?
Ru.!.h?

Yes

Yts

{9()9)735-7978/340-9810
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ultraflexabizable

• Sldlled installation and
stations

Call us today for a FREE

l«hnology
• A full rang< of sysl<m
capabilities

proi...Wnalappraisal of

ADT-INFO

CO/lllllfled }rom l'<lge 55

,...;co
• Our own UL-li>ted central

Coot~ective security

•

(800) 238-4636

71 01 Jurupa Ave., Suite # 1
Riverside, CA 92504
909.359.0599 • Fax 909.359.5008

ENVIRONMENTAL

Tim e l y

Messenger/Courier Services Serving the Inland Empire

~[I]~~
Ooto Processing
l1st Man agement
labeling
Ink Jet Addressing
lnsertmg

&
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&.\1•oo...-..

For total protection,
rely on the first name
in security.

•
•
•
•
•

R e liabl e

yow oocurily need$.

FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK
1be unusual and highly desirable :tbilily to have llexible businesl> banking reblionships. It's just anw 'li'lf o! "')ing Foolhill h2s lbe best emplo)ees, service and produas itt lOft.
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The Top Reasons
To Sponsor on
October 25, 2004
Mrrrt'rles-1\eru

(
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1.

4.

2., 3.
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MerredesBenz
RfSOIIT IS CASINO

PECHANCiA

~~

Heywood Company

Elnland.

mpJ!~

sac concrete &

Masoarv CeiiSli'UCiiDD

5.

6.

7.

8r

8.

Because of your sponsorship
thousands of children
will have a better
chance at life.
Gordon Jlountjo,y &

'\ssociate.~.

Chris 8l Claudia Clarkson

Royal Blunt

Eo Be CHARLOITE CHIUMINA1TA

Inc.

I
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